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PREFACE

TABIE OF CONIENI'S

Justice System Improvement Act
pp.

These papers have been developed from tpe.Justice System Improvement
Act and its legislative history. Each pllp:;r attempts to cover a single
issue or grouping of related issues. Sane overlap will exist. However,
we feel that the explanation of issues and the statutory clauses that
pertain to those is~ues is an aid to understanding the legislation.
'Ihe issues following each pap:;r were submitted by various States, localities
and public interest groups. The responses which will be provided at
.
this meeting contain a mixture of legal and policy decisions. These legal
and policy deCiSions, as well as the inp~t received at this conference, will
form the basis for the FY ~l draft application guidelines presently under"
development. 'Ihese guidelines will be published in the Federal Register
for comment during the rmnth of' December, shortly after completion at' the
conference.
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SUl'IJlVIARY
JUSTICE SYSTEM

n~ROVEMENT

ACT OF 1979

The Justice System Improvement Act (Pub. L. 96-1572 enacted into law on
Iecertiber 27, 1979, provides a four year authOrization for justice assistance,
research, and statistics programs. The Act is significantly different
from the IEAA statute and makes major structural and substantive changes
in the financial assistance, research, and statistical programs which
have been administered by IEAA •

.~ r

The new Act establishes four organizations with:in the Department of Justice
under the general authority of the Attorney General. These new organlzations
are: Office of Justice ASSistance, Research, and Statistics (OJARS)
which will coordinate the activities and provide the staff support for
the three new assistance offices: Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(IEAA), National Institute of Justice (NIJ), and the Bureau of Justice
Statistics (BJS).
Part A
Establishes the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). LEAA
is authorized to oIErate a State and local assistance program of Formula
Grants, a 50/50 match program of National Priorities, a discretionary program,
training and IErsonnel development programs, canrnuni ty anti-crirne programs,
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention programs, and Public
Safety Officer Benefits. LEAA will be headed by an Administrator
appointed by the President. The Administrator will have the final sign
off authority in the award of grants and contracts for IEAA and OJJDP.
The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention rema:ins
as part of IEAA under the provisions of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended.
Part B
Establishes the National Institute of Justice (NIJ). NIJ will ensure a balance
in basic and applied research; evaluate the effectiveness of programs carried
out under the Act to determine their impact upon the quality of criminal and
civil justice systems, te.)t and demonstrate civil and criminal justice
programs; disseminate information and give primary emphasis to State and
local justice systems. NIJ will be headed by a D1rect~r appointed by
the President. The Director will have the ·f:inal sign off authority for
the award of grants and contracts for NIJ. NIJ will have a 21 member
Advisory Board appointed by the President •

.
c

Part C '
Establishes the Bureau of Justice StatistiCS (BJS). BJS will provide a variety
of statistical services for the criminal justice canrnunity; recornrrend standards
for the generation of statistical data; analyze and disseminate statistics;
and, provide for the se,curity and privacy of criminal justice statistics.
BJS will be headed by a Director appointed by the President. TheDirector
v/ill have the final sigp off authority in the award of grants and contracts
for BJS. BJS will have a 21 member Advisory Board appointed by the Attorney

I'

II"
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General.
Part

D
Esta~lishes

the formula grant program to pr'ovide assistance to State and
10ca.L mits of governm::mt for improvements in and coordination of their
crimin~ justice activities. Grants are authorized for specified purposes.
A ~ingle application consisting of program level information is required.
TIns application cov'ers a three year period.

I
I

I

10 percent match requirement may be deferred illltil FY 1981.

U

Part E

n'J
I
l,

'i

Eighty r:ercent of the total Parts D, E and F appropriation is reserved for
this program. FUnds appropriated are allocated to States aid territories
which are all treated as States for the purposes of the legislation, on '
the basis of population or a four-part formula taking into account population
cr.irrE rate, tax rate, and criminal justice exr:enditures of each jurisdiction.'
The four-part formula only comes into effect i f the Formula Grant appropriation
exceeds LEAA I S FY 1979 appropriation for Parts C and E. Each State will have a
Criminal Justice Council to develop a three-year application for funds and
~nerally set statewide priorities. Each State will receive a minimum of
$300,000 annually.
Within each State, cities, counties and combinations of jurisdictions with a
population of 100,000 or more are entitled to receive grants from the
formula grant, if the entitlement jurisdiction expends at least .15
r:ercent of total State and looal criminal justice exp:mditures, and
provided that the entitlement jurisdiction would receive at least $50,000.
Combinations ml;lst be contiguous if not in the sane county, but need not
be solely within one State. Each entitlement jurisdiction will submit
~ application for funds which will be included with the State applicat10n submitted to LEAA. The amount each entitlement jurisdiction
receives will be canputed using a weighted formula which takes into
accoun~ certain criminal justice expenditures and totai criminal justice
e~r:endi tures relative to the State I s total. Ehti tlemen t jurisdictions
w111 be required to establish criminal justice advisory boards.

Ten percent of the total Parts D, E, and F appropriation is reserved for
this program. C'.ramts require a 50 r:ercent match. However, the match may
cane from any sOUr'ce of funds, including Part D formula grant monies.

I
J

1

rl

I

~

1I

to

Each entitlerrent jurisdiction will determine which particular projects will be
funded with its allocation. The State Criminal Justice Council will make
the final decisions on projects which will be supported ror statewide
benefit or within jurisdictions not receiving an entitlement.

,

1

~e Federal share of the cost of projects funded under the Formula Grant Program
1S up to 90 percent, with cash match being provided for the rest. ~1atch can
be waived for Indian tribes and in certain cases of financial hardships.
Eventual assumption of program cost by the recipient is required.
Because the legislation did not take effect until Iecember 27, 1979, the
- 2 -

'Ihe program is administered by LEAA. Nation'al pr-iori ty grant programs
are identified jointly by OJ'ARS and LEAA bar.ed on nominations from NIJ, BJS,
State and local governments, and other public and pr.ivate organizations.
Proposed programs Will be published in the Federal Register and the public
given at least 60 days to comment. Priorities for each fiscal year must be
published in the Register prior to the start of each fiscal year, beginning
in FY 1981.
National priority grants may be for up to three years, and may be extended
for an additional two years if the program or project has been evaluated
and found to be effective. Recipients are expected to assume the costs
of effective programs unless State of local budget constraints preclude
cost assumption.

j

I

the total formula grant 7 1/2 r:ercent can be used for administrative costs.
The State may use up to 7 1/2 percent of its allocation and the balance of
State alloeation for administrative purposes. 'll1is must be matched on a
50/50 basi8. An additional $250,000 match free is allowed for administrative
purposes (~~200,000 for the State and $50,000 for a Judicial Coordinating
Committee)
Ehtitlement jurisdictions may use up to 7 1/2 percent of
~heir alloeations for administration. 'lhe first $25,000 afthat amount
1S match free, the remaining funds must be matched dollar for d.ollar.
Of

A new National Priority Grant Program is established. Tl1is program
provides grants to State and local governments to carry out programs that,
on the basis of research, demonstration or evaluation, have been shown
to be effective or innovative and to have a likely beneficial impact on
criminal and juvenile justice. Priorities may include programs to
~nprove planning and coordination activities.

I
1
I

I

Part F
As reauthorized by the Justice System Improvement Act, the discretionary
grant program provides assistance to States, local government, and private
nonprofit orga,nizations for the following purposes: (1) programs to improve
and strengthen the criminal justice system; (2) programs to improve planning
and coordination; (3) programs to assure the equitable distribution of funds
among criminal justice components; (4) programs to prevent and combat
white collar crjme and public corruption; (5) court and corrections system
improverrents; (6) organized cr.irrE programs, and activities to disrupt illicit
commerce in stolen goods and property, and (7) community and neighborhood
anti-crirne efforts.
Section 602(a) emphasizes assistance to private nonprofit organizations for
programs which otherwise might not be undertaken, including national
court improvement; education and training programs; community and neighborhood
anti-cr.irrE programs; victim-witness assistance programs; and efforts to
develop, implement., evaluate and revise criminal justice standards. Irmovative programs are encouraged.
Ten percent of the total Parts D, E, and.F appropriation is earmarked for
discretionary grants. Grants may be for up to 100 r:ercent of program or
project costs.
Part G
- 3-

Tra:ln:Ing and Manpower Development
"'
attorney tra:Ining and tra:Ining f are author~ze~ by this part. Prosecuting
o criminal just1ce personnel is provided.
Part H
The Office of Justice Assist
.
established under the @eneralan~~t~:f~rch, and Statistics (OJARS) is
General. The Director is appo:Inted b y and policy control of the Attorney
y the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate. OJARS
activities between NIJ, BJS, ~o~~~e~~ staff support and coord:inates
LEAA is required to subm:i t an annual
made through activities funded und ~e~rt to Congress on the progress
ceeding fiscal year. A special re err tar s D, E, F and G dUr':lng the preyears after enactment of the Act . POal
to Congress not later than three
1S so required.
Civil rights requireJrents
ui
individually identifiable'r~~ar~~Jre~~: ensuring confidentiality of .
justice information are set forth fu' ~d security and privacy of cI'1m1nal
intelligence systems funded under·Pa te~e dhs an additional requirement that
set by OJARS.
r
a ere to policy standards to be

The Justice System Improvement AQt of 1979 (Act) provides for
a major alteration of the current Block Grant Program. A series of
amendments must be rf;ad together to provide a complete view of the
formula grant funding system and the manner in which .it is designed
to work. 'fue aIlEndl'rents fall under three primary categories:
(i)
responsibilities of a State council
(ii) responsibilities of local jurisdictions
(iii) t-ights of the parties and resolution of disputes
Overall Evaluation of the Provisions
The administration proposals :In S. 241 and H.R. 2061 set out
the basic structure at' the entitlement process Which has been enacted.
Section IW2 of the Act sets out the basic system.
The proposal was based on the recOl'l'll1Endations of the Depirtment
of Justice Study Group set up by Attorney General Griffin Bell in
April of 1977, their report of June 23, 1977, a memorandum for the
President dated June 23, 1977, public hearings held by the President's
Reor~ization Project on December 1) and. 16, 1977 and formal positions
by 26 major national interest groups representing affected parties.

Part I
Defines terms used in the Act.
Part J
Tne program is authorized through S
ap~opriations authorized 19 15 eptember 30, 1983. Of the total
delinquency programs wi th 1ma per cent:un must be nn:Inta:Ined for juvenile
convicted of cr1minal Qffen~~s o~y~~~~~SlS on programs for juveniles
an act which would be
crim:lnaJ. ffJ
cated delinquent on the basis of
. 0 ense if committed by an adult.
Part K

a:

~: ~~~~~ ty

STATE AND I,PCAL RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

prOVision and sal}ctions for misuse of funds are provided

Part L
The Public safety Officers d ath b f
LEAA.
e
ene its program cont:Inues to be adm:Inistered by
Part M
.
Authorization is given to cont:Inue to
Crime Control legislative authori f use all o~ port10ns of prior Omnibus
to full implementation of the Jus~ce O~yUsPt to Tone year durmg the transition
em .Lrl1p;':"ovement
Act.
t

other groups recognized the difficulty of the problem and the
focus of the solution. A 1977 study by the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations concluded that Congress should provide
for no further categorization of funds, and that mini-block grants
should be made to cities, urban counties, or combinations of such
units, without review of specific project applications by SPA's.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations Safe Streets
Reconsidered: The Block Grant Experience 1968-1975, at 193 (1977).
The GAO in its 197~ report on LEAA observed:
"Striking an acceptable balance between the needs
of State and local governments and the goals and responsibilities of the Federal governm~nt is the essential
nub of the issue - - and one for whiCh there are no
easy answers." Staff of the U.S. General Accounting
Office, Federal Crime Control Assistance: A Discussion
of the Program and Possible Alternatives, 121 (1978).
Both House and Senate Judiciary Committees agreed that a Change
was in order.
In the Senate:
"The cornrrd.ttee determined that a major alteration of
the current block grant program was necessary. The modification was necessary to accomplish certain goals end
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provide for the most effective administrative mechanism
to ensure rapid and efficient flow of Federal funds for
criminal and juvenile justice system improvements at the
State and local level." S. Rept. No. 96-142" 96th Cong"
1st Sess." at 27" (1979).

In the House:
"One of the more fundamental issues explored i11 the
deliberations of the Subcommittee and the full Committee
was the question whether the cornerstone of LEAA - - the
block grant program - - should be retained" and" i f so
in what form.
"
Consideration by the Subcommittee and the full
Committee leads to the conclusion that the mechanism for
delivery of funds to local units of goverl'lI"rent needs to
be improved. In addition to reduced planning requirements
and streamlined application processes" the pass-through
provisions regarding funding of local government need to
be expanded and strengthened. II H. Rept. No. 96-163" 96th
Cong." 1st Sess." at 7 and 9 (1977).

'

'Inese 1'eatures include:
o Recognition of State sovereignty - - all
through the State;

act~.vity

flows

o Provision of greater autonomy to larger cities" counties
and combinations and consequent loss of some State discretion;
o Provision of options which allow a greater variety of
organizational arrangement~ based uporl individual
differences within each State; and
o Fixed fund allocations which provide for better governmental relations and more sensible budgetary policy
development.

Floor action of both Houses otherwise confirmed the new arrangements.
In the Senate:

"'llie major reforms proposed in S. 241 include:

....
Strength~ned role for local governments.
Large
cities and counties are guaranteed a fixed allotment of
funds and localities are granted greater control over
the use of LEAA funds in their canmunities." Congo Rec.
S. 6203 (daily ed." May 21" 1979).

In the House:
Congressman Sensenbrenner offered an amendment to
delete the mini-block grant program. llie amendment was
defeated by a vote of 246 to 40. Congo Rec. H. 9107
(daily ed., Oct. 12" 1979).
Thus" the final Act reflects the essential features of the
first proposal.
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STATE COUNCIL RESPONSIBILITIES
I.

"(H) prcviding tecbnj.cal assistance upon r'equest to. State
agencies, community-based cr'ime pr'eventicn Pr'cgr'amB, the judicial cccr'dinating ccmmittee, and units cf lccal gcvernment in
rratters r'elating to. impr'cving cr'iminal justice in the State; and
"(I) assur'ing fund acccunting, auditing, and evaluaticn of
prcgr'ams and pr'cjects funded under' this par't to assUr'e ccmpliance with Feder'al r'equir'ements and State law.

Evaluaticn cf the Prcvisicn

Secticn 402(b)(1) sets up a State Ccuncil fcr the purpcse cf - "(A) analyzing the criminal justice prcblems within the
State cased cn input and data fpcm all eligible jurisdicticns, State agencies, and the ~ludicia1 cccrdinatj.ng
ccmmittee and establishing prlor1ities based cn the analysis
and assuring that these pricriti.es are published and made
available to. affected criminal justice agencies pricr to.
the time required fcr applicaticn submissicn;
"(B) prepar'ing a ccmprehensive State applicaticn r'eflecting
the statewide gcals, cbjectives, pricPities, and pr'cjected
gr'ant pr'cgr'ams;
"(C)(i) r'eceiving, reviewing, ~md appr'cving (cr disapPr'cving)
applicaticns Cr' amendrrents submi1ited by State agencies, the judicial cccr'dinating ccmmittee, and units cf lccal gcvernment,
Cr' ccmbinaticns ther'ecf, as defirled in secticn 402(a)(5) of this
title, pUr'suant to. secticn 405(a)(5) cf this title'
"(ii) pr'cviding financial assistance to these a~ncies and
units acccr'ding to. the cr'iteria o.f this title and cn the ter'mS
and ccnditicns established by such ccuncil at itsdiscr'eticn' and
"(D) r'eceiving, cccr'dinating, r'eviewing, and monitcr'ing ali
applicaticns Cr' amendrrents submitted by State agencies, the judicial cccr'dinating ccrrnnittee, un:lts cf lccal gcvernment, and
ccmbinaticns of such units pUr'sU3.nt to secticn 403 of this title,
reccmmending ways to. impr'cve the effectiveness cf the Pr'cgr'ams
cr pr'cjects r'efer'red to in said applicaticns, assUr'ing ccmpliance cf said applicaticns, with Feder'al r'equir'ements and
State law and integr'ating said applicaticns into. the ccmpr'ehensive State applicaticn;
"(E) preparing an annual repor't fcr' the Governcr and the
State legislatUr'e ccntaining an as:sessrrent of the cr'iminal justice prcblems and pricrities with~1 the State; the adequacy cf
existing State and lccal agencies, prcgr'arns, and rescUr'ces to.
meet these pr'cblems and pr'icri ties i', _the distributicn and use cf
funds allccated pursmnt to this p3~r't and the r'elaticnship cf
these funds to. State and lccal reSQur'ces allccated to. crime
and justice system pr'cblems; and th.e majcr policy and legislative irdtiatives that ar'e r'ecommended to. be under' taken cn a
statewide basis;
"eF) assisting the Governcr', the State legislatur'e, and units
cf lccal gcvernment upon request in develcping new cr impr'cved
appr'caches, policies, cr legislaticn designed to. imprcve
cr'iminal justice in the State;
"(G) develcping and publishing informaticn ccncerning criminal
justice in the State;

A cUr'scr'y compar'iscn cf the new secticn 402(b) r'esponsibilities

cf the Ccuncil and the cld secticn 203(b) Cr' 303 r'equirements gives
this pictUr'e:
Old
New
0.

Cr'ime Analysis

0.

Develcp a State Plan

0.

Pricr'ity Setting

0.

Pr'icr'ity Setting

0.

Applicaticn to. Feder'al Govt.

0.

All pr'cgr'am develcpment

0.

Review, awar'd, cccr'dinaticn
and rroni tor'ing and compliance
cf subgr'ants

0.

Community input

0.

Technical Assistance

Annual Repor't to. Governcr' and

0.

Review, awar'd, rroni tor'ing etc.

Legislatur'e

0.

Acccuntability

0.

Develcp and publish new criminal
justice appr'caches.

0.

Annual Repor't to. LEAA (~519)

0.

Technical Assistance

0.

Acccuntability

0.

* Co.mmunity

Input is in secticn 402(f)

Ti1e main statutcry differ'ences appear' in the deleticn of a Plan
and substituticn cf a cr'ime analysiS, an applicaticn, and a lessening
of the over'all prcgr'am develcpment r'cle. Other' differ'ences suCh as
the develcpment cf new cr'iminal justice app~caches and the r'epor't to.
the Governcr' and legislatUr'e are si@:1ificant fr'cm the standpoint cf
a Ccuncil rcle in tctal rescur'ce planning.
By vir'tue of the establishment cf entitlement jUr'isdicticns, the r'cle
given them by secticn 402(c) and the Ccuncil review cr'iter'ia fcr' entitlement jurisdicticn applicaticns in section 402(b)(3)(A)(ii), ancther'
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major feature of the legislation becomes clear i
by the State is not necessarily the final word: ~i~
further developed in the next section.

.

it

~~~re~C:e~~~be

Apart from this major difference, State Council responsibi11ty i f it is
changed at all, must be evaluated in the context of the me~ to be
given to the deletion of the term "plF.uming" and addition of the word
"application."
The administration 1.:111 clearly was intended to eliminate the term planning for any activity which solely involved application for funding.
The Senate Judiciary Committee agreed with the wording change to the Act
and ~he rationale for the elimination of "burdensome annual plarming
requlrements" which "have led to annual State plans of extraordinary
length, yet dubious value" S. Rept. No. 96-142, 96th Congo 1st Sess., 13
(1979). The report also recognized the "broader" role of the Council:
Under the Law Enforcement Assistance Reform Act this
two-step process is reduced to one. Each major city'and county
would pre~re one ~pplication covering all of its projects over a
3-year perlod. ThlS application would be submitted to the State
for inclusion in the overall State application. State review,
however, would be strictly lllluted, and broad discretion would be
granted to the cities and counties to determine how they will us p
their share of available Federal funds. Once the State application
is approved by LEAA, the local application is approved and no further application submission requirements are imposed on the locality.
As a r~sul t, multiple and time-consum1ng reviews and approvals
are ellininateQ. S. Rept. No. 96142, 96th Congo 1st Sess 65
(1979).
.,
It fUrther stressed the preeminent role of the State Council in coordi~
nation of activities (in lieu of plan development). (Id. at 32). Because
the Stat~ Council is also bound by Federal law and guidelines, it can
set reqmrements which are necessary to fulfill the requiremants of the
Federal law or guidelines.
The House Committee agreed with the wording change to the Act but
not with the concept of dropping "planning" as a function:
In his appearance before the SubCOmmittee, the Attorney General
highlighted, as one of the major problems i'd.th LEAA, the "failure to
achieve effective comprehensive planning." This shortcoming was in
\~r~ing degrees, perceived by a large number of the witnesses he~rd
by vhe Subcommittee. Witnesses who had studied the oper-ation of
planning agencies at the State and local level found that there
was no conceptual consistency jn how the planners viewed their

- 10 -

role: Some saw it as beLng merely a conduit or check writer for
revenue sharing funds; others as management efficiency experts
who tried to steer the federal assistance funds in that direction; .
still others perceived their role and the objective of the federal
funding to be the promotion of experimentation and innovation in
criminal justice.
It was reported to the Subcommittee that in some jurisdictions~
in far too few, however--sornething in the nature of comprehensive
planning for the criminal justice system was being undertaken. In
the overwhelming majority of jurisdictions heard from, however, the
indication was that planning under the federal program encompassed
only planning for the federal funds, representing less than five
percent of total criminal just,ice expenditures. In many jurisdictions, the ult1rrate single objective of "comprehensive" planning
has come to be the production of a compliance document--a compilation
of papers, usually voluminous, which will pass federal muster; a
document not to guide local decision making, but to meet federal
gu1delines and placate federal bureaucrats.
While the Committee agrees with the Attorney General's conclusion
that there has been a failure to achieve comprehensive planning under
the LEAA program, it is of the opinion that positive contributions
have been made in the planning process, and the Committee would continue federal support for criminal justice planning in the reorganized
LEAA. An often heard assertion by planners in support of continuing
the planning functions is "for the first time, we've gotten people
(sheriffs, judges, police chiefs, etc.) from different agencies
and different jurisdictions to at least sit down and talk about
their comrron concerns and needs." While this sort of statement is
a rather depressing reflection on the level of coordination and
communication that has existed 1n what is misleadingly referred to
as a criminal justice "system," it does underscore the difficulty
of the task that has been ass1gned to the planners, and suggests
that planning 1s making progress. H. Rept. No. 96-163, 96th Congo
1st Sess., 10, (1979)
In addition, the Report went on to conclude:

"'Ihe comprehensive planning requirement is dropped, and the
degree of planning that take~ place is left to State and local
discretion." Id at 11. (See also P. 6.)
Senate floor action confirmed the committees' view, to some extent
downplayed the distinction between planning and administration activities,
and made it clear that "total reSource planning" was to continue. Congo
Rec. S. 6203, 6205 and 6206 respectively (daily ed. May 21, 1979).

-ll-

• l

"As introduced, S. 241 would have almost totally
elimiated the central. role at' the States in comprehensive
criminal justice planning. As reported, however, at my
initiative, the comm1ttee continues to encoura§e the type of
total resource plnnning that would not have been possible
without LEAA aso~~tance. Language has been added to S. 241
to assure that planning continues to receive Significant emphasis under the LEAA program. II Floor staterrent of Senator 'Ihur'IJDnd
at p. 6206.
.

integrated analysiS of the criminal justice problems,
and that goals, priorities, and standards for methods,
organization, and operation performance must be established in the application.
'!he section 402(b) requirement is for an analysis of the "criminal
justice problems within the State based on input and data. • ." rrhe
term "comprehensive" includes "a total and integrated analysiS of the
criminal justice problems ••• " Priority setting cannot take place
without this process. What then is different? A co~parison with
current practices leads to the conclusion that the difference is ~uan
titative. '!he crime analysiS, as the central feature of the appllcation,
is all that is required. It is not a State plan for LEAA funds disguised
as a statewide plan for criminal justice. '"

House floor action downplayed the elimination of the "planning"
f'tmction by stressing that the "comprehensive plan, II a VOluminOUS,
compliance document was what they intended to eliminate. Congo Rec.
H. 8901, 8903, (daily ed. Oct. 10, 1979).
From this review, we conclude:

(i)
(ii)

II.

'Ihe State Council will adm:i.nister Federal funds after
developing an lIapplication" not a "plan";

An annual comprehensive plan is currently required.

(iii) Priority setting, application review, coordination,
monitoring and compliance activities continue unchanged
(with the differences for entitlerrent jurisdictions
developed later).
Technical assistance is still a Council function;

(v)

Final. accotmtability is still With the State;

(vi)

A "crime analysis" is prepared for inclusion in the
IIcomprehensive application;"

'!his plan includes

nurrerous paper'Work requirerrents §enerated by:

'!he State Council can and is encouraged to do "total
resource planningll and work With the Governor and
legislature on this function;

(iv)

Current Practices

(i)

Section 203 planning grant requirements;

(ii)

Section 203-eight multi-year comprehensive plan requirememts; ,

(iii) Section 303-eighteen more comprehensive plan requirerrents;
liv)

Section 303 (c)-thirteen more comprehensive plan
requirerrents;

(v)

Section 453-thirty-seven correctional related comprehensive
plan requirerrents lIDJre depending on applicable
Guidelines).

, t
I ;

(vii) '!he states iicoordination" role takes on added significance; and
(viii) '!he state has responsibility for assuring complianee with
Federal law and regulations and can issue "administrative"
guidelines "necessary" to this function, e.g. juvenile
justice maintenance of effort.
Finally, the issue must focus on the "crime
different than. the old comprehensive plan?

analy~is."

.

,
I

Is it any

'l'he term "crime analysis" is not defined in the Act.
Comprehepsive is defined in section 90l(a) (8)
"(8) 'Comprehensive' with respect to an application,
means that the application must be based on a total and
- 12 -
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III.
1.

.

Can the reIX>rt for LEAA b
d
report?
e use for the Governor and the Legislature's
LOCAL El\TTITLEMENT JURISDICTIONS

Will LEAA combine the funding and planning
the LEAA and Juvenile Justice Acts?

I.

Evaluation of the Provision

Section 402(a) provides for 3 groups of entitlement jurisdictions:

t
"ruc ures defined in

t
S

"(2) a municipality which has no less than 0.15 per centum of
total State and local criminal justice expenditures, and which
has a population of one hundred thousand or more persons on
the basis of the most satisfactory current data available on
a nationwide basis to the Administration but only if such municipality would receive at least $50,000 for the applicable year
under section 405;

The State may use the Coun 'I t
'
planning and admi ' t t' Cl 0 el ~her ,perform or supervise the

~~:~~f~yA~d i~en~~v~~f:eJ~~~~~~~~~~~:~~fi~~eS~~~~~!!e

Justice
reqUlrements are different from those of the
the J
S~stem Im~rovement Act. See Section 223(a)(1)-(2l) of
uvenile JUStlce and Delinquency Prevention Act.

"(3) a county which has no less than 0.15 per centum of total
State and local criminal justice expenditures, and which has a
population of one hundred thousand or more persons on the
basis of the most satisfactory current data available on a
nationwide basis to the Administration but only i f such county
would receive at least $50,000 for the applicable year under
section 405;

3. Can the State still retain "planners"?
Yes. H~wev:r the end result of the process under the new Act l'S
an appllcatlon for funds.

4. Can the State reta' th '
m
e informal title "State planning agency"?
Yes.

" ( 4) any combination of contiguous units of local government:l
whether or not situated in rrore than one State, or any combination of units of local government all in the same county,
which has a population of one hundred thousand or more persons
on the basis of the most satisfactory current data available on
a nationwide pasis to the Administration but only it' such combination would r"eceive more than $50~000 for the applicable year
under section 405;

5. How does the "Council" difi'er from the staff?
!]be COlmcil sets the policy and the staff adrr.inisters

6.

_._---

Issues

Yes. However the report t th Go
intended to s~rve a broaderopur~sev~~rt~d the Legislature is
The report for the Governor
"
e report for LEAA •.
a report on the status of th:n~r~n~g~Slta~Ure is intended to be
the State.
JUS lce system thrOughout
2.

-

the program.
Can the State de+egate fund accounting auditinD" or evaluatl'on
responsibilities?
~-"O

....

The State is legally ac
t bl '
all ~xpendit
d coun a e ~o the Federal government for
?
ures un er the formula g ant
has responsibility for fund account~ an~r~~~~: ThedState
~t~::~~~~ito that effect. The arrangement~ ~ov~~:t
must make provisf~~ i~ru~~~ the state' ,Every applicant for funds
t
in ~r?er~to,assure fiscal con~~l~c~~~e~~~~m!~~~~
.
efflclen~ disbursement of funds. (Section 403(a)(6».

!]be Administration bill and initial Senate Committee action proposed
the establishment of entitlement jurisdictions that were somewhat different from the final bill. lfue original bills' entitlenent provisions
were considered a "starting place." The Senate Committee stated:

!

Because the bill attempts to allow for more "individualized"
treatment of local governments, a starting place for a workable
intergovernmental funding system was necessary. The committee
has determined this "starting place" in section 402(a) provides
that cities and certain counties over 100,000 population, and
other counties and regional units over 250,000 population may
be recipients of fixed amounts of formula funds under the modified procedure. These population figures are candidly based
"on a need to start somewhere." Increased appropriations
would allow these minimum population figures to be scaled do~n.
S. Rept. No. 96-142, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 29 (1979).
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Prior to submission of the bill, the population cutoff points were
discussed at a variety 01' population levels. Other options were also
considered. Population at the submitted levels was generally agreed
upon as optimum, although approxirrately 32 other large urban counties
(under 250,000 population) also fit the administration's rationale.
Bef'ore it was finally determined, the proposal was submitted. It was
expected that the sponsors of the legislation would give additional
consideration to this feature of the proposal and be open to suggestions on the use of fixed population criteria.
House oommittee action standardized the entitlement population
criteria at 100,000 for both cities and counties, added municipalities
of less than 100,000 if it was Within an SMSA, and contained the requirement of contiguity for combinations. Section 402(a) of H.R. 2061
and H. Rept. No. 96-163, 96th Congo 1st Sess., 9, (1979).
House floor action failed to delete the entire entitlement process.
Congo Rec. H. 9107, (daUyed. Oct. 12, 1979). 'lhe House retained the
Committee amendments and added as an eligible combination "any combination
of units of local goverl1ITBnt in the sarre county" With a population Of
100,000,. Congo Rec. H._ (daily ed., Oct. 12, 1979) (Through clarifying
arrendm:mts) •
The final language was agreed to in conference as a compromise on the
differences in the Senate-House bUls. Conference Report on S. 2~1,
Congo Rec. H 109tltl (daily ed., November 16, 1979).
TIle significant features of the comprorriis& include:
(i)

Inclusion of counties and combinations of at least
100,000 pO'pulation;
"

(ii)

Deletion of the largest city (under 100,000 pop.) in an
Sl'IISA

(iii) Retention of the requirement for contiguity of combinations which. are not in the sarre county or state; and
eiv)

Addition of a minimum dollar reqUirement of $50,000 in
fund eligibility.

The last reqUirement is to be distinguished from the .15% criteria.
'Ihe .l~% criminal justice expenditure minimum is a requirement for
eligibility. The $50,000 minimum is a condition for potential use of
the rights obtained by being an eligible jurtsdiction. Both clauses
are designed for the same purpose--the practical aspects of the
overall funding level of the progrruns do not make it worthwhile to
use the provisions where the ~ounts of funds become less than needed
to support two or so man-years of effort.

Apart from relationships With tpe State, the primary issues flowing
from establishment 01' the eligible jurisdiction concept.1'low from ~he
options available to local jurisdictions and the potentlal to contlnue
01:' form combinations.
lhe Senate Report is instructive on the options available to
eligible jurisdictions:
"The bill in an intergovernmental sense, is designed to
allow each State to take account of the differences and
preferences of local units of government or its regions.

"The Committee recognizes that in authorizing entitlement
grants to major units of local government some coordination
may be made more difficult because major local governmental
uni ts may Wish to receive funds directly wi tho~t havir;g t~e
funds flow to a regional planning unit for ultlmate dlstrlbut ion to the eligible units Within the area covered by the
regional planning unit. However, t~e bill :xpressly provides
that combinations 01' units can recelve fundlng and where two
or more eligible units combine, the total f~ding th':lt would
go to those eligible units can go to the orlginal unlt.
"1' l1us, in a given State, it is possible. under ~his :r:r~v~s~on
that all 01' the eligible units could walve thelr ellglblllty
and compete with all other units of local government for the
funding available under this program. In some States, such
as OhiO, major city and county combinations now receive a
greater share of the total funds passed through to the
units of local government than they would receive ~der the
pass-through provisions of the Law Enfo:cement ASslst~~e
Reform Act. Nothing in this bill is in~ended to prohlblt
those states from continuing those practices. What is
provided, however, is an option." S. Rept. No. 96-142,
30, (1979)·

The options available to eligible jurisdictions can be sQmmarized as
follows:
(i)

rrake the allocation under the "one application"
procedure;

(ii) Join with other eligible cities or counties under
the "one application";
(iii) Join with just one eligible city in one county;
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(iv) Join with all other smaller cities or counties from
the "balance of state" jurisdictions under the "one
application" procedure;
(v)

The provision allowing combinations of units of local
governments With popUlations of 2~0,OOO or more persons to
receive funds on an entitlement basis is intended to provide
funds to those combinations of jurisdictions which share
criminal justice services and conduct joint or common
crllninal justice functions. It is not intended merely to
provide funds to jurisdictions which combine only for the
purpose of receiving entitlement grants. Congo Rec. S. 6205,
(daily ed., May 21, 1979).

Join a regional unit or combination and mer§e eligibility on a competitive basis or on a formula basis
through agreement With the region lmder the "one
application" procedure; or

(vi) Waive eligibility and partiCipate in competition With
units of government in the "Others" column under the
regular "project" application procedure.

Coupled with the House action retajrrU1g the requirement for contiguity
and the definitional requirement for combinations, the langua§e does
limit the option to combine to those instances where it is clear that
the units are formally endeavoring to "share criminal jUE:;tice services
and conduct joint or common criminal justice functions." This criteria
can be implemented by GUideline or on a case by case basis.

The limitation to the exercise of options ~ppear to be:
(i)

State law which does not directly conflict With an
express proviSion of Federal law or regulation,

(il) ·The requirem:mt that units, not otherWise eligible,
which combine, be "contiguoUS"; and

II.

(iii) The requirement that a combination be a combination as
defined in section 901 (a) (5) which states:

Section 303(a)(4) of the old act provided only for a procedure for
mini block grants for jurisdictions of at least 250,000.

"(5) 'Combination' as applied to States or units of
local government means any grouping or joining together of such States or units for the purpose of
preparing, developing, or implementing a criminal
justice program or project.
This last factor has been the subject of some debate as it relates to
ci~ies.an~ c~~ties which do not meet the population eligibility
cr~ter~a ~nd~v~dually, but can do so by joining together under State law
'
executive order or joint powers arrangements.

On this point Senator Thurmond, one of the Senate floor managers of the
bill stated:

Current Practices

j
i

I

Both Senate and House Reports and floor debate referenced this
procedure and the extent of its use. See S. Rept. No. 99-142, 96th
Congo 1st Sess., 31, (1979). H. Rept. No. 96-163, 96th Congo 1st
Sess., 9, (1979); Congo Rec. S. b205 (datly ed. May 21, 1979). Congo
Rec. H. 8908, (daily ed. Oct. 10, 1979 arld Congo Rec. H. 9105, (daily
ed. Oct. 12, 1979).
Where the "procedure" was used, LEAA guidelines required a target
allocation of funds and eliminated use of project applications, two of
the main features of the amendment.

J
'.
1

I n~te, rlTr.
ent~tle~nt
populat~ons

PreSident, that S. 241, as reported, permits an
for combinations of units of local government With
of 250,000 or more. A requirement that these units
be contiguous, included in the bill as introduced, has been
deleted. This does not mean, however, that diverse geographical
locations can fonn compacts and become a combination solely for
the purpose of receiving an entitlement. Combining units must
be r~a~onabl~ ~l~se to each other, such as neighboring cities,
or c~t~es adJo~ counties. Artificial conglomerations
created just to obtain funds Will not be per.m1tted.
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III.
1.

Issues

I
II

If a jurisdiction chooses to be an entitlement jurisdiction, does

that preclude the enti tlernent from also getting "balance of State"
funds from the SPA? Is it an either/or proposition?

I

Yes. It is an either/or proposition. However, the State can
award additional funds from the State share.
2.

Do jurisdictions who are eligible to be entitlement but choose

\

law and the State law should be read as consistent wherever
possible. '!he statute places a strong reliance on State law
and requires that all applications be consistent with State law.

6.

A State can adopt a crime weighted formula for distribution of
balance of State funds and if an entitlement jurisdiction chooses
to go as a balance of State it could receive funding under the
crime weighted formula rather than the entitlement allocation.
If an entitlement jurisdiction retains entitlement status, the
State may still make an award to them on the basis of the crime
weighted formula. If the entitlement jurisdiction would receive.
additional funds under the weighted formula, the State can proviae
those additional funds from the state share. They cannot draw
on the balance of State share for these additional funds.

i

to be non-entitlement still get a portion of planning and
adrnin:l.stration funds?

t01I
I

They are not entitled to get a portion of the administrative
funds but the State may choo~e at its discretion to give them
administrative funds.

3. Entitlement jurisdictions will qualify based on population.
Which yearly population census will LEAA use to determine
qualification as an entitlement jurisdiction?
'!here is a standard goverJ:'lllEnt policy which requires Federal
agenCies administering grant-in-aid programs to use the most
current population data available on a national basis from the
Bureau of the Census. This population data is revised annually
and becomes available in D8cember of each year under the same
population data that is used for general revenue sharing.
4.

In California, a joint powers agreement is a legally binding

1

;I
t

I

II

i

Ii

I Ij
J

I

!

II

II

II

It depends on the terms of the joint powers agreement and the
limitations of State law. Where State law allows goverJ:'lllEnts to
combine to prepare, develop, or implement a criminal justice
program, this combination would be eligible to receive funds on
an entitlement basis. The local advisory board must be jointly
appointed in such a rranner as the chief executive of each unit
of government in the combination determines by mutual agreement.
Section 402 (c) •

II

conjunction with the Federal Act. Does not the Federal Supremacy
Clause become binding in areas of conflict under the proposed
legislation?
The Federal Supremacy Clause comes into play only when there is a
clear and direct conflict between a pro\Qsion of Federal law and
a provision of State law. The general rule is that the Federal

Yes. All entitlements which participate in the program are eligible
to make up the one-third representation requirements for membership
in the State Council.

,

!

I

1

I

II

II
I

1I

I
I!

'I
lII

!I

i

.I
~

entitlem~n~

still eligible to make up part of the one-thlrd State Councll.

'I
i

agreement among cities creating special units of gover.runent.
Can this legally constituted special unit of goverJ:'lllEnt
be the recipient of the entitlement grant or do the specific
contracts have to be made directly to the member city?

5. There has been much concern about utilization of State laws in

7. Is an entitlement which does not participate.as an

1

I

Can a State still use a crime weighted' formula for sub-state
fund distribution?

8.

Does the combination need to obtain waivers from entitlement
jurisdictions?

In order for a combination to represent a unit of local government,
that unit of local goverJ:'lllEnt must agree to participate as part of
the combination. See the answer to 4 above.

9. When must a decision to go Ilenti tl ement " be made?
A deadline for the decision to determine entitlement status for FY 81
ill be established in the guidelines for Fiscal Year 1981. Tentatively,
~he guidelines are proposing that this decision be made by March 1,
1980. '!hese guidelines must go through the clearance process before
a firm deadline is established.
10e Can entitlement jurisdictions between 100,000 and 250,000 which

had not given notice of going to entitlement status in the survey by
the State, still utilize their statutory status for FY 81?
Yes.

1

I
I
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11. How can a small (100,000 plus) rural RPU survive in FY 80 in a
waiver State?
jurisdictions are on a different budget cycle and the ability
to phase into an entitlement status does not exist. Under these
circumstances, a one year delay is not unreasonable.

Under current lEAA guidelines, there is no requirement that any
entitlement jurisdiction receive administrative funds in Fiscal
Year 1980. This policy is authorized by the tranSition prOVisions
of the Justice System Improvement Act. However, LEAA would expect
the states to take reasonable steps vdthin the limitations of
available funding to enable jurisdictions which would be
entitlement jurisdicitons under the statute to continue in oper>ation
in Fiscal Year 1980 in order to phase' into entitlement status
in Fiscal Year 1981. LEAA is exploring the posSibility of using
reverted funds from the prior year's funds to provide allocations
for the use of potential entitlement jurisdictions in Fiscal
Year 1980.
12. If an entitlement jurisdiction elects entitlement and then changes
its mind at a later point in time, can it renounce entitlement
status? If yes, what kind of time frame would be involved in
making the change?

14. Does an entitlement jurisdiction combination have to utilize any
particular for.mula for distribution within the combination?
No. The particular distribution of funds is a matter for mutual
agreement between jurisdictions participating in the combination.
15. Can an area wide region create any number of sub-regions?
Ye:;1.- Internal organizational areas are a matter of mutual
agreement by participating jurisdictions.
,·1

16. Do the eligibl~ jurisdictions need to have a Council i f they
do not combine?
Every entitlement jurisdiction must have a local board which
meets tt~ representational requirements of Section 402(c).

The statute contemplates a three-year application cycle. The
three-year cycle is designed to assure certainty in funding
and minimize red tape associated with the submission of annual
plans. LEAA strongly supports the certainty of the three-year
funding cycle and strongly encourages the jurisdictions to
carefully consider whether to partiCipate as an entitlement
jurisdiction and to elect participation as an entitlement
jurisdiction on th~ basis of a three-year canmitment. If, however,
an entitlement jurlsdiction does not want to participate~ neither
LEAA nor the State intends to force the jurisdiction to continue
to accept funds. If a jurisdiction chooses to waive its entitlement
status during the three-year application cycle, the State is not
obligated to provide any set amount of funds to that entitlement
jurisdiction for action or administrative funds. The funds that
the entitlement jurisdictions would othe~l:?e have been eligible
to receive will be transferred to the balance of State share
for distribution by the State under such terms and conditions
as the State deems appropriate consistent with the State's threeyear application.
.

1'1. Does having an entitlement city or county in a combination
automatically bless any combination?
Yes. Any combination of contiguous units of local government
whether or not situated in more than one State or any
combination of units of local government all in the same county
which have met the population and funding level requirements
can combine for entitlement status i f two conditions are met.
First, the combination must be authorized or not prohibited
by State law; and second, the combination must come together
for the purpose of preparing, developing, or implementing
a criminal justice project. The combination must make
appropriate provision for fiscal responsibility, management,
and the other assurances required by the statute. Jurisdictions
may not combine solely for the purposes obtaining an entitlement
allocation. Where one of the units already has an entitlement,
it would appear that this reason would not exist.

13. Can an entitlement jurisdiction delay its decision to accept
entitlement status for one year, two years?

18. Combinations:

.

(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)

We strongly prefer that every jurisdiction make its decision to
participate for three years as an entitlement jurisdiction by
March 1, 1980. However, we recognize that some entitlement
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Must the combinations have a historical nexis? No
Must the combination include a sizeable population center? No
Must the combination include an entitlement city or county? No
Must the combination have taxing power or some other device to
recover ~y misspent monies by employees or subgrantees? No, so
long as the constituent units agree to be legally bound to
repay any unallowable costs.

.' I
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ENTI'ILEMENT JURISDICTIONS RESPONSIBILITIES AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
I.

Evaluation of the Provision

Section 402(c) provides that "eligible" jurisdictions set up an office
and board to function as follows:
"(c) The ch~ef executive(s) of an eligible jurisdiction
as defined In section Q02(a) (2), (3), and (Q) shall create
or deSignate an office for the purpose of preparing and
developing th~ jurisdict10n~s application and assuring that
such applicatlon complies W1th Federal requirements State
law, fund accounting, auditing and the evaluation of programs
~d projects to be funded unde~ the application to be submltted ~o the co~cil purslant t~ section Q03 of this title.
Each ellgi?l: jurls~iction shall establish or designate a
local criminal justlce advisory board (hereinafter referred
to in this section as the 'Board') for the purpose of-"(1) analyzing the criminal justice p~oblems within
the eligible jurisdiction and advising the council of
the eligible jurisdiction on priorities;

"~2) advising the chief executive of the eligible jurisdlction pursuant to this title',
"(3) advising on applications or amendments by the
eligible jurisdiction;
"(4) assuring that there is an adequate allocation of
f~ds for ,co~t p~~grams based upon that proportion of the
ellgi~le JurlsdiC1:aon' s expenditures for court programs which
co~trlbutes,to the jurisdiction's eligibility for funds and
whlch take lnto account the court priorities recommended by the
judicial coordinating Committee; and
"(5) assuring that there is an adequate allocation of

f~ds for co~rection programs based on that portion of the

ellgible.jurlsdiction's expenditures for correction pro-

g~ams WhlCh contributes to the jurisdiction's eligibility

for funds.

~ off:ce and a,board are crea_~d. In practice, each Will jointly assume
L.he responsibillty provided by statute Which are selE~ately aSSigned as
follows:
Staff Office

Advisory Board

o Develop Application
o Assure Compliance

o Problem Analysis
o Advise Chief Executive
o Advise on Application
o Assu~e adequate funds
to courts and corrections

A statement of the functions of the advisory Board and office does
not adequately explain their true role. AlErt f~om the ~equi~ement trat
they assure "compliance," and assu~e adequate funds to cou~ts and cor~ections, the functions a~e comlE~able to lEst functions of any la~ge
unit o~ combination. Assu~ance of compliance is duplicative of the
State function, but is no rro~e of a new ~equi~ement than the lEst
responsibili ty to actually comply. In accordance with section 402(c)(3)(A) the eligible jurisdiction

(where it chooses to be an eligible jurisdiction) may file "a single
application to the State for inclusion in the comprehensive State application."
.
The application "should conform to the overall priorities
unless the eligible jurisdiction's analYSis of its criminal
justice system demonstrates that such recommended priorities are
inconsistent with their needs."
'Ihe application must comply With State law and regulations and
not be in conflict with o~ duplicate other prog~&ns or be identical
to aD evaluated ineffective progrrun.
It must, at this POint, be funded,
cation, unless it "is inconsistent
establish under uidelines issued
for such inconsistency." Section

to the extent of the allowith priorities and fails to
by the Administration, ood cause
402,b)(3)(A) ii •

This 3-line sub-section along with Section 402(b)(3)(E) which is discussed
later, is the heart of the new system.
The Senate Committee noted:
The reported bill, in section 402(b) (3) (A), sets out
the respective roles of the State and the la~ger local
governments and gives the local units a g~eater autonomy
in determining the future direction of their justice systens. Statewide priorities are still recognized, but
Whe~e the local units have a solid ~ationale for nonadherence to State priorities, the local priorities can be
funded. S. Rept. No. 96-142, 96th Congo 1st Sess., 96
(1979); and
"The autonomy of larger jurisdictions is thus inc~eased in
a real way through the presumptive finality given to their
funding decisions arJ.d the various ways in which they can
organize and lE~tici~te in this program. They, rather
than the State criminal justice council, determine p~iori
ties and actions affecting their criminal justice systems
and crime problems. Thei~ authority to administer the
funds is also increased. The increase in authority and
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autonomy are supplemented by an increased share of
responsibility to assure that Federal and State statutory requirements are met." (Id at 31).
Senate floor action also confirme.q greater local "control over the
USl: of LEAA funds in their commuhlties."
Congo Rec. 6203 (daily ed.
M.y 21, 1979), While also pointing out the extra cost and responsibilities:
Another factor inhibiting full implementation of this
bill will be the increased responsibilities placed on
larger localities as a cost of their receiving an entitlerrent. 'Ihey will have to establish their own criminal
justice advisory boards to do for themselves what the
State used to do. Not only will they have to };:erform their
own analysis of problems, but they will have to exercise the
~istrative functions and fbllow the guidelines of LEAA
which used to be handled for them. To function effectively
new layers of bureaucracy must be established, thus diverting
badly needed action funds to overhead. While it is the
intent of the canm1ttee that entitlerrent jurisdictlons will
be subjected to less red tape, local governments will have
to follow closely Federal and State guidelines and will
be held accountable for the performances of the new duties
Which they may 'uderta.ke.

I
1

I
i

I

I

"Sec. 403. (a) No grant may be made (1) by the Admin.1.stration
to a State or (2) by a State to an eligible recipient pursuant to,P~rt D of this title unless the application sets
forth criminal justice programs covering a thr~e-y~ar I~rio~
which mee:r~, the objectives of section 401 of thlS tltle. 'nus
applicatior~ must be arrended annually if new progJ:'ams are to
be added to the application or i f the programs contained in
the original application are not implemented. 'Ihe application must include--

...

State).

No further project information need be submitted as provided in
Section 402(b)(3)(E):

I

Approval of the application of such eligible local jurisdiction shall result in the award of funds to such eligible
jurisdiction without requirement for further application or
review by the council. (underscoring supplied).

j
j

At this point, it can be considered that:

1

(i)

I

(ii)

The House Committee Report stated that:
'Ihese jurisdictions may make a single application for a
three-ye1ar grant covering all proposed activity to be
financed with LEAA formula funds, and the discretion of the
State Cl.'iminal justice council to disapprove the application
is very limited, restricted for the most p3.rt to disapproval
for failure to conform to requirements of federal or state
law. H. Rept. No. 96-163, 96th Cong. 1st Sess., 9, (1979).

"Applications or amendments should conform to uniform
administrative requirerrents for submission of applications.
Such requirements shall be consistent with guidelines issued
by the Administration." Section 402(c) (3) (A).
Finally, the eligible jurisdiction is governed by the provisions
of section 401 through the application requirerrents of section 403(a).
This section prOVides:

- 26 1~
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some duplication of compliance responsibilities
exists;
local entitlement jurisdictions can set different priorities than the State has adopted and the priorities have
presumptive finality;

1

(iii) no restrictions (other than monetary) exist on the functions Which an entitlement jurisdiction can };:erform;

1

(iv)

red tape reduction was included in the reason for the
changes and "project" ty};:e information was not intended
to be included or later obtained (402(b)(3)(E);

(v)

the State, because it is the contracting p3.rty with tbe
Federal government and has the coordinating function, is
primarily accountable and can still oversee the eligible
jurisdictions' applications which are included as part
of its own in accord with section 402(d);

(vi)

State law and regulations are applicable to the eligible
jurisdiction;

The Red-Tape reduction goals of the Act were often mentioned:In conjunction with the new process. (Id at 11).
Local priority setting is confirmed under these amendments. The
State must still };:erform its responsibilities and the eligible jurisdictions--

(Same application requirements as govern the

1

!

(vii) the State's "administrative" requirements must prevail; and
(viii) a single application without supplemental project applications
is all that is required.
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Disagreements can crop up. Ordinarily, they will come up
following application submission to the State. If they do, section
402(e)(1) provides that the "final action by th"3 council which results
in the return of any application or amendments to an application must
contain specific reasons for such action ••• " Section 402(b)(3)(D)
sets up the dispute resolution process in accord with the Senate bill
provisions. (The original administration and House bill proposal for
arbitration was rejected. (Conference Report on 8.241, Congo Rec.
H.I0988, (daily ed., Uovember 16, 1979).
"If an applicant states in writing a disagroeeIlEnt with the
council's written findings as specified in subsection (b)(3)(A),
the findings shall be considered appealed. 'Ihe appeal shall be
in accordance with a procedure developed by the council and
reviewed and agreed to by the eligible jurisdiction. If' any
eligible jurisdiction in a state fails to agree with the
council appeal process prior to application submission to the
council, the appeal shELll be in accordance with procedures
developed by the Administration. 'Ihe Administration appeal
procedures shall provide that if the council's action is
not supported by clear and convincing evidence or i f the
council acted arbitrarily or capriciously, the council
shall be directed to reconsider or approve the application
or amendment.

entitlement go into a "balance of state" discretionary
fund adm:L.'1istered by the State council. 'lhese units of
government are thus left in essentially the same position
as under present law, except that they are now guaranteed,
as a group, their proportionate total share." H. Rept.
No. 96-163, 96th Congo 1st Sess., 10, (1979).

Consequently, before the dispute arises, the process for its
resolution should be in place and agreed to be the parties.
II.

Current Practices

Current practices were in accord with Section 203(b) of the old act
and gave the State primacy in its actions so long as they were taken
in canpliance with the Act, regulations, or an approved plan (in
accord with Section 509).
With regard to State agencies and "balance of State" jurisdictions,
the same State role still applies lmder Section 402(b)(4)(b) Which
authorizes the State to prescribe the manner and fo~n of such applications and fund them unless they are inconsistent with priorities,
policy, organizational or procedural arrangements, or the crime
analysis.
Contrasting this clause with Section 402(b)(3)(A)(ii) shows the
distinction.
o

It is clear tr1at when entitlement jurisdictions opt to be included
in the "balance of State", they continue under that system.
"Allocations for units of local government that are not
eligible or who fail to participate under the mini-block
i

,i
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III.
1.

Issues
for juvenile justice programs and projects. Determination of
reasonable share may be based upon the proportionate juvenile
justice related amount of a jurisdiction's total criminal justice
expenditures or any other equitable fonnula agreed to by the State
and the entitlement jurisdictions.

Who will have the authority to find local entitlement jurisdictions
to be in noncompliance with the Act?
LEAA under Sections 404, 803, and 815 has authority to make
determinations as to whether any recipient of funds is in
noncompliance with the statute. 'Ihe State can also find, under
Section 402(b)(3)(A) that an appliction or amendment does not
comply with Federal requirements or with State law. Where the
State CoUncil finds such noncompliance, it must notify the
applicant and provide an opportunity for a hearing. A local
jurisdiction can always ask LEAA to find that the State in
making its determination of noncompliance by the local government
was in noncompliance with the statute. In addition, the
State has overall responsibility for monitoring and for assuring
complia~ce with Federal requirements and State law during the
performmce of a grant. Consequently, the State can find the local
entitlement to be in noncompliance. Such determinations can be
challenged at the LEAA level.

2.

5.

No.

6. Can an eligible jurisdiction's board make the final decision on fund
distribution or is that a function of the chief executive?
The statute provides that decisions made by the Board may be reviewed
and either accepted or rejected by the chief executive of the eligible
jllrisdiction or, in the case of combinations, in such manner as the
chief executive of each unit in the combination shall detennine by
mutual agreement. Section 402(c).

Who has the authority to cease funding to local entitlements?

7. What kinds of "planning" can an eligible jurisdiction perfonn?

LEAA has authority to terminate funding after notice and opportunity
for a hearing to any recipient of funds whether it be a State, a
local entitlement jurisdiction, or balance of State jurisdiction.
In addition, since the State has the ultimate responsibility for
assuring that the funds are properly expended" a State could also
terminate funding to a local entitlement. 'Ihe entitlement jurisdiction
can challenge the State action at the LEAA level by asserting that
the State acted in noncompliance with the Justice System Improvement Act.
3.

Does an entitlerrent jurisdiction with only police and juvenile
activities need to provide for a comprehensive crime analysis
including court, corrections, prevention, and diversion programming?

The eligible jurisdiction is required to' uIl.dertake such planning
activities as are necessary in order to meet the applj,cation requirements as specified in Section 403 (a) and discussed ab()ve in the
answer to Question 5. In addition, the statute specifies that
coordination and systemwide planning efforts can be lli1dertaken with
action funds. !fuus, an eligible jurisdiction can use a share of
the action funds for the types of activities that any criminal
justice coordinating council has exercised over the years.

ccmnunities decide to establish or maintain planning units or
CJCC's en a regional baSis, can we count on LEAA and its contractors
to treat those councils as the central authority for all LEAA funding
in that jurisdiction for the purposes of project approval and grant
administration?

If

8.

What limits exist on the State's "powers" to develop "requirements"
for entitlement jurisdictions based upon Federal law or guidelines?
The State can establish such guidelines as are consistent with the
Justice System ]nlprovement Act and are necessary for the implementation
of the Act.

If combinations apply for and receive funds from the State, they
have responsibility for grant administration. 'Ihe relationship
between the central unit and member combinations must be defined
by mutual agreement.

9. What limits exist on the State's "powers" to develop "requirement!'!"
for entitlement jurisdictions based on State law or regulation?

4. Does an entitlement have to utilize 19.15% of the funds in juvenile

The State can establish rules that are consistent with State
law and are necessary for implementation of the Justice System
Improvement Act.

programs if they have no responsibility for juvenile programs?

I f there is no responsibility for juvenile programs of any kind
and it is unlikely that this will occur, an entitlement does not
have to allocate funds for juvenile justice activities. 'Ihe
State, in order to meets its obligations, may require entitlement
jurisdictions to expend a reasonable share of entitlement funds

I
,
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10. To what extent can a State adopt, through regulations, substantive
standards which bind entitlement jurisdictions?
A State can clearly enact legislation or regulations of general
applicability. These regulations or State laws will bind entitlement
jurisdictions. Regulations or State laws of general applicability
include all laws or regulations governing State or Federal funds
whether expended through a normal budgetary process or grant
application process. Where a State adopts laws or regulations which
apply only to LEAA funds or only to entitlement jurisdictions, the
substantive law or regulations .must be consistent with the title
and necessary to fulfill some purpose of the Federal legislation.
11. What are the limits on a State's "powers" to require program or
project information from entitlement jurisdictions?
In the application, entitlement jurisdictions need only set forth
program descriptions. In the annual performance report, units of
local government must report all activities carried out under the
application. Some project information will be necessary in the
performance report.

14. How will the entitlement process work particularly as it relates
to reporting and audit? Specifically, will the responsibility
for areas such as those shift from the SPA's to the entitlement
jurisdictions?
TI1e statute looks to the State for assuring compliance with the
various Federal requirements and for prep:tring and submitting
the application to LEAA. Consequently, where there are disputes
between the entitlement jurisdictions and the State, these disputes
can be brought to LEAA formally or informally. Where an entitlement
jurisdiction has a question of interpretation, those questions can
be raised with LEAA as they have been jn the past directly by units
of local government. All local jurisdictions can apply for national
priority grants, discretionary grants, National Institute of Justice
grants, and Bureau of Justice Statistics grants directly to LEAA.
LEAA will directly involve the public interest groups representll1g
cities and counties and regional planning un:i.ts in guideline and
policy development on an equal basis with the States.

12. If you are a county entitlement jurisdiction and through the fonnula
you get $100,000 of Part D, is that $100,000 to be used strictly
for county criminal justice programs or will it have to include all
the municipalities in that county?
The $100,000 would most likely be used for those county criminal
justice program areas. The $100,000 was based on the county's
expenditures. Tne municipalities, if they do not participate
as a combination, would have their expenditures counted in the
balance of State pot and would be expected to apply to the state.
13. Will the ent1 tlement jurisdiction's noni to ring and evaluation reports
have to be "reviewed" or "approved" by the State Council?
Individual nonitoring and evaluation reports produced by entitlement
jurisdictions will not have to be reviewed or approved by the State
Council. However, entitlement jurisdictions are required in their
annual performance report to conduct an assessment of the impact
of the activities conducted under the three-year application. It is
obvious that the result of monitoring and evaluation reports conducted
by entitlement jurisdictions should be used in preparing this report
to the State Council. The State COUrlcil will have to review such
information when supplied as part of the annual performance report.
Entitlement jurisdictions should also keep such monitoring and
eValuation reports available f,or public review.
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STATE AND LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
State Criminal Justice Councils
I.

E.\raluation of the Provision

CD) representatives of the general public, including
representation of neighborhood, community-based and
business and professional organizations

Sect1o:n 402(b) (1)-(2) Ir0vides for the establishrrEnt or designation and maintenance of a criminal justice council (Council) as a
successor entity to the State planning a0ency established under the
Crime Control Act.
Functions of the Council

(E) representatives of the judiciary (See judicial
planning and funding paper)

402(b)(1) (A)-(I)

'lhe law expressly provides that individuals may fulfill the requirements of more than one functional or geographical area where appropriate.
An individual can represent a fun~tional area through paid employment, or
recent past or present service which clearly demonstrates the individual's
expertise and identity with the particular organizational element.

statutory functions of the Council are detailed in the paper
entitled "State and Local Relationships and Responsibilities."
The statutory functions of the Council are similar to those
set forth in Section 203(b) of the Crime Control Act for State
planning a0encies. The major difference, of course, is the deemphasis of the comprehensive planning function. While planning
will still be a necessary part of the priority setting process,
there is a shift from emphaSis on a process to an emphasis on the
end result obtained fran data gathering and analysis. This end
result is the establisl1rnent of goals, objectives, priorities
and programs in the state's application.

CRJMINAL JUSTICE ADVISORY BOARDS

r. Evaluation of the Provision
Section 402(c) provides for the creation or designation of au Office
(staff) responsible for the preparation and development of an entitlement jurisdiction's application for funds. A local criminal justice
advisory board (Board) must also be established or deSignated.

Establishment and Organization 402(b)(2)

Functions of the Board

The Council must be

Statutory functions or the Board are detailed in the paper entitled
"State and Local Relationships and Responsibilities."

o created or designated by State law

Criminal Justice Advisory Boards are similar in function to regional
planning units under the Crime Control Act. However, whereas regional
planning units were required for "combinations of local goverl1l113nt" that
received planning funds, Boards under the JSIA are also required for
single jurisdictions or units of government that qualify as entitlement
jurisdictions and are not required for regional combinations that
continue to participate in the program but are not representative of
entitlement jurisdictior.~.

o subject to the jurisdiction of the chief executive
of the State
The Chief Executive shall
o appoint the members of the Council
o desigpate the Chairrran

Section 405(g) permits eligible jurisdictions which utilize regional
planning units to use the boundaries and organization of existing general
purpose regional planning bodies within the State.

o provide staff services to the Council
The Comcll is to be broadly representative of the follOwing
membership elements:
(A) entitlement jurisdictions, which must comprise at
least 1/3 of the total council membership, Where
there is at least one eligible entitlement jurisdiction
(B) representatives of non-entitlement local governments
(C) rep:'esentatives of criminal justice system ~ncies,
police, courts, corrections, prosecution, and defense
juvenile justice agencies

402(c)(1)-(5)

j

J

Establishment and Organization

~02(c)

The Board is established or deSignated by the chief executive of
the eligible jurisdiction and subject to his/her jurisdiction. The
chief executive appoints the Board members ruld designates the chairnan. Decisions made by the Board may be subject to final review by
the chief executive. The Board membership is to be broadly representative of the justice system (police, courts, corrections and juvenile
justice) and is to include representatives of neighborhood, community
and professional organizations.

I

I

,
U

!.

Ii

lihere an entitlement is a combination of units of local govern-
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III.
ment under Section 402(a)(4), Board membership is to be jOintly
apPOinted, and Board decisions reviewed, in a n:anner agreed to- by the
respective chief executives.

1.

Issues
What requirements, if any, will IEAA impose regarding State council
and local advisory board composition?
will reqture the State criminal justice council and local
criminal justice advisory boards to maintain documentation
indicating compliance with the representation requirements of
the Act. Additional guidance for the purpose of defining
adequate citizen participation will be issued in guidelines in
December, 1979.
I~A

Where eligible jurisdictions (municipalities or counties) choose
not to function as entitlement jurisdictions or to combine with other
jurisdictions to fonn an entitlement jurisdiction under Section 402(a)
(4), then they need not establish an office or Board.
Open Meetings - Open Records
2.
Section 402(e) continues the provision of Section 203(g) of the
Crime Control Act, requiring that meetings or the Council and any
local boards be open to the public and, if final action is to be
taken at the meeting on the State application or any appliqation for
funds or amendment to an application, that public notice of the time
and place of the meeting and the nature of the bUSiness to be transacted be provided. FUrther, Councils and boards must provide for
public access to all records relating to their statutor,y functions
unless confidentiality is required by local, State, or Federal law.

If the Governor signs the law or approves the law, the Governor's
action will be sufficient for complianae with the statute.
3.

Section 1301(j) of the Act provides a two year transition period
for the establishment of State Councils and local offices and Boards
as follows:

Where there is no established regional or local planning agency for
an entitlement jurisdiction, an office and board will have to be
established prior to an application for entitlement funds in FY 1981.
~

What is the time frame for complying with the membership requirements
for State Councils? For local advisory boards?
The statute provides that the functions, powers, and duties.
specified to be carried out by State criminal justice counclls.or
local offices may be carried out by agencies previously estab~lshed
or designated as State regional or local planning agencies. 'llle Act
provides that the boards associated with such organizations must
meet the representation requirements within two years of the
effective date of the Act. Until the new requirements are met, such
boards must continue to meet representation requirements for boards
established under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act.

TranSition ProviSion

"(j) The functions, powers, and duties specified in this title
to be carried out by State criminal justice councils or by local
offices may be carried out by agenCies previously established or
deSignated as State, regional, or local planning agenCies, pursuant to the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,
as amended: Provided, That they meet the representation requirement of section 402 of this Act Within two years of the
effective date of this Act."

Under Section 402(b)(2), if State law designatingththtehcounc;i a;so
designates the chainnan, does the State comply wi
~e sec
on.

4.

What is the time frame for establishing a local abdViSOd;y board for
an entitlement jurisdiction that has no existing oar .
If there is no existing board representing an entitlenent jurisdiction,
a new board will have to be appointed and approve the enti tlement ~ s FY 1981
application submission in order to qualify the entitlemelYG jurisdlction.
Is a Council required to submit an annual report to the Governor and
State legislature if either or both waive their right to receive the
rep::>rt?
Generally, yes. However, if both the Governor and legislature,
the intended beneficies of this Council function, expressly waive
the right to receive the report, then it need not be submitted.

i
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6.

Under section 1301(j) of the Act, there is a transition provision
for compliance of state and local planning agencies with the new
Act within two years. Does this mean that an eligible jurisdiciton
(a county) rnay continue to plan according to the old Act in cooperation
,with other local eligible jurisdictions and balance of state jurisdictions
under a regional planning effort? This would assume that the coordination
plans to meet Section 402 board requirements within two years and that
all member jurisdictions agree to do so.

12. Does the Governor have total discretion as to who the representatives of
the entitlement or balance of state jurisdictions will be?
Yes. Except that citizens representative of entitlement jurisdictions
if included in the 1/3 representation requirement, must be approved
by the Chief Executive of the entitlement jurisdiction.
13.

RPU's may continue to function if they meet the population and dollar
requirements to qualify as an entitlement jurisdiction. They may
continue to meet Crime Control Act representation requirements until the
new board, meeting the JSIA representation requirements, is established.
All planning must, however, adhere to the new statutory provisions.

7.

No.
14.

Please define "representation" from entitlement areas. Must "representation"
be from local units of government in entitlement areas?

15.

1/3 of the state council issue. Could a citizen(s) representative be
appointed and counted towards the 1/3 membership?

Where, by state law, a portion (less than half) of the council is
appointed by the legislature, rather than the Governor, may that
practice continue beyond the two year period specified in 1301(j)?

was the office for state council eliminated in the Conference
Committee? What impact does that have? What is the reason for keeping
an office :for entitlement?
Why

The elimination of the use of the word office L~ the statute is
not significant and has no impact upon the relationships. Both
the State council and entitlement jurisdictions will require staff
offices in order to carry out their statutory functions.

According to the draft guidelines, citizens Who reside in an entitlement
jurisdiction may be appointed as a representative of the entitlement
area Whe~~ expressly agreed to by the Chief Executive of the
enti tlement or in the case of a combination, by the Chief Executives
of the pa~·ticipating local goverlllTlents.

16.

9. Does ea<m entitlement get at least 1 seat on state council up to 1/3?
No. The entitlement jurisdictions within a state must have at least 1/3
of the total number of members of the board.

it is possible for a single eligible jurisdiction to continue to
participate in a regional combination as described above, is the
decision to extend the transition one which is made solely by the
eligible jurisdictions?

If

The decision would be made jointly by the members of the regional
combination.

10. You said states have two years to get their boards representative,
etc. Do locals and RPU's also have two years?

17. If the above discussed arrangement is not pennissible, then does this

mean that single eligible jurisdictions must reorganize their boards
immediately in order to meet the requirements of section 402(a) if
they were formerly part of a reginal planning unit under the old Act?

Yes. Existing local boards have two years to meet the new
representation requirements. Only entitlement jurisdicitons, at the
Sub-state level, are required to have representative boards. An
entitlement jurisdiction that has no board in place must establish
a representative board prior to submission of an application for
funding as an entitlement jurisdiction.

Yes.
18.

11. Must the authorized executives of eligible jurisdictions officially
designate their representatives for the state council?
No.

See 7 above.

Yes. As long as the Governor appoints a majority of the representatives
of the board.

Representatives of entitlement jurisdictions must be persons who exercise
authority in these jurisdictions including general elected offiCials,
and representatives of the crirnnal justice agencies in the locality.
8.

Must the representatives of entitlements or balance of state jurisdictions
be locally elected officials?

What if Governor is satisifed with existing law, but law does not
provide for 1/3 representation by entitlements?
If the law permits the Governor to meet the 1/3 representation
requirement and the Governor's appointments meet the requirement
then no change would be necessary.

The Cbvern'%" appoints the members of the Council.

19.

In response to a question, LEAA said that it was POElsible for a

state with one entitlement jurisdiction to make an agreement with that
jurisdiction to limit its representaiton on the council to less than
1/3.
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~ !~iS true~ ~t appears to allow a state and local government

priva~~~~e:m!~~~ral

statutory mandate (sectin'402(b)(2)(A)) by

If so ~ can other states with several entitlement jUl:'isdiction also
to limit theil:' repl:'esentation?
'I

agr ee

FORMULA GRANT APPLICATION PROCESS

Established legal Pl:'inciples r.mit
benefit is intended to make aP~ 1 ta~pal:'ty fol:' ~hom a statutol:'Y
benefit~ 'Ihis would e
0 un aLY and knoWJ.ng waiveI:' of the
agl:'.ee to less than th~ =;'u~~ye~;~t~:~~!e~~~~~~~~tions to jointly
20.

I.

A COG pl:'esently does cl:'1minal justice 1

The application process for formula funds under the Justice System
Improvement Act of 1979 reflects the Congressional objective of
minimizing lIadministrative paperwork, superfluous planning and
redtape ll in order to allow funds lito flow in a more timely fashion
with fewer statutory prerequisites and less categorization ll (Senate
Report 96-142 at 28). The application process also reflects the
combination of the Part B planning, Part C criminal justice and
Part E corrections grants programs into a single grant program, as
well as the elimination of most categorical restrictions and appendages regarding the use of these funds. The increased role of
local governments, through the lI en tit1ement li provisions which assure
funding to larger jurisdictions and increase their funding decisions
and the various ways they can organize and participate in the program,
also is incorporated in the application process. (Senate Report
96-142 at 30-31). The planning focus of the Crime Control Act was
rejected and statutory requirements regarding plan content have been
reduced by about two-thirds. A distinction was made between the
utility of a planning process (thought to be useful) and the production of a comprehensive plan (thought not to be useful) (Senate Report
96-142 at 41-42). Planning must still be done at the state and local
level in order to produce formula grant applications with program
priorities based on crime analysis. (Section 403(a)(l)).

bU~ under the new legislation foUl:' of ~h~ fOI:'.se~en c~unties~

ellgib~e to be sepal:'ate entitlement jUl:'iSdiCit~~.J~:~i~ltons al:'e
of actl0n 01:' agl:'eeIIEnt is l:'eqUil:'ed on the pal:'t of the COG y~h
these entitlements in ordel:' to develop one application to ~e State?
Ordinarily, a joint powel:'s agl:'eeIIEnt would be used

'Ih'

~~~o~~;o~~~eC~t~~i~tf~~e~~fuf~~~ °ft~el:"j~i~~i~~~~~nt,

21.

e lnanClal accountability.
to cUl"'l:'ent joint powers ag
t
t
develop a new agreement? reemen s s ill hold 01:' must the combination
New agre~ents do not need to be developed i f they th rwi
the reqUJ.l:'ements of the legislation.
0 e se meet

22.

Evaluation of Provision

Al:'e intel:'governmental agl:'eements only necessar (in
enti tleIIEnt) whel:'e a jUl:'isdici ton is in 1 ded Yin
an RPU combination
data base?
c U
the expenditUl:'e
Yes.

II
•

The process of application simplification and the reduction of guidelines and resulting administrative paperwork does not mean an abrogation of responsibi1 ities either by LEAA or its grantees. In a cautionary note, the Senate Judiciary Committee Report notes: IIIndiscriminate
redtape reduction and simplification, which make it more difficult to
establish meaningful audit trails and to evaluate programs and projects
effectively, should not be included as a result of these amendments. II
(Senate Report 96-142 at 14).
Application Content

f

·1

I
I

A single application consisting of program level (as opposed to iridividual detailed project level) information is required. Applications submitted by the state council to LEAA, and eligible recipients to the council, must set forth programs covering a three-year
period which meet the objectives of Section 40l(a).

!

.1
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Annual amen~m:nts are required if new programs are added or if
programs orlglnally proposed are not implemented No award
of funds can ~e ma~e with respect to a program other than a
prog~am contalned ln an approved application. Section 403
requlres that these applications include:
(1) A crime pr~bl:m.and crim~nal .justice needs analysis.
(However, Judlclal coordlnatlng committee, state agency
~nd nongovernmental grantee applications do not have to
lnclud: a separate crime analysis; they may rely on the
analysls prepared by the state council).
(2) A description of services to be provided.
(3) Performance goals and priorities.
(4) A specific sta~eme~t indicating how the programs will
advance the obJectlves of Section 401 and meet identified
problems and needs of the jurisdiction.
(5) An indication of the relationship of proposed programs
to similar state and local program directed at the same
or similar problems.
(6) An a~surance that an annual performance report will be
submltted by the state to the administration and to
the ~tate by other applicants; and that an a~sessment of
the lmpact of those activities on the objectives of
the statute and identified needs and problems will be
conducted.
(7) A certification of non-supplantation.
(8) An assuranc: of an a~equate share of funds for courts
and correctlons, pollce, prosecution and defense
programs.
'
(9) A provision. for fund accounting, auditing, monitoring
and evaluatlon procedures.
'
(10) A provision for the maintenance of data and information
and submission of reports.
(11) A ce~tificatioh. of compl iance with the requirements of
SectlOn 403, that all information submitted is correct,
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that there has been proper coordinatipfl with affected
agenci~s, and that the applicant will comply with all
applicable provisions of the Act and all other applicable
Federal laws.
(12) Satisfactory assurances regarding the usage of purchased
equipment.
Guidelines for Application Development
Draft guidelines under development by LEAA 'with participation
from affected constituencies reflect the changes embodied in the
new legislation. With regard to application format and requirements, the emphasis is "product-oriented" as opposed to "processoriented. II For example, detailed requirements for the conduct of
crime and criminal justice systems analyses as separate sections of
the application are deleted. Rather than presenting a detai1:d analysis
of all criminal justice problems and needs in a separate sectlon of a
comprehensive plan, what is asked for in the application's program
descriptions are the results of the required analysis, i.e., a series
of problem statements only for those problems identified as priorities
and for which programs are proposed.
Councils and eligible recipients will develop and include in
their three-year applications a description of each program
designed to address priority problems. These programs must
be consistent with the twenty-three eligible Section 401
purposes. These descriptions will include program object~ves,
activities planned and services provided, summary budget Information an indication of how the program relates to similar
state or ioca1 programs, and a list of performance indicators.
In addition, the program description must contain an ex~lanation
of how the program meets the criteria of proven effectlveness,
proven success, or high probability of improving the fun~tioning.
of the criminal justice system (Section 401(a)). LEAA wl11 pub11Sh
prior to FY 1981 a list of programs of proven effectiveness or proven
success and only a reference to that list will be required in the
application when like programs are proposed.
.
Review of Comprehensive State Applications by LEAA
The "comprehensive state app1ication" required for submission to
LEAA is defined as "an application based on a total integrated
analysis of the criminal justice problems, and in which goals,
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priorities and standards for methods, organization and operation performance are established. 1I (Section 901(a)(8)). This
application will include funding allocations or applications
submit~ed by stat.e agencies, the judicial coordinating committee,
and un1ts of local governement, or combinations thereof and
which were reviewed and approved by the council.
'
LEAA must approve comprehensive state applications, and amendments thereto in whole or in part, within 90 days of receipt
upon determining that: a) the application or amendment is
consistent with the title; b) the opportunity for prior review
and comment was provided to citizens and neighborhood and
community groups, and; c) an affirmative finding in writing is
made ~hat the programs or projects contained in the application
are llkely to contribute effectively to the achievement of the
objectives of Section 401. (Section 404(a)). The Administration
cannot finally disapprove any comprehensive applications or amendments without first giving the applicant reasonable notice and an
opportunity for a hearing and appeal. (Section 404(d)).
Review of Entitlement Jurisdiction Applications by the State Council
Applications or amendm~nts thereto from eligible jurisdictions
as defined in Section 402(a) (2), (3) and (4) shall be approved
unless the State Council, within 90 days of receipt, finds that
the application or amendment:
(1) does not comply with Federal requirements or with State
law or regulations;
(2) is inconsistent with priorities and fails to establish
under guidelines established by the Administration, good
cause for such inconsistency;
(3) conflicts with or duplicates programs or projects of
another applicant or other Federal, state or local
supported programs or applications, or;
(4) proposes a program or project which is substantially
identical to or is a continuation of a program or
project which has been evaluated and found to be ineffective. (Section 402(b)(3)(A).
Where findings such as the above are made, the Council will
notify the applicant in writing and set forth its reasons for

fl
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If

If an applicant states in writing disagreement with the Council's
written findings, the findings are considered appealed. The
appeal shall be in ac~ordance with a procedure developed by the
council and agreed to by the eligible jurisdiction. If the procedure is not agreed upon prior to application submission to
the council, the appeal wi'll be in accordance with procedures
developed by the Administration. (See issue paper on IIState
and Local Relationships and Responsibilities ll ) .

I

Approval of an eligible ju~isdiction's applic~tio~ shall resu~t
in the awarding of funds w1thout further appl1cat1on or counc1l
review. (Section 402(b)(3)(E).

t

Review of State Agency and IIBalance of State "Applications by
the State Council
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the finding. Within no more than 30 days, the applicant can
submit a revised application or state its reasons for disagreeing with the Council's findings. If a revised application is
submitted, it is treated as an original application, except
that a 30 day requirement for action is imposed.

State agency applications or amendments and applications ?r
amendments from eligible jurisdictions as defined in Sect10n
402(a) (5) may be denied by the State Council, or appropriate
changes recommended, where the council finds: a).noncomp~iance
with Federal requirements or state law or regulat1on; b) 1nconsistencies with priorities, policies, organizational or
procedural arrangements, or the council's crime analysis;
c) confl i cts with or a dup 1i cat i on of other programs., or;
d) proposal of a program substantially identical to, or a
continuation of, a program previously evaluated and found
to be ineffective. Such findirlgs must be made in writing to
the applicant and state the reasons for the findings. Appeal
of the council's action will be in accord with procedures
established by the council. (Section 402 (b) (4)).
Review of Judicial Coordinating Committee Applications by the
State Council
State Councils will incorporate in whole or in part the threeyear application or amendments of t~e Judicial Coordi~ati~g
Committee unless the council determ1nes that the appllcatlon
or amendment: a) is not in accordance with the statu~e; b) is
not in conformance or consistent with the state councll's application, or; c) does not conform with the 'statute's fiscal
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accountability standards. Final action by the state council
must occur not later than 90 days after receipt of the application. (Section 402(d) (3}).
Judicial Coordinating Committee Review of Applications
The Judicial Coordinating Committee will review for consistency
with court priorities those applications or amendments from.any
jurisdiction which has incurred ex~en~it~re~ for ~our~ serv1c:s
from its own sources or any other Jur1sd1ctlon WhlCh 1S applYlng
for funds for court services. Such finding~ of consistency or
inconsistency will be reported to the councll and to ~h~ appropriate applicant. (Section 402(d) (3}). Thus, el~g~ble
jurisdiction appl ications may be su~mitted ~o ~~~ ~ud~clal
Coordinating Committee concurrent w1th subm1ss1on ~o the state
council and for A-95 review.
Suspension of Funding
Funding is to be suspended in whole or in part by LEAA for approved comprehensive state applications containin~ programs or
projects which have failed to conform to the requlrements or
objectives of the statute. Such failure to conform can be
evidenced by: a) annual performance reports; b} failure of the
applicant to sub~it an a~nual pe~formance repor~; and c} ~valua
tions and other lnformatlon provlded by the Natlonal Instltute
of Justice. (Section 404(b)}.
Relationship to Juvenile Justice
The transition provisions of the Act keep those prov1~10ns of
the Crime Control Act necessary to carry out the requlrements
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act
(Section 1301(i)}. ~though th~ ~9.l5% maintenan~e.of effort
provision is retained, the prov1s10n has been modlfled to
requ i re the primary emphas i s in th~ use of th~ ~ 9.15% funds
be for programs for juvenil es convlc~ed of cr1mwal . offenses
or adjudicated delinquent on the bas1s of an act WhlCh would . .
be a criminal offense if committed by ~n adult. State~ partlclpating in the Juvenile Justice and Dellnquency Prevent10n ~ct .
may continue to set forth programs for the improvement of Juven~le
justice under both the Juvenile Justice.a~d Del~nquency Preve~tlon. ~
Act and Justice System Improvement ~ct J01ntly in.a s~parate Juvenlle
justice component of the comprehens1ve state appllcatlon: The .
planning process which ~as been req~ired under the Juv~nlle Ju~tlce
and Delinquency Pr~ventlon Act contlnues and the Juven1le Justlce

plan component must be consistent with those prOV1S10ns of the
Crime Control Act which are referenced in Section 223(a) of the
Juvenile Just'ice and Delinquency Prevention Act. Thus the juvenile
justice and delinquency component will be more comprehensive
than the Justice System Improvement Act requirements.
Legislative and A-95 Review
Section 405(b) requires State Councils to provide the state
legislature an opportunity to give an advisory review to the
general goals, policies, and priorities of the council prior to
their implem~ntation. If the legislature (or a designated
body of the legislature if the latter is not in session) has
not review the goals, policies and priorities within 45i days
after receipt, they shall be considered to have been reviewed.
80th the three-year application and amendments, if any, submitted by the state and other eligible recipients are subject
to A-95 review. However, no additional subgrant or project
review is necessary. (Senate Report 96-142 at 45).
II.

Current Practice/Impact of New Legislation

Under the Crime Control Act, annual comprehensive plans are required
from each state. An annual courts plan is submitted for inclusion
in the overall comprehensive plan by the Judicial Committees (37
established through FY 1978). A separate application for Part B
planning funds is required, and three separate awards (Part 8
planning, Part C Criminal Justice and Part E Corrections) are
made to each state p'lanning agency. Under a procedural mechanism
established by Section 303(a)(4) of the Crime Control Act of 1976,
a II mini-block ll program to large cities and counties is authorized.
However, only 42 of the 331 eligible mini-block jurisdictions
actually use this mechanism while 33 additional jurisdictions had
indicated intent to use this abbreviated application and award system.
Using the annual comprehensive plan process with subsequent subgrants
for individual projects, state planning agencies awarded and administered 15,286 subgrants in FY 1976. Of these, 3,915 were awarded
to 148 cities of more than 100,000 population and 1,320 were awarded
to 138 counties of more than 250,000 population. These 148 cities
and 138 counties now are among those eligible as entitlement jurisdictions under the Justic~,System Improvement Act and can submit
consolidated three-year applications.
In FY 1977 LEAA administratively initiated a multi-year planning
process which required only annual updates to a base year comprehensive
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plan. In addition, guidelines requirement~ were significantly reduced.
The result was a 42.6% reduction in the size of the average comprehensive plan. For the 38 states receiving full multi-year approval, plan
size was reduted from an average of 1,033 pag~s in FY 1978 to an average
of 497 in FY 1979, a decrease of about 52%. This administratively
established multi-year planning process is formalized by the Justice
System Improvement Act into a three-year application submission process
requiring minimal updates.

1.

the comprehensive state application be submitted without one
or more of the entitlement jurisdictions' applications?

May

The State may establish uniform and reasonable application content
and deadline submission date requirements for applications from
enti tlerrent jurisdictions. Accord;Lngly, a State may submit an
application without all entitlement jur-isdiction applications i f
an entitlerrent jurisdiction failed to comply with suCh reasonable
deadlines established by the state. Failure to submit an application
within the deadline and failure to show good cause for not submitting
the application can be treated by the State as an election by
the entitlerrent jurisdiction to be treated with balance of State
jurisdictions, within a specified time frame.

LEAA estimates that state plans, which averaged nearly 1,000 pages
in FY 1978, would be replaced by state applications of about 400
pages. The net reduction in paperwork could be as much as 75% over
the four-year period of the reaut~orization.
/

Issues

2.

Must the Council review and approve or disapprove applications
from all eligible jurisdictions? May a Council delegate application
approval to the State staff (402(b) (2))?
The statute provides that applications or amendments from entitlement
jurisdictions should be deemed approved unless the Council, within
90 days, finds that the application does not meet the requirements
of Section 402(b)(3)(A)). With respect to applications from "balance
of State" jurisdictions, the statute provides that the Council must
determine Whether or not the application is consistent with Section
402(b)(4). So long as an application from a State agency or balance
of State jurisdiction would be subject to review and final disapproval
by the Council membership, the statute would not appear to preclude
the Council from delegating to the staff decisions to approve or
disapprove "balance of State" and State agency applications.

3.

Would you describe the expected moverrent and time sequence of
applicantions among and between the Council, the entitlement
jurisdictions, the Judicial Coordinating Committee, State agencies,
local non-entitlements, and private non-profits?
See Application Process Chart.

I!.

applications from entitlements be in the form of several
applications and how shouldth~ State treat such applications?

May

No. Section 402(b)(3)(A) permits an eligible jurisdiction to
participate as an entitlement jurisdiction by submitting a single application to the State for inclusion in the comprehensive
state application.
I

I
I
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5.

Will the State application be required to show comprehensiveness
as under the previous law?
Yes.

The same definition for comprehensive that was included

in the prior statute is included in the Justice System nnprovement

Act.

6. How will comprehensiveness be accomplished given the discretion

of the entitlements plus the possible length of the appeal process?

The statute expressly requires entitlement jurisdictions to insure
adequate funds for courts and corrections. Presumably, the entitlement
jurisdiction will address police programs where they have police
programs. In fact, rmny entitlement jurisdictions have no
functions other than law enforcement functions and law enforcement
functions will be addressed in the comprehensive application. In
addition, there is a requirement that 19.15% of all formula grant
funds in each State be allocated to juvenile justice programs.
Finally, Section 403(a)(4) specifies that each application must
include an assurance, whether the applicant is a State a unit of
local government, or a combination of units of local government,
that there is an adequate share of funds for courts, corrections,
police, prosecution and defense programs. Every effort sholud
be made to complete any appeals by enti tlernent jurisdictions
prior to the submission of the comprehensive state application
to LEAA and certainly prior to LEAA approval of the application.

7.

How may the Council limit continuing and wholesale revisions of
the original submission by an entitlement?
The statute clearly contemplates one annual amendment. This is
sufficient authority to eliminate continuing amendments. However,
it should not be read to prohibit amendments necessitated by
emergencies such as floods, fires, hurricanes and the like.
The entitlement jurisdiction's authority to amend the application
is basically limited to the addition ·of new programs to be added
to the application i f the programs contained in the application
will not be implemented. Basically, what that means is that the
three year application can be amended on ru1 annu8l basis to
determine those programs which the entitlement J._?:Lsdiction was
not able to 1mplenent within the first year or which the jurisdiction
shows would not be effective in achieving stated purposes and to
add new programs to spend the money freed upon by the elimination
of these programs and to spend any additional lIDney that may become
available. If by crime analysis an assessment of needs in an
entitlement jurisdiction can establish that its priorities should
be changed an amendment could also be allowed on an annual basis.
The whole thrust of the Justice System nnprovement Act is to set
in place a three year program and to spend the three years
implementing, evaluating, rronitoring and carrying out the three
year' program.
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8.

How many times may an applicant submit when the Council rejects
the application?
applicant can always submit as many applications as it wants.
However, the real question is What basis may the State utilize
to act on resubmission applications, where the applicant is an
entitlerlEnt jurisdiction and is resubmitting an application that
contained a previously appealed issue which was not resolved irl
its favor.
An

Presumbably if the entitlement modifies its denial application to
take into account the reasons for its rejectj,on it can then be funded.
If the application is not modified within a reasonable period, the
application rermins disapproved and the entitlement reverts to
"balance of state" status. Resubmission of a rejected state agency
or balance of state application would be governed by the state's
administrative procedure~ as well as substantive priorities as set
out in the state application.

9. Must the state accept funds on behalf of an entitlement

i f the

Administration upholds an appeal by such jurisdictions?

The appeal of an entitlement jurisdiction is resolved at the State
level under the procedures agreed to by the State and the entitlement
jurisdiction. There is no further appeal to rEM. If they can
agree on the appeal process, the appeal is under the State level
procedure established consistent with guidelines established by
LEAA. If the apP3al is resolved in favor of tbe local jurisdiction,
the State must accept the funds and must incluce the application
in its application to LEAA.
10. Are the requirements for the entitlement jurisdiction application
identical to those of the State comprehensive application? If not,
how do they differ?
The requirements which apply both to state and entitlement applications
are set forth in Section 403 of the statute and are essentially
identical. The State may only impose such additional requirements
on entitlerrent jurisdictions as are necessary to insure that the
Juvenile Justice Maintenance of Effort requirements are carried
out and that the requirements for funding, accounting, auditing
and evaluating projects are met. Such additional requirements
must be necessary and consistent with State law or regulations
and Federal requirements.
11. Will LEAA make a grant to a State for one or three years?
LEAA w111 approve an application for a three year period. Each
year a separate budgetary supplemental award will be made. This
supplemental award w11l be based on the current year appropriation.
The award will be used for the supplemental year activities in the
full application as arrended by any earlier supplemental. At any
time under Section 404(b) LEAA must suspend funding for an approved
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application in whole or in part if the applicaticn contains
a program or proj ect which has failed to conform to the
requirements or the statutory provi~ions of the Act, as
evidenced by such factors as the annual performance report
or the failure to submit an annual perfotmance r'eport.
12.

15. What is precisely meant by "incorporating" the local. entitl~ent
application? Can it just be attached to the state applicatlon if
the state so chooses?

Can a State approve an entitlement or Judicial Coordinating
Committee application for less than three years?

Yes. The application may be enclosed as part of State application.
However, states will be asked to "crosswalk" all proposed programs
in an Attachment A format. Also, a state may develop program
descriptions in its application which consolidate a.nd describe similar
programs developed by entitlements.

Generally no. However, to bring an entitlement jurisdiction into
the three year cycle it may be possible. Draft guidlines permit
eligible jurisdictions to defer for one year their election of
entitlement ;:status, i:f they so choose.
13.

16. Under 405(e), rnay a combination type entitlemen~ pass fund~ dire~tly
to private nonprofit organizations for project 1mplementatlon, Wlthout
havi!1.g a city or county acting as s,POnsor?

Is there a time frame for the :implementation of a grant by an
entitlement jurisdiction or the Judicial CoordinatiP~ Committee?
It is contemplated that the :implementation of a program will take
place over the full period of the application. However:l individual
project level activities funded under these programs may be for
a three year, two year, or one year period, depending upon the
design of the particular program. The establishment of "abort"
procedures to assure prompt status of proj ects is encouraged.
The statute provides in Section 405(d) that if the administration
determines on the basis of information available during any
fiscal year tr~t a portion of funds allocated to a State, unit
of local government or combination will not be required, such
funds will be available for reallocation to another State or
unit of government or combination as the Administration may deem
at its discretion.

14.

If circwnstances require that a new project not in the entilement
jurisdiction.application be funded toward the end of the life period
of the action ~ant to the State, is an amendment to the entitlement
jurisdiction and State application required? v~t form would such
amendments take?
If the proj ect does not fit wi thin any of the program areas in
the application, an amendment to the application would be requjred.

Yes.
17. Can we get a list of acceptable/unacceptable projects before March
1980?

j

I
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A list of programs which have been found to meet the criteria
of pr'oven effectivene'3s or record of proven success will be
published in March of 1980. This list is intended to be
an aid to states and localities in preparing their tl1ree-year
applications, and not an exhaustive or exclusive listing of
programs meeting these criteria. Where an applicant proposes
a program on the list, it need only refer to the progr~ in its
application rather than include a full program descriptlon.
Publication of a list of ineffective programs in time for use in
aplication preparation also is contemplated.
18. When will the amount for 1981 be known?

..,

f

I

FY 1981 tentative allocations will be available in February 1980,
after the release of the President's budget. Final allocations
will not be known until the FY 198] appropriations bill is passed.
19. Do we use the same level for 1982 and 1983?
It is reasonable to assume that there will be no appreciable
budget increases in FY 82 and 83. Applicants should prepa.re.
their applications on the basis of a steady level of approprlations
over the three-year period.
20. Will entitlements design their own applications to award gr~ts?
ding
Award grants according to their own procedures? Set guidellnes regar
administration of awarded grants?
l"

Project level applications to implement programs contained in entitlement
applications are not required. However, it is recognized that some
form of agreement or statement of project level activity, to include
'~,
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objectives, milestones, budgeting, and evaluation information
will be required by the entitlements from implementing a08nci~s.
The fotmat and procedures for the award or' transfer of funds
for specific activities is left to the discretion of individual
entitlement jurisdictions.
Guidelines for project administration, consistent with and
necessary to implement Federal and state laws and regulations
may be established by entitlement jurisdictions.
'
21. fu programs within the three year approved application, to be
updated each year, have a one year or three year program period?
The approval period for the entire application is for a three
year period, with an award and budget supplements to be made on
an annual basis. Programs are designed to cover the three year'
life of the application. Individual projects a~e approved subsequently
for the period during Which activities or services are to be provided
or implemented (3, 2, or 1 year(s)).
22. With the single rnuch-simplified entitlement application which does not
contain detailed project type information, how can the requirements
of OMS A-95 be met?
As the legislative history to the new Act attests, it was the
intent of Congress to reduce paperwork and simplify application procedures
for recipients of LEAA funds. One "{faY to do this was to let certification
of entitlement applications by local clearinghouses and certification
of the composite state application by the state clearinghouse serve as
fulflllrrEnt of the A-95. review requirements for both the formula allooations
to the state and the entitlement areas and for any consequent subgrants
funded from the "state" and "entitlement" p:>rtions of the state allocation.
Applicants for funds fr.orn the "Remainder of state" portion of a state's
allocation must present their applications for local clearinghouse review.
23. May an entitlement be an entitlement and apply for funds by multiple
applicant ions ?
No. By electing to participate as an entitlement, eligible jurisdictions
have chosen to submit a single simplified program level application
rather than multiple applications at different times. The Simple application
could contain multiple projects (at their discretion).
24. Must balance of state funds be the subject of true competition
or may the state design programs or projects whiCh are suitable for only
one jurisdiction or set of jurisdictions?
States may design, consistent with the results of the crime analysis
and established priorities, balance-of-state programs designed only
for "tar08ted" jurisdicitons as opposed to programs open for
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25. If there is an entitlement jurisdiction which has no responsibility
in a certain area (i.e. corrections or juvenile) but has private
nonprofit interest in a program in that area, must the entitlement
address this and i f so Where would this fit in the application and
funding process?
Entitlements are not prohibited from funding activities in areas
where they have no direct criminal justice system resp:>nsibility.
Funded activities, whether conducted by private nonprofits or line
criminal justice agencies, are based up:>n results of the crime
and criminal justice system needs analysis and established priorities.
26. Please clarify the difference between (1) the contractual arrangement
between the state and entitlement which provides the assurances and
(2) the three year application Which provides program information.
The assurances made by an entitlement which constitute a contractual
agreement with the state and three year application Which provides
program information are one and the same document.
27. Are there two separate documents .(1) a "planning/administration
contract and (2) a three year application?
There is a single three year application in whiCh one pcogram
description will address the distribution and uses of formula
funds to be used for administrative purposes.
28. Can the state mandate the structure of the local application?
The structure of all three year applications essentially is the
same and is spelled out in Section 403(a) and in LEAA guidelines
(draft). States may impose such additional requirements as are
necessary to meet the auditing, funds accounting, monitoring
and evaluation rrandatGs of the Act, and to comply with applicable
Federal and state laws and regulations, as well as standard administrative
requirements. Some additional leeway is provided the state with
regard to state agency and "balance-of-state" applications, which must
be in the rranner and form prel3cribed by the council (Section 402).
29. Can an entitlement jurisdiction apply for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention funds in their application? Can a state
require that the locality apply for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention funds on a project-by-project basis?
Yes. Entitlements may request JJDP funds in the juvenile justice
cornp:>nent of the three year application and the state can require
project applications.
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approach would be not only burdensome, but prohibitively time-consuming
for both LEAA and the states.

Evaluation of the Provision

In order to ensure a smooth transition from the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act to the Justice System Improvement Act, Part M of the bill
builds in necessary transition mechanisms.

Under Section l30l(a) all orders, determinations, rules, regulations,
and instructions of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration which
are in effect at the time the Justice System Improvement Act takes effect
will comjinue in effect until modified, terminated or revoked by the President,
the Attorney General, the Director of OJARS, the Director of BJS or UIJ,
or the Administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Part M also authorizes the heads of BJS, NIJ and LEAA to obligate unused
or reverted Crime Control Act funds. The Administrator of LEAA is
specifically authorized to approve FY 80 comprehensive plans in accordance
with the provisions of the Crime Control Act.
Section 1301 (h) provides that prior year IIDney including FY 80 funds may
be used to pay to 100 percent of project costs. Section l30l(k) allows
the funding of construction already underway to continue for not IIDre
than two years.
II.

Current Practice

Under the transition authority of the new Act, LEAA policy is that all
existing gUidelines, including M4l00.1F State Planning Agency Grants,
remain in effect for ~1 1980 With full implementation of the JSIA to begin
with the FY 81 three-year application cycle.
State
of FY
which
FY 80
match

planning guidelines were reissued in February 1979 for the development
80 Plans. In May, LEAA annotnced a formal pJlicy on transition .
reaffirmed the agency's pJlicy of retaining current guidelines in
while providing an oppJrtuni ty for' a waiver of Crime Control Act
requirements under certain conditions.

The reason for this policy was to assure an orderly and effective transition
to the requirements of the new legislation while mai~taining program
continuity and minimizing paperwork. Although the new Act begins in FY
1980, by the time it becomes effective, all of the States Will have already
prepared and submitted their FY 80 comprehensive plans. Therefor'e, either
the existjng guidelines would have to remain in effect for FY
80, or new guidelines would have to be issued after the Act becomes
effective and FY 80 plans submitted. In that event guidelines would also
have to be issued for the prep:lration of a plan supplement docl.lIrEnt, with
each State modifying its previously submitted comprehensive plan and
showing canpliance with the requirements contained in the new Act. lliis
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In addition, continuation of the current guidelines through FY 80 enables
LEAA and the State and local governlfJents to complete the three year planning
cycie which began in FY 1978. This three year cycle was initiated by
LEAA in order to al low States to receive multi-year approval for their
comprehensive plans, thereby reducing papenlOrk.
At the same time, LEAA began an i ntens i ve pl anni ng effort with representatives of State and local governments to develop new guidelines for
effective implementation of the Justice System Improvement Act. A Task
Force of LEAA staff and public interest group representatives was formed
to develOp these guidelines. Meetings of this Task Force as well as
numerous other sessions with State and local officials have occurred since
last Spring to discuss legislative and guidelines issues. New guidelines
to govern the development of three-year applications, beginning with fiscal
year 1981, will be published in draft in the Federal Register for public
comment by the end of December 1979.
While M4100.IF is in effect for FY 80, the LEAA transition statement of
May 1979 did provide for a limited exception. States that, acting in good
faith, had obtained State appropriations on the basis of the matching
ratios proposed in the pending legislation as of last Spring -- that is,
a 50/50 match on planning monies with action funds match free -- could
request a waiver of the existing match requirement of 10 percent on planning
and action. Requests for waiver were to show clear evidence of State
legislative commitment to match at the new rates. The aim of the waiver
po"licy \'Ias to avoid the confusion and difficulty involved in l~enegotiating
appropriation bills with State Legislatures. States granted waivers were
required to meet certain other conditions, including assurances that they
survey potential entitlement areas and target a reasonable share of FY 80
planning funds on those opting for entitlement; and that they allow local
governments to match planning fund.~ at either the old or new rates.
Fifteen states \'Iere granted such waivers. Waivers apply only to match and
buy-in for FY 80. All other provisions of M4100.1F remain in effect in FY
80 for waiver as well as non-\'Iaiver States, including the requirements
for a 40 percent pass-through of planning funds and a variable pass-through
of action monies.
The \'Iaiver policy allowed States to match dollar for dollar on planning/
administrative funds with action monies match free. However, the Justice
System Improvement Act, as passed by Congress, restored the ten percent
match on action funds. In order to accommodate the waiver States, this
requirement does not go into effect until FY 81. Therefore, in FY 80
non-waiver States will continue to match at Crime Control Act 90/10
ratios on planning and action; waiver States will match dollar for dollar
on planning (above the $250,000 base) with no match on action.
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Funding prohibitions of the JSIA do not apply in FY 80. However, LEAA
policy will be to deny any r.equests to reprogram FY ~O or prior year funds
to equipment only or new construction programs, as these purposes are
inconsistent With the new Act. .
III.
1.

Issues
May carryover funds be match free?
The statute allows prior year funds to become match free. However,
each state has an existing approved grant (contract) with LEAA under
which they have agreed to provide match and buy-in at the previous
statutory levels. These prior year approved comprehensive plans
would require an amendment before money may become match free. LEAA's
position is that the prior year approved applications will remain in
effect at) they now exist unless changed circumstances or some pressing
need exists within the state to rrodify the prior year grants. lliese
will become match free.

JUDICIAL COORDINATING 'COMMI'ITEES AND FUNDING OF COURTS
I.

Evaluation of Provisions

The Justice System Improvement Act continues the concept of the Judicial
Planning Committee established by the 1976 Amendments to the Crime Control
Act. '!he functions now performed by the Judicial Planning Corrnnittees
will be performed by Judicial Coordinating Corrnn1ttees. 'Ihe mechanisms
for establishing Judicial Coordinating Committees are identical in virtually
all respects With those in the Crime Cont.rol Act.
SpeCific functions of the Judicial Coordinating Committee include
establishment of priorities for the various courts of the State, definition and development and coordination of programs and projects for the
improvement at' the courts of the State in the development of a three-year
application for funding programs and projects designed to improve the
functions of the courts and judicial agencies of the State. 'Ihe three-year
application and any amendments to the application is submitted by the JCC
to the State Criminal Justice Council.
'!he JCe is also given responsibility for review for consistency with the
court priorities, the applications, or amendments from any jurisdiction
which has incurred expenditures for court expenses or from any jurisdiction
applying for funds for court services. 'Ihe JUU must then report to the
Council and to the applicant its findings of consistency or inconsistency.
When the State Council receives the JCe application, it must approve and
,incorporate into its application to LEAA, in whole or in part, the application
and amendments 01' the JUC unless the Council determines that the Council
applications or amendments are not in accordance with the Act or not in
conformance .With or consistent With the State's own application or do not
conform with fiscal standards of the State.
The State Criminal Justice Council
free funds in each fiscal year for
equal to at least 7-1/2 1Ercent of
be made available to the JCC. The
be used for operating the JCC.

must provide at least $50,000 in match
the JCC. In addition, an amount
the fund allocation of a JCC must
$50,000 plus the 7-1/2 percent is to

The State Council must act on the JCC application within 90
being received by the Council. Final action by the Council
the return of the application must contain specific reasons
action. Any p3.rt of the application not acted on Within 90
deemed approved for submission to LEAA.

days after
resulting in
for the
days is

Applications from entitlement jurisdictions as well as nonentitlement jurisdictions are subject to JCC review. Applications from entitlement jurisdiptions must take into account court priorities recommended
by the Judicial Coordinating Committee and must assure an adequate
allocation of funds for court programs which is based on the eligible
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III.
jurisdiction's expenditures for court programs which contribute to the
jurisdiction's eligibility for entitlerrent f'unds. If' there are no
court activities conducted in the entitlement jurisdiction, then, of course,
court priorities do not have to be taken into account.
Applications fran JCC's must meet all of the requirements for applications
from entitlerrent jurisdictions, balance-of-State jurisdictions, and
other State agencies. However, JCC's can rely under Section 403(b) on
the crime analyses prepared by the Council in preparing their application.
The applications from the State and from the units of local government
under the provision.'S of Section 403(a)(5) must contain an adequate share
of funds for courts, for prosecutors, and for defense services.
Limitations on expenditures of funds and on program eligibility
apply to the courts in the same manner as they apply to other agencies.
']he JCe like other applicants must ~Ubm1t a perforrrance re};))rt at the
end of' the fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter covered by an
application in the same manner as other recipients of funds.

1.

Under Section 402(d), is the application of the JCC received by
the State at the same time as those from the eligible jurisdictionls?
The application of the JCC's should be received by the state in
advance of the submissin of the State application to IEAA.
This maybe at the same time as the enti tleroont application since
both must be part of the submission to IEAA.

2.

With which State application must the JCC application be consistent?
Of which State application does the JCC application become a part?
The JCC application must be consistent with the comprehensive
three year application submitted by the State to IEAA. The JCC
application must be submitted as part of the three year Statewide
application.
'

3.

There is no requirement for prosecutor or defense representation on the
Judicial Coordinating Committees.

Must the applications from the eligible jurisdictions go first to the
JCC for review before going to the Council?
The JCC must be provided an opportunity to review and make comments
to the Council before the Council's final approval of the entitleroont
jurisdiction's application. The application could go fran the
eligible enti tleroont jurisdiction to the Council and the Council
could, in turn, provide a copy of the application to the JCC
for comment prior to final action by the Council.

Finally, the term court is defined in Section 901(a)(16) as "a tribunal
recognized as part of the judicial branch of a State or of its local
government units." This definition includes "civil" and "criminal"
courts.
II.

Issues

4. What process will be required to assure thb participation of citizen,
and neighborhood and community organizations in the application process?

CUrrent Practice

The J CC as noted above will perform the fu..'1.ctions now performed
by the Judicial Planning Committees. Much of the requirerrents for
the courts that are contained in the Crime Control Act and are continued
und~r the new Act except as otherwise noted above.

The Justice System Improvement Act does not require participation
of citizen, neighborhood and community organizaitons in the developroont
of the JCC application.
5.

Is the JCC responsible for getting A-95 clearinghouse approval before
it can _submit any application to the Council or IEAA?
Yes. Although the State Council can take responsibility for assuring
appropriate A-95 clearinghouse approval.

6.

Must the JCC allocate 19.15% of its adrrdnistration and action
funds for juvenile deliquency programming?
No. However, the State Council can require that courts expend from
action funds a share pro};))rtionate to the percenta08 of court expenditures
allocated for juvenile matters.
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Under Section 402(e)(1), which applcations
to the Council?

~dll

come from the JCC

Section 402(e)(1) contemplates that the application for court activities
prepared by the JCC will be submitted to the Council.
8.

What are the definitions of "civil disputes" and "civil justice
system"?
The term court is defined in Section 90l(a)(16) to include civil
as well as criminal courts. Section 825 of the Act limits
expenditures for civil activities to those activities which have
some direct bearing on the operation of the criminal justice
system. The Conference Report indicates, however, that any general
court improvement project can be considered as having an impact on
the criminal justice system and thus could be eligible for funding.

9·

'Ihe State must make 7 1/2% of the JOC's allocation available to the
JCC for operational expenses in addition to the $50,000 base. Does
this mean 7 1/2% of funds given to the JCC for planning and affininistration or 7 1/2% of &11 JCC funds including those for programs/projects?
Where does this 7 1/2% come from? State Planning funds, balance of
State funds, etc.?
It means 7 1/2% of all JCC funds including those for programs and
projects. 'Ihe 7 l/2%"of funds to be given to the JCC for administration
purposes will count against the state share of action fUnds awarded to
the JBC for its action programs. (not including the $50,000 base)

10. Explain in as much detail as possible the practical working relationship
between the intent of the JCC and "one state judicial plan" and the
entitlement charge to spend for "courts in the same portion of their
spending in total state or local court spending.
The JCC is responsible for statewide court program planning. If it is
a unified court system then the JCC would be responsible for all court
programs. Where the entitlement jurisdiction is funding court programs,
then the applications must be reviewed by the JCC for consistency with
statewide court priorities.

FORMULA GRANT PROGRAM ELIGmIJ.JITY
1.

Evaluation of Provisions

The Justice Systen Improvement Act llL Section 401 states that it'is the
purpose of the Formula Grant Program to assist States and units of local
government "in carrying out specific programs which are of proven effectiveness, have a record of proven success, or which offer a high
probability of improving the functioning of the criminal justice system."
Section 401 identifies 22 specific program areas for which funds can be
expended. These program areas cover the major criminal justice improveIIEnt and criminal prevention functions for State and local governIIEnts.
Section 401 adds a 23rd category which provides in effect that in
addition to the 22 enUlIErated programs "any other innovative program can
be funded if it is of proven effectiveness, has a record of proven success
or which offers a high probability of improving the functioning of the
criminal justice system." The effect of the amendment is to limit ~
funding to:
1. Programs of proven effectiveness--This term is defined in Section
901(a)(20) and in legislative history developed by Senator Biden on page
S. 6221 of the Congressional Record, daily edition, dated May 21, 1979.
Programs of proven effectiveness are those which have been evaluated
and shown to be effective in improving the criminal justice system.
2. Programs which have a record of proven success--'Ibis term is
defined in Section 90l(a)(19) and in the Congressional Record cited
above. A program has a record of proven success if it has been demonstrated
by evaluation or analysis to be successful in a number of jurisdictions or
over a period of time.
Programs having a h~ probability of improving the criminal justice
term is defined in Section 90l(a) (21) of the Act and is
further explained in the legislative history cited above. A program has
a high probability of success if a prudent assessment of the concept and
the implementation plans, together with an assessment of the problems to
whi~~ the program is addressed, provides strong evidence that the progrffih
will prove successful or develop a record of proven success. The draftor's
intent was to allowexperiIIEntation and innovation.
3.

syste~-'Ihis

.

The provisions limiting formula grant funding to these three areas
did not appear in the original version of the Justice System Improvement
Act. They were developed by Senator Biden in cooperation with Senator
Kennedy and introduced on the floor of the Senate. They were not in the
House bill but the House and Senate conferees agreed in conference to
adopt the limitation.

"

Senator Biden explained his amendment as follows:
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"Mr. Presiaent, I believe that by better articulating the program
and addressing selected problems we can rrake LEAA easier to
administer, improve its stature, and increase its chance of
success. It will enable us to tell taxpayers precisely What the
agency is for and in what ways they should hold it accountable.
In a sobering period of fiscal conservatism and public
disillusionment With the Federal Government, we have no
other rational choice. With the adoption of this amendment,
LEAA is out of the business of general support of states and
local criminal justice. We will only fund prograws that have
proven to be effective. I feel proud that instead of giving
up, instead of thrOwing the problem to SOlTEone else, we have
developed legislation to combat a nationwide problem of great
urgency, and maximize the effectiveness of limited amomts of
Federal dollars available for this purpose."
It shoUld be pointed out that While the 23rd category of funding would
appear to authorize funding of any program provided it is one of proven
effectiveness, one with a record of success, or one with a high probability
of improving the system, Senator Biden stated that it was his intention
that the list of the 22 areas be narrowly construed and that the list be
expanded only "With extreme caution." In so stating, Senator Biden tied
his amendment to the support of Congress in general and the Congressional
Budget Committees in particular for adequate funding for the LEAA program.
Senator Biden stated that LEAA funds need to be focused on specific
programs which meet the standards above in order to maximize the effectiveness of the limited amomt of research funds available for criminal justice.
Senator Kennedy echoed the concerns of Senator Biden and stated that the
purpose 01' this am:mdlrent was to "target limited resources to those programs
that can make a difference in criminal and juvenile justice in law
enforcelTEnt •••• Rather than scattering limited resources over broad areas,
the Biden amendment is very precise in targeting those areas that can make
"indeed, already have made--a.n important difference in the area of crime .• "
In an effort to provide further legislative history, Senator Biden
listed "specll'ic concrete programs that might be funded under the amendment."
'llhese included career criminal programs, economic crime units, jury
managelTEnt, improved defender services, uniform sentencing guidelines,
correctional standards and accreditation, equal employment opportunities in
criminal justice agencies, and housing designed to reduce crime.
Amendments were also made to Part B, Section 201 in the Justice
System Impr'ovelTEnt Act Which stated as a purpose of the NLJ the identification of programs of proven effectiveness, programs having a record of
proven success, or programs Which offer a high probability of improving
the functioning of the 9riminal justice system. The role of NLJ is not
exclusive in this area. '"'
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LEAA also has a major role in identifying these programs in order to
provide appropriate guidance to the States and mits of local government
and in order to evaluate applications and amendments to applications submitted
by the states and units of local government. In Section tlOl(e), for example,
LEAA is required, after consultation with the NLJ, BJS, State and local
governments, and public and private agencies, to establish rules and regulations necessary to evaluate programs or projects conducted under the Part
D formula grants in order to deter'llline whether the programs are of proven
e1Tectiveness, have a record of proven success, or offer a high probability
of improving the criminal and juvenile justice system.
It is contemplated that the LEAA, in carrying out this role, Will in
guidelines identify the specific programs whiCh in LEAA's View are eligible
for funding under Section ~Wl.
In addition, the statute gives States and local governments discretion

to select the programs that they wish to fund, provided that the States
and local gover.rnnents can show the programs or projects are of proven
effectiveness, have a record of proven success, or offer a high probability
of improving the criminal and juvenile justice system. In meeting these
standards, States and local governments can point to programs whiCh they
evaluated or sponsored.
Limitations on Fund Use
The progrrun eligibility criteria must be read ll1 conjunction with the
limitations on the use of funds set out in Section 404(c). 'Ihe Justice
System Improvement Act provides in Section 40l(c)(1) that grant funds
may not be used for the costs of equiplTEnt or hardware and the payrrent
of personnel cost unless such costs are incurred as an incidental and
necessary part of a program of proven effectiveness, a program having a
record of proven success, or a program offering a high probability of
improving the functioning 01' the criminal justice system.
While these prohibitions may seem somewhat redundant given the Section
401 limitation, the intent of Section 404(c)(1) is to prohibit the use
of funds for the purchase of hardware and the payment of salaries which
would ordinarily be picked up as part of the operating expenses of the
State and local governments. Section 40l(c)(1) expressly provides that
"in determining Whether to appJ.y this limitation, consideration must be
given to the extent of prior funding of any sources in that jurisdiction
for substantial similar activities."
Congressman McClory explained the limitation in the debate on the
Justice System IrnprovelTEnt Act as follows:
"'Ihe criticism that has come to LEAA--I think it was legitimate
When it· was leveled at LEAA--was that excessive amomts of funds
have been spent for hardware. Likewise, there has been criticism
because of the payrrent of salaries of personnel Which would
otherwise have been paid with local funds. So we have really
provided a prohibition against the application of funds for these
purposes ••• "
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conducting or undergoing training programs or the compensation of personnel
engaged in research, development, demonstration, or short-term programs.
This limitation continues and expands the one-third salary limitation contained in the old Crime Act; and is a 100 percent salary limitation unless
the personnel being paid are engaged in training, research, development,
denonstration, or short~term programs. It is a further statement by the
Congress that LEAA funds are not to be used for routine day-to-day expenditures of crimmal justice agencies.

The Senate report gives further guidance where it provides that the
restrictions in Section 404(c)(1):
"prohibit use of Part D funds for the routine purchase of equipnent
or hardwar~ or the routine payment of personnel costs •••

* on
* equipnent
*
"While the emphasis
and hardware purchases of LEAA
funds has declined substantially since the initial passage in
1968 of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, the
Committee believes that no funds should be expended for the
routine purchase of equipnent or hardware [and] payment of
salary expenses of regular law enforcement personnel. Rather,
formula funds should be targeted to those project activities
that al"e specifically designed to improve the functioning of the
criminal and juvenile justice system •••

The bill prohibits the use of any formula funds for any ne'w construction
projects in 404(c)(3). The Act does allow, however, that any construction
projects that were funded under the Crime Control Act prior to the effective
date of the Justice System Improvement Act Which were were budgeted in
anticipation of receiving additional Federal funding may continue for
two years to be funded under the new Act. 'Ibis exception is found in
Section 1301(k).
It should be understood, however, that renovation activities can be
funded, and the definition of renovation has been expanded beyond What
exists in current law. Under Section 901(a)(4), construction is defined
to mean "the erection, acquisition, or expansion of new or existing
buildings op other physical facilities, and the acquisition or installation
of jnitial equipment therefor, but does not include renovation, repairs or
remodeling." Under the Crime Control Act, the definition of construction
encompassed all renovation but "mIDor rerrodeling or mIDor repairs."

"For example, the primary purpose of equipmer~t or hardware
purchases cannot be simply to augment or replace hardware or
equipment used in the normal operating activities of law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies. Therefore, funds
could not be used for the routine purchase of new or replacement
police cars, the purchase of basic office equipment, or the
purchase of routine ccmnunications equipment such as portable
radios or walkie talkies. However, where, for instance, a van
were to be purchased in connection with an ml'lovative nobile
crime laboratory project, office equipment purchased in connection with the establishment of a new juvenile probation, or
youth service office, or walkie talkies purchased in connection
with a foot patrol program to be established in high crime
areas, the equipnent or hardware could be considered to be
integral and necessary to the implementation of system
improvement activity that is of a proper program or project
nature. "
The limitations on hardware in Section 402(c)(1) specific.ally do not
apply to the put'chase of operational information and teleccmnunications
equ:i.pment or hardware or for the personnel cost associated with the
operation of such systems. This exception is provided expressly in
Section 404(c). However, this exception does not override the program
eligibility criteria of Section 401. Therefore, information systems or
telecommunications hardware or equi~~ent and related personnel costs cannot be
funded unless they are spent for a program of proven effectiveness, a program
with a record of proven success, or a program which has a high probability
of improving the crimmal justice system.
The Justice System Improvement Act also prohibits in Section 404(c)(2)
general salary payments for employees or classes of employees within an
eligible jupisdiction except for the compensation of persann~l engaged in
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Finally, in what may prove to be one of the more significant provisions
of the new Act J the Federal Government is authorized to identify programs
which, based on evaluations by NIJ, LEAA, BJS, State and local agencies,
and public and private organizations, have been demonstrated to offer a
low probability of improving the functioning of the cr~ninal justice
system. Once such a program is formally identified in the Federal Register
of the notice and opportunity for comment, no State or local LEAA funds can
be used for such a program.
Use of :BUnds for Administrative Purposes

f

The Act in Section 401(c) authorizes the Administration to set aside
$200,000 to each of the States "for purposes of administering grants
r'eceived under this title for operating criminal justice councils,
judicial coordinating committees and local offices pursuant to Part D
and an additional amount of at least $50,000 shall be made available
by the Administration for allocation by the State to the judicial
coordinating canmittee." 'Ibe statute also specifiel that an amount
equal to 7-1/2 percent of the total grant of a State shall be available
for similar purposes if matched on a 50/50 basis.
In the Conference Report published in the Congressional Record, November 16,
1979, the Conferees stated on page H 11007 that these fW1ds may be used
in the State "for administrative costs." The Senate Report on page 39
also states that these funds could be used for administt'ative purposes.
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The Senate Report discusses admimstrative servtces as follows~
"application pre@ration submission, rronitoring and other
supported services performed .:i.1'1 th~ State should properly'
be a State responsibility."

III.
1.

Read together, the bill and the legislative history make clear that only
those costs associated with administering the grants and assuring compliance with Federal requirements can be paid with the limited administrative
costs. other costs incurred by the State criminal justice councils~ local
offices, and judicial coordinating committees can be paid out of action
funds as they rreet the other requirerrents for the use of formula funds
discussed above.
Section 401(a)" for example, expressly authorizes grants to be made for
"coordinating the various comIX>nents of the criminal justice system to
improve the overall operation of the system, establishing criminal
justice information systems, and sUPIX>rting and training of criminal
justice personnel." This is not an administrative function but is one
of the 22 categories specifically rrentioned for funding by Section 401(c).
It appears as Category 20. Ti1is is further supported by the Senate Report
Which states that "administration of grants does not include coordination
functions. " Furthermore, the Senate Report makes clear that "true
systemwide planning--planning that strengthens the relationship between
the components of the criminal and juvenile justice system wi thin the
State--is not an administrative cost ••• "
II.

Current Practice

Under current law, the limitations on use of formula grant funds are
minimal. Program eligibility criteria are set forth in broad terms in
Section 301 of the Crime Control Act. The major limitation on the use of
funds is the one-third salary limitation described above.

Issues
Ib lirnitations apply to NPP or DF program?
'Ihe limitations on prpgram elig:Lbil1ty do not apply to the National
Priori ty Grant Program or the Discretionary Grant Progra,m. However,
the purposes of the National Priority Grant Program are cons~stent
with the proviSions of Section 401 Which limit funding to programs
of proven effectiveness, programs with a re~ord o~ success,.o:
programs Which offer a high proba~ility of ~P:OVlng ~he crlITllnal
justice system. Given the clear lntent to llnut fund 7ng.for .
equiPirent construction and general salary expenses, 1t
1S unlikely
that-Nati~nal Priority Grant Programs or Discretionary Grant
Programs will be used in a manner inconsistent with the hardware
and equipment limitations.

2.

What documentation will be required to justify high probability.
programs?
The applications submitted by the State to LEAA must contain
information \~ich establishes that a program is one of proven
effectivness one with a record of success, or one with a high
probability ~f improving the systa~. The do current at ion must
address the standards in ~he defirritions of these three terms
as set forth in Section 901(a)(19), (20), and (21) of the
statute.

3. What standards will the Administration specifically apply in
deter.m1ning What program can be funded?

LEAA will apply the standards in the definitions of proven
effectiveness, record of success, or high probability.as def~ed.
in Section 901. In addition, there will be more deta1led gu1dellnes
on the standards to be applied.

4. Since the State and local governments will not be expected to submit

detailed project descriptions, how can LEAA and the state assure that
program eligibility standards are met?

LEAA will require that the States identify Which of the 23 allowed
usages under Section 40l(a) that the program proposed meets as well
as to identify Which of the three standards o~ either ":program of
effectiveness record of proven success, or high probab1lity of
improving the' criminal justice system." In addition, the State as
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well as entitlement jurisdictions will be req~red to present evidence
for justification as to why they made the judgment that the proposed
prog~am meets one of the thr~e standards. The program eligibility
reqmrerents should not be Vlewed as authol~i ty for the State to require
detailed project applications fporn entitlement jurisdictions. Through
rronitoring, auditing, and eva.luation, both LEAA and the State should
be able to assure that the requirements are met. ~v program or
project which does not reet the eligibility requirements cannot be
funded and the cost of such program or project coul'd be disallowed.
5.

9.

No.
10. When can bullet proof vests be purchased?
Bullet proof vests can be purchased where they are incidental and
a necesary part of a program of proven effectiveness, a program
with a record of success, or a program which offers a high probability
of improving the crimirml justice system.

What ~uidance will LEAA provide States and local gove~nments in
identifying programs that cannot be funded?'
States can only disapprove as ineffective and not el~i.gible for
funding entitlement jurisdiction programs or projects which
have been fOrmally identified by 1EAA by notice in the Federal
Register after opportunity for comment. LEAA will. establish a
procedure whereby State and local governments C8Ln ask LEAA to
find programs to be ineffective and ineligible for funding.
The State can establish its own standards for detennLning ineffective
programs that cannot be funded by bal~ice of State jurisdictions
and by State agencies.

6.

Will the States be able to disapprove applications from entitlement
jurisdictions for failure to reet program eligibility standards?
The State could disapprove that portion of an application from
an entj. tlen:ent jurisdiction which proposes a program which is not
of proven effectiveness or which does not have a record of proven
success or which does not offer a high probability of imprOving
the criminal justice system. Such action could be taken pursuant
to Section 402(b)(3)(A)(i).
.

7. C~ ~o~ ~iveso~e examples of the programs which meet program

ellglblllty reqUlrerents and programs ~r.:lich do not n:eet eligib1ity
requirements?

Senator Biden, in explaining his amendment, identified certain
programs of proven effectiveness, programs with a record of success,
or programs with a high probability of improving the system. They
include: Sting P:o~rams, Career Criminal Programs, PROMIS Programs,
alJ.d Integrated Crmn.nal Apprehensive Programs. Although LEAA has
not formally identified programs in the Federal Register which do
not meet the eligibility reqUirements, one example c.r an ineffective
program would be a program which uses voice stress analyzers.

8.

11. When can telecamm..1l1ications be purchased?
The hardware limitations and the personnel limitations do not apply
to telecamnunicatior.s equipn:ent and to suppor~ personnel for
telecommunications systems. However, any project funded under the
title must be one of proven effectiveness, one with a record of
proven success, or one with a high probability of improving the
system. Thus, the telecanrnunications equiprrent would have to n:eet
these standa.rds.

!i

12. The Biden amenrunent purposes in Section 401 do not appear to address
juvenile priorities. Which one would address this priority area?

III
j!

While Section 401 program descriptions do not specifically mention
Juvenile Justice, neverthless each one of the 23 categories may be
a Juvenile Justice Project Example: category (8) and (9) deal with
court refonns and developing alternatives to prosecution. The~e
two areas could certainly involve the Juvenile Justice prioritles.
Category (17) deals with Juvenile correctional institutions.
Juvenile prcgrams could also be funded under the last category,
category (23).
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Do any of the Biden amendments address the iss11e of halfway houses?
Can halfway houses be a priority for a local entitlerrent?
Halfway houses can be a priority for a local entitlement under
categories (10) and (15).

1'1

What type of training program can be funded?
Basic training programs for criminal justice personnel can
ordinarily not be funded. "Training programs to provide basic skills
which a crindnal justice practitioner is normally expected to bring
to a job.co~d no~ or~inarily be funded. LEAA will be developing
and publlshlng guldell11e standards identifying the types of training
programs which can be funded.

Can equipnent be purchased as the only or primary part of a
project?

Could communications equipnents be purchased, as a primary part of
a project, i f the equipment is a part of the implerrentation of a
statewide law enforcement comrmmications plan, required by IEM in 1976.
Yes.

15.

Are there any prohibitions or special policies on purchasing data
processing equiprrent?
The equipnent must be part of a program of proven effectiveness,
I

1.
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record of proven success or a program which, offers a high probability
of improvil'1.g the Criminal Justlce System. In addition under (lIffi
Circulars~ LEM must approve the purchase of any data processing
eqUipn:ent.
Based on the limitations on fund use~ would the following projects
be eligible for funding:

development, demonstration, or short-ter.munless there are broad
interpretations of developn:ent, derronstration and short-term.
General salary payments refer to hiring of new positions, payment
of overtime, payrrent of salary increases, and supplementation of the
general salary costs of an agency.
18.

(1) State communications coordinator to assist local and State
agencies implement a State backbone law enforcement communications system?

Yes, if part of a program of proven effectiveness, record of proven
success or which offers a high probability of improving the criminal
justice system.

Yes~

if part of program or proven effectiveness~ record of
proven success or which offers a high probability of improving
the criminal justice system.
(2) Grants to local law enforcen:ent agencies to purchase high
band radio crystals to allow participation in a statewide
backbone communictions sytem?

19.

~3) Grant to a State law enforcement academy to hire a P.O.S.T.

director whose functions would be evaluation of training
certification of peace officers, career development
for law enforcen:ent personnel?

20.

Possibly. LEAA will have to issue guidelines which more
clearly define these training and conference activities which
can be funded.

(4) Grant to a city police department to hire two special purpose
officers to implen:ent a Career Criminal Program~ where the
personnel costs amount to 75%-85% of total grant budget?

Yes, if part of program of proven effectiveness, record of
proven success or which offers a high probability of improving
the cr:I.rninal justice system.

16.

Yes. 'Ihe system can be funded. However, where there is an existing
system and funds would be used only to hire one or Irore attorneys,
this funding would ordinarily not be allowable.
17.

Could you also elaborate on the funding limitation related to general
salary payments? All direct service programs will have personnel and
they surely may not be for the pr:im:l.ry purpose of training, research,
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Suppose a state operates statewide law enforcement training programs, and
provides per diem and other training cost reimbursements to local law
enforcement agencies through LEAA funds. Would entitlement jurisdictions
be eligible to receive such state-level reimbursements, or must they
"budget" those costs as a part of their own comprehensive applications?
(This question applies to all state-wide services funded with LEAA
monies).
If the training program meets the new

LEAA standards, entitlement

jurisdictions may buy into the program.
required to do this, however.
21.

On p·51 of the booklet there is a statement that Congress indicated
that "LEAAfunds are not to be used for routine day-to-day expenditures
of criminal justice agencies."

If for example, a state does not have a system for public defender
coverage can such a system be funded?

You have addressed "details" of allowability i.e.; certain personnel
cost would be unallowable. How could a state determine those "details"
in a nonspecific general application from a jurisdiction?
A judgen:ent will have been made first as to whether the program is one
of proven effectiveness or one with a record of proven success. If
it is a personnel cost, it would be allowable.

Yes

programs~

Would the funding of juvenile prevention programs with Part D funds like youth Service Bureaus or programs to assist disruptive students be fundable under category (23)? How is improvement of systems to
be defined?

'Ihey would not be

Under the "Adherence with effectiveness criteria" section will continuation
of a project by a city or county after Federal funding expires be considered
as meeting the effectiveness criteria.
That is one element for proven effectiveness.

22.

If an eligible jurisdiction is found to have implemented a

pro~ect
1.S the

which had been found to be ineffective in the past, from whom
money recoverable?

Funds would be ultimately recoverable from the eligible jurisdiction.
23.

Given that an eligible jurisdiction was due to receive funds in FY 80
for certain projects; and given that the implementation period for
these projects would extend into,FY 81; and, that funds d~signated for
these projects would carry fOrwal~d to FY 81; then:
.
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(1) Does the eligible jurisdiction include FY 80 carryover funds/
projects in its application for entitlement; and,
(2) What if any of the relevant projects do not fit in
the (23) categories?
The eligible jurisdiction could include FY 80 carryover funds into
FY 81 but the project must fit into the section 401 categories.
24.

What is the difference between proven success and proven effectiveness
could you define the words?

31.

When LEAA lists prograw.s which it feels meets the "three tests"
will it make known the "criteria" used to administer the three
tests •.
LEAA will not provide more speCific criteria for use in administering
the three tests of effectiveness when it lists programs whiCh
it believes qualify under them, but will do so when it develops
guidelines for performance reports. Until then the definitions in
the Act and the standards for their application from the legislative
history should be used.

The definition can be found in section 901(a)(19) and (2) and the
guidelines.
25.

What information must an application contain to establish that a
proposed program is "innovative?"
Sufficient information to show its innovative nature.

26.

Who detennines What is innovative?
by the locality.

Many

programs are considered innovative

The criteria for innovative will always be in reference to what is
innovative for that particular locality.
27.

What will be the effect of publication of the IEAA ineligible list
on those progr'ams and projects already approved and operating?
Nor effect on present funding but they will not be eligible f,or future
Federal funding.

28.

Under section
for offenders
confinement?
type programs

401(a)(15) or some other section, can one fund alternatives
who would not otherwise be candidates for maximum-security
Could exoffender employment programs or halfway house
be funded?

Yes, so long as they are programs of proven effectiveness, record of
proven success or which offers a high probability of improving the
criminal justice system.
29.

How does one address the maintenance of efforts requiranents utilizing
the Biden amendments?
Throughout the 23 categories juvenile programs may be funded, thus the
19.15% maintenance of effort mUst be considered in the decision to
provide funding.

30.

Can the standard of "innovative" be applied by a state council to allow
a jurisdiction to fund a particular project and at the same
time to prohibit funding of the same project by an entitlement jurisdiction
representing a major urban area?
Yes. Sane,thing may be innovative in a rural jurisdictions but hO't
major urban jurisdiction.
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"(2) the fail ure of the appl icant to submit annua·1 performance
reports pursuant to Section 403 of this title;

.PERFORMANCE REPORTS, IMPACT ASSESSMENTS, AND EVALUATION
I.

Evaluation of the Provisions

"(13) evaluations conducted pursuant to Section 802(b); (or)

The new Act places even greater emphasis on evaluation than the Crime
~ontrol Act. The evaluations required of formula grants and discretl~nary grants ~ould playa large role in determining how LEAA money
wlll be spent ln future years. The legislative history for Sections
401(a) ~nd 816(b) indicates that their purpose is to "require vigorous
evaluatlOn of LEAA funded programs." Although various terms are used __
performance reports, impact assessment, determination of effectiveness __
each constitutes one form or another of evaluation and the requirements
pervade the new Act.

"(4) evaluations and other information provided by the
National Institute of Justice."
A program shown, by evaluation, to IIbe effective or innovative and to
have a likely beneficial impact on criminal and juvenile justice" may
be designated a national priority program under Section 503(a). In
addition, an "innovative H program which is not listed among the 22
categories expressly eligible for formula funding under Section 401
(a)(1-22) may become el igible for such assistance if it is "of pro~en
effectiveness, has a record of proven sucr.ess, or . . . offers a hlgh
probability of improving the functioning of the criminal and ~uv~nile
justice system." 401 (a)(23) As i~ result, Part E national prlorlty
programs, Part F discretionary pr!bgrams, and Part B National Institute
of Justice programs as well as criminal justice programs funded with
State, 10cal or other Federal money could all become eligible for
formula funding if they meet the criteria of Section 401(a)(23).

Part D Formula Grants
Section 403(a)(3) requires each applicant to assure that:
"following the first fiscal year covered by an application and
each fiscal year thereafter, the applicant shall submit to the
Administration, where the applicant is a State, and to the
council where the applicant is a State agency, the judicial
coordinating committee, non-governmental grantee, or a unit
or combination of units of local government __

Each state criminal justice council must assure "fund accounting,
auditing, and evaluation of programs and projects funded under (Part.D)
to assure compliance with Federal requirements and State law." Sectlon
402(b)(l )(1)

"(A) a performance report concerning the activities
carried out pursuant to this title; and

Part F Discretionary Grants

"(B) an assessment by the applicant of the impact of
those activities on the objectives of this title
and the needs and objectives identified in the applicant~s statement."

No discretionary application will be funded unless the applicant (among
other things):
"descri bes the method to be used to evaluate the progr'am or project
in order to determine its impact and effectiven~ss in achieving the
stated goals and agrees to conduct such evaluation acc9rd~ng to the
procedures and terms established by the Attorney General. Sec.604(a)(3)

Section 403(a)(6) requirEs'each formula grant application to include:
"a provision for fund accounting, auditing, monitoring, and such
evaluation procedures as may be necessary to keep such records as
the Administration shall prescribe to assure fiscal control, proper
management, and efficient disbursement of funds received under this
titl e. "
Section 404(b) directs LEAA to suspend fundin~ for an application if
the application cpntains a program or project which does not conform
to the Act, as evidenced by:
"(1) the annual performance reports submitted to the Administration
by the applicants pursuant to Section 403 of this title;
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No di sCY'etionary award wi 11 be made for more than three years , but it may
be extended or renewed by LEAA for up to an additional two years if (1) the
grantee and other immediately interested parties agree to pay ~alf ~he.cost
of the extension, and (2) "an evaluation of the program or proJect lndlcates
that it has been effective in achieving the stated goals, or offers the
potential for improving the functioning of ~he criminal justice system.
Section 606(a)
II

A demonstrably successful discretionary program may also be designated a
national priority program under Section 503(a).
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Part B NIJ Grants

The conference report explainG ilThe intent
that LEAA itself will
be responsible for an independent~ data oriented analysis and evaluation
of the effects .... 11 and that this report II should not be m~rely a summation
of .. ~ other reports. II IIrn order for this report to be a meaningful
comparison and evaluation of LEAA funded programs throughout the country,
the plan submitted 270 days after enactment ... should set forth the
types of data to be. submitted by grant recipients in support of this
report requirement and should provide uniform definitions for these
types ll (of da"t:a).
"f

The National Institute of Justice is authorized to evaluate programs
funded under the Act in two ways. NIJ is authorized to:
"evaluate the effectiveness of projects or programs carried
out under (the Act, and)
"evaluatJ, where the Institute deems appropriate, the programs
and ~ojects carried out under other partR of this title to
dete~ine their impact upon the quality of criminal and civil
justlce systems and the extent to whiCh they met or failed
to meet the purposes and policies of this title, and
dissem:1nate suCh "iriformation to state agencies and, upon
request, to units of general local gover.runent and other
public and private organizations and individuals.
Section 202(c) (3-4)
Section 201 includes as a purpose of NIJ the identification of programs
of ~oven effectiveness, programs having a record of proven success and
progrruns which offe: a.high pr?bability of im~raving the functionL~~ of
the criminal and ju, enlle justlce system. 'IhlS provision parallels the
eligibility criteria introduced in Section 401(a), and is also tied to
NIJ. acti,:i ty to identify candidates for national priority prcgrrun
deslgnatlon under Section 503(a).
Other Aspects of Evaluation
Section 816(a) requires LEAA to submit an annual report to Congress by
March 31, on progress made thl"lough activities funded under Parts D E
F an~ G during the preceding fiscal year. Section 816 (b) requires' a '
SpeClal report to Congress by LEAA, not later than three years after
enactment, ~i?h "sets forth comprehensive statistics which, together
with the Adrnilnstra tor's analysis and .findings, shall indicate whether
grants made to states or units of local govenrments under Parts D E
and F have made a reasonably expected con tribtion toward • • ." 18 of
the program objectives listed in Section 401(a) and any added by the
Adm:1nistrator under Section 816(c).
Section 816(0) calls for LEAA to submit a plan to congressional averSi@lt committees within 270 days after enactment, setting forth a plan
for collection, analysis and evaluation of any data relevant to measure
the 18 specified objectives, as well as any additional data miCh the
Adrriinistrator believes will aid the committees in determining the
contribution of Part D, E and F grants. Section 816(e) provides that
"To the extent feasible, the Adm:1nistrator shall minimize duplication
of data collection requirements imposed on grantee agencies by Section
816." .
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Although an independent consultant is expected to conduct the national
level analysis, synthesizing compilations of evaluations, statistics
and performance reports, we do not anticipate that this consultant
will conduct extensive field studies, evaluations of individual programs
or projects, or assessment of the statewide program in individual States.
Under Section 802(b) LEAA is required to establish such regulations as ll
are necessary to "assure the continuing evaluation of selected programs
under Parts 0, E, and F in order to determine:
II (l)
whether such programs or projects have achi eved the
performance goals stated in the original application, are
of proven effectiveness, have a record of proven success,
or offer a high probability of improving the criminal and
juvenile justice system;

"(2) whether such programs or projects have contributed or
are likely to contribute to the improvement of the criminal
justice system and the reduction and prevention of crime;
11(3) their cost in relation to their effectiveness in
achieving stated goals;
11(4)

their impact on communities and participants; and

11(5) their implication for related programs. II
These evaluations are to be in addition to the evaluations y'equired by
Sections 403 and 404.
LEAA must also require Part 0 applicants to submit an annual performance
report on its Part 0 activities "together with an assessment by the
applicant of the effectiveness of those activities in achieving the
objectives of section 401 of this title and the relationships of those
activities to the needs and objectives specified by the applicant in
the application submitted pursuant to section 403 of this title. The
administration shall suspend funding for an approved appliGation under
Part 0 of this title if an applicant fails to submit such an annual
penformance report." These requirements appear only to require the
performance reports already required under Sections 403(a)(3)(A) and B).
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Guidelines for Performance Reports and Impact Ass~ssments
LEAA guidelines'for formula grants must require applications to include
assurances that provision has been made for maintaining records, data
and information, and for submission of required annual performance
reports and impact assessments. Specifi c performance reporti ng gui de.-'
lines will be issued soon after those for applications as a separate
guidelines publication. It will identify performance data and information required for each program category listed in Section 40l(n), and
will descrire the form in which such data and information, as well as
impact asses~ments, are to be reported. Because these reports constitute
the state and entitlement input to LEAA's annual and three year reports
to Congress, no special guidelines for these reports are anticipated.

Discretionary Grants
Discretionary grants have bee n subJ'ect to four types of performance
measurement:
Self-assessment,

of all grants;

Monitoring by LEAA grant monitors, required for all grants;
11

•

~~~~~rs~fe~~~ar~~~ ~~e~e

(

1

for only a 1imited

national level evaluations; and

Intensive pr~ject eval~a~i~~iv:~~ ~~~~~~~~l~~g~~m~~d~~~~~e~~iCh
selected
1L~A~ but supported by grant funds.
evaluator proJestsdarbye
approve
NILECJ Evaluations
.
d t d f r types of ev~luations and has
The National Inst1tute has cOlntu~ ~val~~tions for projects nominated
verified the results of comp e e
for Exemplary Project status:

Current Practices

Formul a Grants
Under the Crime Control Act, the SPA decided which programs or projects
to evaluate, but was required to conduct some intensive eva'luations.
The comprehensive plan was required to describe the SPA's evaluation
program for the planning year: (1) indicating the programs or projects
to be intens"ively evaluated, the criteria by which they were chosen,
and the resources allocated to intensive evaluation; and (2) describing
the process in which the intens'ive evaluations were planned and carried
out.

. P
(NEP) Phase I studies assessed
The N~tional ~valu~t10~ ~~gra~ystem projects in topical areas
criminal and JUVen1lefJ~~ 1ce t and the need for more intensive
to assess the sta~e:o d e-~r of Phase II intensive evaluations
evaluations. A.l1m1te num er
' the need and opportunity.
were conducted 1n areas warran ted ~j
OF Program evaluations ha ve been initiated each year for selected
discretionary programs.

The SPA was required to develop and describe in its application a
strategy for monitoring the implementation, operation and results of
all the projects it supported, and was actively encouraged to delegate
monitoring and evaluation responsibilities to regional planning units,
CJCC's or local units of government.

Evaluations of program tests conducted to develop model programs.
Evaluations of state and lo cal initiatives of national interest
or importance.

SPA's have been required to submit annual progress reports, and have
submitted annual reports required by LEAA in order for the agency to
prepare its annual report to Congress pursuant to Section 519.

1

.~
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NILECJ)

Progr~m evaluat10n bY1L~~:d ~~~~ y~ar, requiring cooperation of

The guidelines will also explain how the Act's definition of evaluation
.will be applied. Evaluation is defined by the Act to mean "the administration and conduct of studies and analyses to determine the impact and
value of a project or program in accomplishing the statutory objectives
of this title." Section 901(a)(lO)
II.

req~ired

-~}1
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III.
1.

IRRues

Under Section 503(a) 3 how do the standards of "effective or
innovative and to have a likely beneficial impact on criminal
and juvenile justice" for National Priority progr'ams differ'
fr'OlTI the standards of "pr'oven effectiveness 3••• proven success 3
.' or ••• high pr'obability of improving the functioning of the
. crimial and juvenile justice system" for forumla grants?
Which is the rrore t'igorous standar'd?

4. How involved can State and local jurisdictions expect to be in
the implementation of the three year report3 especially in the
area of monitoring?

State and local jurisdictions can expect to be heavily involved
in the development of guidelines under which these requirements
will be implemented 3 as noted. They can also expect to be the ,
principal source of the information and assessments used in both
the annual and three year reports to Congress. The performance
reIX>rts 3 which ought to be an integr'al part of State and local
monitoring systems and what they produce 3 will be the largest
part of the information going into those repor~s. It will also
include State and local evaluation results. Although the
National Institute does have a responsibility for evaluations
that Will assist in meeting these reporting requirements, Federal
evaluations are national in scope and will not be able to assess
program contributions in each State.

The standar'd of "effective" in Section 503(a) is the same as
"proven effectiveness" in Section 401(a). 'Ihis is the most
r'igorous standar'd. In pr'actice 3 it Will probably be more
str'in08ntly applied under Section 503(a) for national priority
pr'ogr'ams.
"Innovative" in Section 503(a) r'efers to new approaches showing
a "high pr'obabili ty of improving the criminal and juvenile justice
system." That does not mean a program or project of "proven
effectiveness" cannot also be innovative. 'Ihe tenn "innovative" is
included in Section 503(a)3 however 3 to allow important innovations
,that show strong promise of being effective 3 even though their
effectiveness has not yet been established. If such progr'ams are
included in the national priority progr'ams 3 however' 3 they will be
the rare exceptions.
2.

5.

'Ihe JSIA strongly emphasizes the need for evaluation~ All recipients
will be required to submit performance reports which include an
assessment of the impact of their activities. In addition 3 it is
expected that all States and entitlement jurisdictions will be required
to conduct mre vigorous 3 intensive evaluations of any program that is
proposed to meet the standard of "high probability" of significant
improvement in order to detennine i f the program is likely to be effective.
States and entitlements are encouraged to conduct other intensive eyaluations
to meet their policy and or program dp- 'elopment needs. Generally 3
an intensive evaluation Will be a pre~equisite to nominating a program
for National Priority Grant Status.

Will the States be required to review and approve annual performance
reIX>rts required by LEAA3 or will the States only be required to
receive and forward these reports to LEAA?
States should be required to review all perfor'l'rEl1.ce reIX>rts for compliance
With Federal requirements just as they are authorized to review applications
and amendments (Section 402(b) (1) (C-D)), and to assUr'e that Federal
funds are not being used to support programs and projects when the
perfor'l'rEl1.ce reIX>rts show that they are ineffective or have a low
probability of improving the criminal justice system in any way.

3.

Will all States and entitlements be required to conduct some
intensive evaluations under the new regua.ltions?

6.

Of the 22 eligible programs, the Congress Will require perfonmance
reports on 18 of them.

What process will be used by LEAA to deSign guidelines to implement
the performance reporting requirements?

What are the 4 eligible programs for which Congress is not requiring
reports?

'Ihe usual formal pr'ocess of consultation dUr'ing guideline development
and solicitation of comments during the public comment period Will
be followed. Because of the program experience and knowled08 of valid
and feasible measur'es that are needed to develop appropriate guidelines
to meet these proviSions of the Act 3 special effort will be made
to involve State and local practitioners 3 planners 3 evaluators
and nana08rs to assUr'e that progr'am d(~finitions and data requirerrsnts
are geared toward actual programs and projects and what can reasonably
be expected of them •

Reports will be provided on all programs. LEAA is not limited to
the 18 categories. 'Ihe PROFILE system will be used intensively.

•
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7.

Will the program descriptors now used in PROFILE and the 519
Report continue tp be used or will we now have to use the
"Biden Amendment" categories in reporting to LEAA?
Both. LEAA is clwrently developing a method for using the
descriptors now used in PROFILE to classify programs and
projects under the program categories listed in the Biden
Amendment (Section 401(a». The result will probably be the
addition of a code to the present coding system that will
i~entify proj~ct applciations with the appropriate program categories s
Wlthout chanllng current program descriptors. The annual report
language in the new Section 816(a) is essentially unchanged from
the old Section 519 in the information required. However> the
new requirement in Section 403(a) for annual grantee performance reports
and the special three-year report required of LEAA in Section 816(b)
,
along With the legislative history in which it is clear that Congres~
expects annual information for the program categories under the
Biden Amendment, can most efficiently be met With the addition of a
code that can be used to identify in Which of the Biden Amen&nent
categoraies projects fall.

8.

Section 403(a) (3) ties the annual performance report to the "fiscal
year" cycle. Assume_the applicant is a city or county whose FY 1981
ends February 30, 1981. Its application covers programs and
projects Which are planned to become operational on various dates
between October 1> 1980> and July 1> 1981. When may the State require
the submittal of the first perf'ormance report? May the state require
separate performance reports for each program or project> i(>{ith submittal
dates keyed to the operational cycles of the activities?
States may set dates for the submission of subgrantee performance
reports. State comprehensive performance reports are due at LEAA by
December 31 for activities of the preceding Federal fiscal year.

9.

J):)es LEAA plan to provide any capacity building or training to
states> perhaps through the training center on TARCS> to assist in
meeting evalution requirrnents?
Yes.

The training centers Will continue to provide evaluation and

moni to ring courses> and these will be updated in the near future

to include appropriate references to the new legislation and guidelines
pertaining to performance reporting and evaluations. The TARCS' s
will have a larger budget in FY 1980 to provide evaluation TA and to
assist through TA state activities designed to meet the new performance
report and impact assessment requirements.
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10. What role will states and locals have in working with LEAA to
develop the plan due to Congress in 270 days after the Act passes?
The plan will be developed in consultation with the states and
local jurisdictions. In particular, states and locals will be
consulted and are actively encouraged to contribute to the
development of definitions of infOrTIEtion to be required in
performance reports> and of plans for collection> analysis and
reporting of data and their interpretation. In addition> states
and locals Will be involved in a process of information exchange>
coordinated by LEAA, concerned how best to use the resources and
capabilities of planning and evaluation units> statistical analYSis
centers and management information systems in meeting the reporting
requirements in their respective states.
11. What guidelines will we use for the next progress report since it
will cover activities under the old legislation?
M 4100.1F should be used for progress reports (paragraph 63) on
FY 1980. Current Section 519 reporting should also be used for
FY 1980 programs. LEAA may request but will not require Section 519
reporting for FY 1980 to include Section 40l(a) program category
information i f that will facilitate cooperative efforts With the
states in shifting to meet reporting requirements for fY 1981 programs
under the new Act.
12. When Will the new report be required? It would seem logical to
require it one year after the first 1981 project was funded?
The new report Will be required at the end of FY 1981 and annually
thereafter.
13. Is LEAA making it clear to Congress that the measure of effectiveness
should not be the UCR Report?

LEAA Will make, clear the limitations on the use of UCR reports,
in both the development of the 270 day plan and in the annual and
three year reports on program accomplishments. In any event there
will be no single measure of effectiveness> neither overall nor
for individual Biden Amendment categories. The legislation itself
specifies a number of measures for the most pertinent program
category, and while these measures are largely included in UCR data>
the UCR reports are neither the only nor necessarily the best source
of statistics. However> in the absence of more complete and accUl"ate
statistics for UCR data, it is neither feasible nor sensible to
eliminate them altoghether from the data, analyses or reports on the
contributions of programs and projects.
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Formula FUnd Distribution Among the states
1.

Formula FUnd Distribution Within the State

Evaluation of the Provisions

I.

Section 405(a)(1) and (2) of the bill provides the formula for the distribution
of funds under Part D of the bill. Each State is first allocated $300~000
and then two formulas are used.

Section 405(a)(3), (4)~ and (5) provide for distribution of the formula
funds allocated in Section 405(a) (1) and (2) Within the State. LEAA will
make allocations to the State and to eligible jurisdictions according to the
folloWing formula.

The first is based on population~ index crimes ~ total criminal justice
expenditures~ and tax effort.
The second is a straight population formula.
Except for the following provisos~ each State will receive funds under the
formula that results in the higher amount. The provisos are:
1.

No State Will receive less than its population share.

2.

If the amount appropriated for the formula program in any fiscal year
is less than the Parts C a~d E block grant appropriation in fiscal year
1979 then only the population formula will be used for that year.

1.

Seventy percent (70%) of the total State allocation iR distributed to
the State and eligible units of local government according to the
particular jurisdiction's share of total State and local criminal justice
expenditures.

2.

The remaining 30 percent (30%) is roken into four equal shares and
is distributed to the State and eligible local units of government according
to the respective jurisdiction's expenditures in the following areas:
(1) police; (2) courts; (3) corrections; and (4) total cr~ninal justice
system expenditures.

3. No State will receive more than 110 percent of the population formula
amount.

4.

('Ih1s was included to prevent w:indfall increases in fundlpg).

;!

As the House Report states (p.9):

The five territories (Virgin Islands, Guam, Amerioan Samoa, Trust
Terri tory ~ and Northern Marianas) will use the population formula only.

"These four allocations for police, courts, corrections, and alternatives
retain this earmarking for the purpose of expenditaures for these functions
after they are distributed to the units of local government."

My shortfall in funds caused by the application of the formulas Will be made
up by the LEAA With national priority or discretionary funds.
II.

Evaluation of the Provisions

The data used to distribute these funds will be based on the most accurate
and complete data available in the most recent year for which data is available.

Current Practice

Block grant funds under Parts C and E are distributed on population only.

This section envisions the establishment of a pot of money for the State,
for each eligible large city and county~ each eligible combination of
jurisdictions, and for the "balance of State" jurisdictions. The "balance
of State" jurisdictions Will include-any otherWise eligible large jurisdiction
which chooses not to becorre an entitlerrent. This balance of State fund is
reserved for those jurisdictions as a gorup. The State will allocate those
funds at its discretion to those jurisdicitons upon application. If there are no
large eligible jurisdictions, then the entire amount set aside for local units
of government will be placed in this discretionary fund.
Combinations of jurisdici tons may not count the expend:Ltures of eligible
cities and counties unless those cities and counties are in fact participating
in activities under the Act as a part of the combination.
II.

II

Current Practice

Cl~rently

under Section 304(a) and 303(a)(4), local jurisdictions With a
population of at least two hundred and fifty thousand can submit comprehensive
plans or applications to the State planning agencies for mini-block awards. These
plans must be consistent With the State plan and must be approved by the SPA.

Ii
II
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III.
1.

--------------

Issues
Will all formula awards be made to the State for further
distribution to all other State agencies, entitlement, other
local units and nonprofit agencies?

The county need not fund programs of municipalities wi thin the
counties i f the municipalities have criminal justice expenditures
and are included in the "balance of State." However, the
municipalities may join in combination with the county. In this
case the county would be responsible for all programming.

Yes.
2.

Can the Administration award formula grants directly to entitlement
jurisdictions? If so, under what circumstances?

8.

Generally, no. However, under the provisions of Section 405(d)
the administration could allocate funds directly to an entitlement
jurisdicTIon where a State was unable to qualify or receive funds
under the requirements of Part D.
3.

---

Under Section 405(a)(3), is an entitlement jurisdiction limited
in funding to its formula allocation? If not, from which pots
of Troney is it eligible to receive money?
If an entitlement jurisdiction chooses to use its entitlement
status, it lnay only receive that amount of money. At the State's
discretion additional funds may be awarded out the State share.
If an entitlement jurisdiction chooses to participate as a
"balance of State" jurisdiction it is statutorily entitled to
no fixed amount and must compete with the rest of the State.

Are lists of entitlement jurisdictions available?
Yes. A list of those cities, counties and townships Which would
eligible to receive grants on an entitlement basis under Section
402(a)(2) & (3) is available. There is no list at this time of
those combinations which would be eligible to receive grants under
an entitlement. The available lists contain tentative allocations
based on 1977 population data only and will change in January, 1980,
When expenditure data for FY 1978 becomes available.
~e

4.

10. If a formal agreement is drawn up, does the entitlement jurisdiction
then have a vested right to the additional State funds?
Yes. To the extent the right is enforceable under State law as a
contract.

...

11. If a county uses its entitlement for "its own" purposes, exclusive
of the needs of jurisdictions within the county, may these jurisdictions
canbine and qualify for a separate entitlement? If so, could this
produce, a double subscription of funds?

Must a county have more than 100,000 persons excluSive of the
population of the included entitlement jurisdj.ctions?

Yes. However, this would not produce a double subscription of funds
because expenditures are mutually exclusive and expenditures provide
the basis for the fund allocation.

No. The population of the county inclusive of anyother entitlement
jurisdiction is used in determining the entitlement status.

6.

Must there be a specific agreement betw~en the State and entitlenent
jurisdiction concerning the pass through of additional funds?
Yes. The additional funds would require regular State Council
approval and award.

Will the last Bureau of Census figures or the latest estimate of
the Bureau of Census be used to determine State and local
populations?
Latest revised est~~tes available on a national basis will be
used. This means that in the development of FY 81 allocations the
Bureau of Census estimate for 1977 will be used for local governments.
Federal regulations require use of these population data figures.

5.

9·

Can the Council hold one jurisdiction of the combination accountable
for the administration of the entitlement funds?

12. Will an entitlement jurisdiction Which loses its entitl~nent status
because of a population drop in the second or third year no longer
be an eligible jurisdiction?

The State Council does not make this determination. Through an
agreement a 00mbination may decide to hold one jurisdiction accountable.

Yes. The vested right to entitlement status is based solely upon
meeting the population criteria.

7. Is a county entitlement jurisdiction required to include the municipalities
within the county in its programs or can the money be used strictly
for county programs?

13. If a fixed percent of flnlds for State, entitlement or balance of
State jurisdictions ~s based on police, courts or corrections
expenditures, must at least this percent of funds be used for
police, courts or corrections services ~espectively?
No.

However, for entitlement jurisdictions, this figure is irriportant

in determining Whether "adequate share" requirements for courts

and corrections have been met.
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14. MUst combination entitlement share criminal justice services? If
so what does sharing mean in this case?

r

I

See the guideline set out in the Federal Register of January 15,
1980. Part 31 of 28 CFR Section 31.102 defines the requirements
which a combination must meet. It "must evidence a commitment to
coordinated efforts to identify problems, set priorities and
develop improvement programs; and must have the legal authority
to prepare applications and accept and administer formula grant
awards under the JSIA on behalf of its member units of local government."

~ ..
I

f

No.

~

!

22. When will final determination be made by LEAA a.s to those jurisdictions
who will qualify as "entitlement?"

!

!

15. If a county qualifies as an entitlement jurisdiction and is currently
a part of an RPU and opts to go enti tlerrent, could the remainder of
the counties which are a part of the RPU still be considered a
combination and become an entitlement?

Final deciSions have already been made on those jurisdictions
which "qualify." 'Ihe jurisdictions mus t give notice that they intend
to exercise these rights by Mareh 1.

1
iI

I

Yes. If they meet the population and funding level requirements after
the county drops out.

I

16. If a city (or cities) within an

entitlem~nt county goes entitlement,
will the population of the c1 ty (or counties) be deducted from the
county population in terms of the grant formuls?

i

,

;

I

!

I

No. Expendit;.rr>es are the only factor 'impacting upon the formula.
Population is irrelevant.

II

17. The Community Development program has an "opt out" provision. A
county sponsoring a program does not need to procure indi~idual agreements
from all municipalities in the county. If a County and CJ.ty form
an entitlement, how can the police expenditlwes of adjacent municipalities
affect its entitlement allocations?

I

I

The expenditures of all municipalities within an ~ntit16nent jurisdiction
may be added to increase the enti tlerrent award. Where this is done
the municipality must be a signatory to the agreement and data must
be available. Where expenditure data is not available" the State and the
entitlement area c;an agr'ee upon an 6stimated amount.

iI

H
i
I .

18. Given that no "formula" for distribution of balance of state funds
exists how can one use a comparison of dollars available as an
entitl~ment versus balance of state for the entitlement decision?

j

.

I

;I
I
I

jO

To some extent this data is now available. However" two other factors
are important: First" past experience with the SPA's allocation of
funds and secondly" the policy or formula in use at the state level.

I

. I

1/

II

19. If an entitlement waiVeS to the state which distributes its action
funds by a crime-weighteq formula to regional planning units" must
the allocation to the region which contains the entitlement earmark
a minimum level of funding for the entitlement?

·1 j

I

No.

,I

20. If an eligible jurisdiction elects nonentitlement status" can the
state retract any part of the FY 1980 "planning" award not yet
obligated as of the date nonentitlement status is elected?
No" not on this basis.

I

i

21. If a state does not have sufficient planning funds in FY 1980 to
establish planning/administrative offices for those jurisdictions
who have chosen to become "entitlement jurisdictions" are or would
they be eligible for FY 198,0 action funds for this purpose?

23. A county qualifies and opts for entitlement status. Can nonentitlement
muniCipalities within that county compete for balance of state funds?
Yes.
24. Must "combinations" have a totcQ of at least .15% of criminal justice
expenditur6S1 to qualify as an Emtitlement?

No.
25. Is there some definition of county for entitlement purposes? For
example" i f a state has geographical counties which have no
governmental functions or res~~nsibilities, could they qualify if
some sort of administrative unit was established to receive funds?
No. A county or other governmental body which has no functions
would have no expenditures. 'W'ithout expenditures they cannot be an
entitlement jurisdiction, in that the $50,000 minimum could not be
met.

26. How can a potentially entitled. combination which includes a few
entitled cities and/or counties plus several other counties and
numerous muniCipalities deternune the amount of dollars to which
they are entitled?
The Bureau of Justice Statistics has published a list which provi:ies
the basis to make this determination. 'Ihis will be updated and
published periodically.

27. We are getting a number of questions as to what combinations will

produce enough to l~each the *50,000 min:irnum. We could use a print
out of all the counties in each state plus all the cities i'd,thin
each county showing their share (perhaps a percentage) of the total
local government share of the formula funds. We could then give a
ballpark estimate to the numerous questions.

BJS has provided this data.

:1

f/
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28. Will 1979 Expenditure Data be used in determining entitlement allocations;
if not, will there be an appeal procedure for' rapid growth areas?
Yes.

In addition, these matters are always appealable.

29. If the county becomes an entitlement area, who funds the sheriff - the
entitlement county or "balance of state" funds? or both?
If the sheriff's expenditures are included in the county's expenditure

data, the county must fund the shel:,iff.

30. If an entitlement jurisdiction has a juvenile justice capability
but doesn't make juvenile justice a priority in its application can
the state reject the application for failure to meet and maintain
adequate effort requirements?
If an entitlement has juvenile justice responsibility but does
not reflect a commensurate investment in juvenile justice activities
in the three year application 1 the application can be rejected by
the state for failure to meet and maintain an appropriate share of
the maintenance of effort (MOE) requirement. Such action, of course,
is subject to appeal.

31. Is it possible for "balance of state" and/or eligible jurisdictions
who do not seek entitlement status to use a three year application?
Or must they use annual applications? Is this a state option?
Use of three year applications by state agencies and balance of
state jurisdictions is encouraged. It is a state option.
32. Will the comprehensiv-eness requirement for the application cover
the three year period? If so, can entitlement. jurisdictions
rotate "fair share" dollar amounts throughout the three year cycle?
In other words, does the plan have to balance on an annual basis
or on a three year basis?
The comprehensiveness requirement covers the entire three year
plan. With regard to funding, however, !\DE and fladequate share"
requirements must be met on an annual basis.

33. What will the application requirements be for planning and
administrative funds as compared with present "Part B" application
requirements? Will there simply be a program area written consistent
with the fonnat for action funds?
A Sii'lgle J1 simplified program description for adrnin:1.strative funds
will be incorporated into the program descriptions submitted in the
three year application.
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34.

In view of the ultimate liaiblity of the states for funds not

expended in accordance with Section 401~ may the state council
require the applicants to submit the required project level
programmatic and fiscal information after approval but before
the start of actual fund flow?
No.

The state cannot require applicants to provide additional
basis
assure the
eligibility of activities according to Section 401 requirements.
Information to fulfill momtoring responsibilities can be obtained
in a reasonable and timely marmer.

progra~tic and fiscal information on a project level
after approval~ but before the start of funds flow~ to

,r

35.

In the case of a project contained within a program in an application

a combination type entitlerrent, may the state council require
that actual fund delivery be directly from the state to the cj.ty or
county implementing the project?

f~om

No. An entitlement (including a combination entitlement) submits
a tbree year program level application to the state. rIhe award to
implement act::i.vites contained in the application is made to the
entitlerrent. Through procedures developed by the entitlerrent~ project
level applications and awards of funds transfers are made.

I.
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Allocation of Administrati.ve Funds
I.

expended by judicial planning committees or regional planning
units are match free. 1he State is required to provide buy-in equal to
one half of the required match.

amolli~ts

Evaluation of tQe Provisions

Section 401(c)~provides for the earmarking of administrative fQnds from
the formUla grant m:mies to be used by the State and local goverl1ITEnts
1'or administjering grants received under the bill. The section provides
that $200,000 will be allocated by ~A to the State for operating the
Criminal Justice Council. An additional $50,000 will be made available
to the Judicial Coordinating Committee. 'lhis $250,000 is match free.
In regard to the source of these funds, the Conference Report provides:
"It is the intent of the Conferees that funds used for
administrative costs be made available from allocations that
are made to State agencies and local governments under the
distribution formula set forth in. section 405(a)(3) of the
legislation. Expenditures 01' the State criminal justice
council, the judicial coordinating cornm1ttee, and any regional
planning units should be made available on a proportionate basis
fran the allocations to the State agencies and the nonentitled
local jurisdictions. Funds for administrative costs expended
by entitled jurisdictions should be made available from their
own entitlements. ~~e Conferees expect that the state will
provide administrative services or support to non-entitlement
local jurisdictions.
In addition, LEAA will allocate 7-1/2 percent of the total formula grant
01' the State for use as administrative funds. The State may earmark
7-1/2 percent of its own formula allocation and 7~1/2 percent of the
"balance of State" allocation for use by the State as administrative funds.
The State must pass through to each entitlement jurisdiction an amount
equal to at least 7-1/~ percent 01' the jurisdiction's formula allocation.
1hus the State will earmark 7-1/2 percent of the entitlement's allocation
for use as administrative funds. 'Ihe entitlerrent jurisdictions may use
any unexpended administrative funds as action funds. The State may pass
through administrative funds to any "balance of State" jurisdiction.
1hese additional administrative funds must be matched by the entitlement
jurisdiction (thiS includes the State) on a dollar-for-dollar basis
except that the first $25,000 expended by an entitlement jurisdiction
is match free.
The entitlement jurisdiction may join a combination and aggregate the
match free funds with the $25,000 of the other entitlement jurisdictions.
II.

Current Practice

Currently, planning funds are allocated by LEAA under Part B of the Act.
'Ihe sum of $250,000 is allocated to each State with the remainder allocated
based on population. These funds must be matched on a 90-10 basis except

-Yb-

,...
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III.
1.

'Ihis section provides that "at least 7-1/2 percent" of the
allocation o.f an entitlement jurisdiction must be available
to the entitlerent. wes this mean that an entitlerent may use
more than 7-1/2 percent o.f its .funds .for administrative purposes
as long as the state ceiling is not exceeded?

Will administrative .funds have the same obligation and expenditure
time limits as Bart D action .funds?
Yes. 'Ihe .funds are awarded as part o.f a single award and the
State and eligible jurisdictiorm have the option of using administrative
.funds as action .funds. Consequently, the action .fund obligation
and expenditure time limits will apply.

3. May two or more entitlement jurisdictions which combine to .form
a combination entitlerent jurisdiction also combine their $25,000
match .free administrative .funds bases?
Yes. Two entitlerent cities or counties can combine their $25,000
match .free bases. However, an entitlement combin1l~ with non~
entitlements does not receive two match .free bases.

4. What

if' one entitlement jurisdiction's administrative dollars exceed
$25,000 and the other jurisdiction's dollars do not, can the
combination utilize the excess match .free base not utilized by the
second jurisdiction?

Yes. However, because any entitlement may only spend up to 7-1/2
percent o.f the total allocation on administrative purposes, use o.f
this authority may be limited.
5.

Is the State required to match the $25,000 base (match .free to the
entitlerrent) amount that goes to entitlerent? IT so, may that
that matched amount be retained at the State level?
No. 'Ihe State is not required to matCh the $25,000 match .free amount
that goes to entitlements.

6. Are the State Councils required to give any o.f the $200,000 match
.free base to entitlerrents or other local jurisdictions?

No.

'Ihe States may, at their discretion, award some o.f these .funds
In addition, the legislative
history (the Con.ference Report) makes clear that the States are required
to provide administrative services or support to the balance o.f State
jurisdictions and that the proportion o.f action .funds used at the local
jurisdictions is to be the basis .for determining the portion o.f the
$200,000 administrative base and 7-1/2 percent balance which is allocable
to entitlerents and other jurisdictions.

.

'

,.~----

--------------------------

Issues

No.
2.

--.- - . -

to local pass through requirements.
MUst the State Council make available an amount in excess
o.f $50, boo to the JCC? I~ s6, to wh~t allocati~n does '~he
7-1/2 percent administratlve .funds .flgure apply.
'Ihe State Council must make available to the JCC an adeqUate
share o.f .funds .for the courts at the State level. Tb the
extent that the JCC application covers local courts, an adequate
share of .funds determination would also apply to the local level.
Section 40l(C) (1) pe~nits an allocation 0.f$50,000 to the JCC
.for administrative purposes. 'Ihen an am~unt equivalent to 7-1/2
percent of the entire award to the JCC, lncluding the $50,000, .
may be used .for administrative purposes. It is clear .from Se~tlon .
401(c) that the additional 7 1/2% comes .from the states administratlve
pot and· must be matched at a 50/50 ratio.

8. Must the JCC carry out administrativ7 ~unctidons

li~t'e.granints
administration .fund accounting, auditlng an rron orlng
order to recei~e the $50,000 or the additional 7-1/2 percent
o.f the allocation?

'Ihe $50,000 is made available to the JCC .for the purpose ~.f
administering grants. 'Ihe 7-1/2 percent is also made availab1 7
.for administering grants. However, the statu~e expressly provldes
that administrati,Ve .funds may be used .for actlon purposes.

9. Are Councils without JCC's eligible .for the $50,000 in judicial
planning .funds?

We expect that this point will be clari.fied in the Con.ferene
.
Report or later action. 'Ihis [legislative] history should con.flrm
that State Council's without JCC's, will be eligible to retain
the $50 000 .for use in administer.ing grants to the courts
under a~rangements agreed to with the courts.
10. Are Councils with JCC's Which do not use their $50,000 eligible to
receive the remaining money?
The Councils are .free to work out any agreements with the JCC:s.that
they and the JCC's .feel appropriate .for contr?l ~d a~countablllty o.f
these .funds. Such agreements could include the dlv~slon o.f the .
$50,000 .funding between the JCC and the State Council. However,:;;.f
the JCC chooses not to spend the entire $50,000 .for the purpose or
administering grants, the JCC would be author~Zed by the statute to
apply the .funds to action programs under,> Sectlon 501(a).
11. Will .funds unexpended by enti tlerrent jurisdictions .first rev~rt to. .
the State .for administrative purposes or to the entitlement Jurisdlctlon
.for action purposes?
'Ihe runds remain with the entitlement jurisdiction .for action p~rposes.
'Ihe clear intent o.f the statute was to encourage States and entltlerrent
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jurisdictions to minimize administrative expenses. By allowing the
eligible jurisdictions to apply administrative funds to action purposes
the jurisdiction would be rewarded for minimizing administrative costs.
12. May the state Council of a State with no entitleIIEnt jurisdictions
retain 100 percent of the administrative funds?
Yes. Legislative history in the Confel:"ence Report requires that
the State provide administrative support or funds to balance of
State jurisdictions in proportion to the relative State/local
expenditures.
13. How can entitlement jurisdiction which will receive, as an example,
$100,000 or less meet all of the adrrrl11istrative and programmatic
requirements of the new legislation since the jurisdiction will only
receive $7,500 in administl:"ative funds?
Unless additional local resources are provided, or certain
evaluation, TA and coordination activities can be funded as is
permissable with action funds, it is unlikely that an entitlement
receiving a total grant of this size could meet all admL~strative
and programmatic requirements.

USE OF FORMULA AND AJlVIINISTRATIVE FUNDS FOR
COORDINATION, EVALUATION, AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
I.

Explanation of the Provisions

A.

Coordination

Section 401(a)(20) provides for use of formula funds under Part D of the
Act for coordinating programs and projects. It states:
The Administratio~ is authorized to make grants under this part
to States and units of' local gO¥Elrnment for the purpose of-(20) Coordinating the various compQnGnts of the criminal justice
system to improve the overall operation of the system. • •
The Senate report provides in regard to this coordination authority:
Section 401(a) 01' the bill specifically provides that it is the
purpose of part D to assist States and units of local government
to carry out programs to coordinate, as well as to stre~hen
and improve the functioning of, cr.iminal and juvenile justice
systems. Section 40l(a)(9) of the bill establishes program
authority to use action funds for the purpose of coordinating
the various components 01' the criminal and juvenile justice
system in order to improve the overall operation of the system.
This authority is intended to cover a full range of coordination
activities including the establishment and continuation of
criminal justice coordinating councils authorized under the
block grant program of the current LEAA legislation. Coordination among all parts of the cr·iminal and juvenile justice
systems is vital to the effort to strengthen the system.
Therefore, activities that are intended to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of the interrelated functions
of criminal and juvenile systems, to develop better ongoing
functional relationships between and among the criminal
justice subsystems, and between system components and public
and private agencies outside the crimir~l and juvenile system
are broad coordination endeavors that 1'all within the scope
of section 401(a)(9).
(Note: Section 401(a)(9) of the bill under consideration by
the Senate Judiciary Committee is identical, as regards to
the coordination authority, to Section 401(a)(20) of the
final bill.)
In addition, Section 402(b)(1)(D) provides that the criminal justice

councils are responsibJa for:
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(D) Receiving, coordinating, reviewing, and monitoring all
applications or amendments submitted by State a~ncies, the
Judicial Coordinating Committee, units of local government,
and combinations o1'-such units pursuant to Section 403 of
this title, recommending ways to improve the effectiveness
of the programs or projects referred to in said applications,
assuring compliance of state applications with Federal
requirements and State law and integrating said applications
into the comprehensive state application.

program areas set forth in Section 401(a)
eligible to be funded with action program
they were under the Qnnibus Crime Control
as amended." In effect, they are part 01'
Section 401(a) program.

Technical assistance may also be provided by a Criminal Justice Council
under Section 402(b)(1)(H) which states thatCriwinal Justice Council's
have the responsibility for:
. (H) Providing technical assistance upon request to state
agencies, cormnunity-based crime prevention progr@nS, the
judicial coordinating committee, and units of local government in matters relating to improving criminal justice in
the state; (TIinphasis added.)_

Thus, coordination programs and projects can be carried out With Part D
f'ormula action funds and the erc can coordinate applications with administrative funds.
B.

Evaluation

Section 401(a)(21) provides that formula funds can be used to:
Develop statistical and evaluative systems in States
and units of local governments which assist the measurement
01' indicators in each 01' the areas described in paragraphs (1)
through (20). (Emphasis added.)
(21.)

Thus, Criminal Justice Council's may use administrative funds to provide
technical assistance.
II.

Current Practice

See prior legal opinions.

Under this subsection, Part D formula funds may be used by States and local
goverl'1l'rents to fund prograr;ns to set up evaluative systems to evalua.te any
progr@n funded under Section 401(a)(1) through (a)(20).
State Criminal Justice Councils are responsible under Sect:lon 402(b) (1) (I)
for:
~
(I) Assuring fund accounting, auditing, and evaluation of
programs and projects 1'unded under this part to assure
compliance with federal requirements and state law.
Under this section, erc' s may use administrative funds to evaluate
p~ogr@ns and projects under Part D of the Act.
Local o1'fices of entitlement juriSdictions also have the responsibility
under Section 402(c) of the bill to "evaluate" progr@nS 19l1d projects
funded under the application submitted to the erc. llius~ the local office
may use administrative funds to evaluate programs. And in accord with
Section 401(a) (21), the local offices may use formula f'Lmds for evaluation.
C.

.\

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance may be provided using Part D formula action funds
11' the technical fI.,ssistance is to a progr@n or project within the
authorized subject.? of funding contained in Section 401(a). llie Senate
Report provides tha.t technical assistance activities "are considered to
be of a progr@n or project nature where they relate to the authorized
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of the bill. As such, they are
funds on the same basis that
and Safe Streets Act of 196~,
the actual implementation of a
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6. Can the state use the "coordination" category of Section 401 to
supp1eIJl9nt its administrative funds?
III.
1.

IssuAs

No.

What kind of deliverables will LEAA be looking for if a unit uses
fonnula D rr:oney for coordination? Meetings of the different
components? Policy development? Other? Or is this something that
LEAA will leave in the hands of the local unit and its advisory
board?
Coordination activities funded from Part D action fund sources are
expected to conform to the same type of activities spelled out
in Legal Opinon No. 75-54, Criminal Justice Coordinating Councils.
This Opinion referenced the coordination activities cited in the
Final Report of the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence, December 1969, pp.159-163.

2.

Can a jurisdiction spend money on evaluation of programs regardless
of whether or not the program was funded with formula D rr:onies;
i.e., can money be spent on evaluating the police department or some
s irnilar type evaluation'?
Section 401(a) (21) only permits evaluation from action fund sources
of Section 401(a) (1)-(20) programs. Howe\~r, Section 401(a) (2)
permits the funding of projects designed to improve and strengthening
la,J(f enforceIJl9nt agencies "as IJl9asured by" various indicators. 'Ibis
section would permit evaluation of the police agency or other nonaction funded activity, including those activities in Section 401(a)
(22) or innovative programs mentioned in Section 401(a)(23).

3.

Can both the State and local unit provide TA?
Yes. As an integral ,part of a Section 401(a) program, technical
assistance can be funded.

4.

What kind of de1iverables or degree of specificity will LEAA be
looking for when an application shows a TA component?
LEAA will not see the actual projects or project applications
(where used). 'Ibe State and eligible jurisdiction must
detennine that the action fund portion for TA serves a Section
401(a) purpose.

5.

Can the cost of evaluating be charged to action funds or must it
be Charged to administrative costs?
See the answer to No.2. In addition to this action fund use,
state administrative funds ·can be used for evaluation consistent
with Section 402(b)(1)(I) and eligible jurisdiction administrative
funds can be used consistent with Section 402(c).
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"Where a State has assisted in legislative development, trained
criminal justice personnel, conducted evaluations, or rendered
technical assistance, the specific activity is not repeated and
costs CffiU10t be assumed. The State or local governrrent may at a
later date provide technical assistance or assist in development
of a definite piece of legislation, yet there is no intent for
that function to be governed by this provision since the
supportive activity under that function is itself not being
repeated with Federal funds."

Matching Requirements and Assumption of Cost Requirements for Action Grants
'
,
Under Parts D, E, and F
1.

Evaluation of the Pr2Yisions

A.

Section qOl (b)( 1) and <2) pr'ovides as follows:
"(b)(l) Except with ~%9Spect to allocations under subsection. (c)
thts section"(A) for the fiscal y1ear ending September 30, 1980, the Federal
portion at' any grant made under this part may be up to 100 per
centum of the cost of' this program or project specified in the
application for such grant; and
,reB) for any late~ fiscal period, that portion of a Federal
grant made under this section may be up to 90 per centum or the
cost of the program or project specified in the application for
such grant unless the Amnln1strator determines that State or
local budgetary restraints prevent the recipient from providing
the remaining portion.
"(2)(A) The non-Federal portion of the cost of such program or
project shall be in cash. II
at'

Grants made under the National Priority Program (Part E) are 50 percent
Part E funds with the remaining 50 :r,::ercent provided from formula flmds
or any other source of fmds, including other Federal grants. Recipients
must assume the cost of programs after the period of Federal assistance
unless the Adminjstrator determines that the recipient cannot assume
because of budgetar'y restraints.
The bill provides that discretionary (under Part F) funds may be provided
for up to 100 :r,::ercent of the cost of a program or project. ~1ere is no
assumption of cost requirement.
Section 130l(h) provides that funds provided lli1der Parts B, C, and E of
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act in fiscal year 1979 and
earlier may be used for up to 100 percent of the cost of programs and
projects. In regard to this provision, the Senate Report provides:

.B'ormula Funds (Part D) must be matched at least on a 90-10 basis. 'Ibis
match requirerrent can be waived for' Indian Tribes and in "hardship" cases.
However, because this amendment originated in the House and in the Conference
Committee ai'ter some States had relied upon the Senate bill, for fiscal
year 19t1O only, formula action funds may be used up to 100 percent of
the cost 01:' a program or project in those States. Recipients must assume
the cost of improvements after a reasonable period of assistance unless
the Administrator dete~nlnes that the recipient is unable to assume
because of budgetary restraints. (Section 40l(b)(3».

"Section 1301(h) of S. 241 provides that funds made available
mder title I or the Crime Control Act but not obligated prior
to the effective date of the Law Enforcement Assistance Reform
Act would not be bound by the title I matching requirerrents of
the current Crime Control Act.

'Ihe .Senate Heport provides that a reasonable period is three years or, in
appropriate Circumstances, four years. States will continue to set their
own assumption of costs policies within LEAA guidelines. With regard to
the budgetary restraint exception, the Senate Report provides:

"It
not
the
for
the

"'lhe committee anticipates that before the administrator determines
that the reCipient is unable to assume the cost, it must be demonstrated that the normal State or local budget process was followed
and that the budget request for the particular program was denied
by the legislature or comcU because at' the lack or funds. 'Ihis
demonstration should be made for each fiscal year in which the
recipient claims that it is unable to assume the cost.

should be emphasized that funds 'not obligated I include those
yet awarded or committed by State or' local governrrents. In
event that a State or local government recipient has contracted
a project or has effectively awarded the funds to a 8ubrecipient,
funds are, for purposes of 1301(h), considered obligated.

HIf a program or project is in operation but not completed, it is
not intended that the new matching requirements be applied to the
remainder, even though under generally accepted accounting practices
the governmental unit may not as yet be obligated to pay. It
should be clear that i f a State has awarded funds to a unit of
local government and the mit has not, in turn, further obligated
the funds by award or contract, the funds are not obligated, and
the new matching rules would apply. The mere fact that the funds
in the hands of the local unit ca~ through the State does not in
itself constitute an obligation."

"ribe committee also recognizes that cost assumption in every
individual program is not to be expected. For example, in
section 40l(b), the committee expressly recognizes that the
increrrental cost 01:' amnlnistering grants under this title is not
governed by the assumption of cost requirement. In addition, in
section 40l(a)(9), various activities are funded to improve the
overall operation of the criminal and juvenile justice systems.
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III.

1.
II.

Current Practice

Issues
I

Under Part D who will set match and assumption of cost requirements
for entitlements, the State or the entitlement jurisdiction itself?
The entitlement jurisdiction.

Part C and Part E action funds must be matched 90-10 except for Part C
construction programs which must be IJatched :'0-:'0.
, '

2.

-

"

Will the determination of a reasonable period of time for assumption
of cost still be left to State discretion, but presumed to be about
three years?
I,

The Serate Report mentions that three years is reasonable or, in
appropriate circumstances, four years. The statute places discretion
in LEAA to make assumption of cost determinations and issue guidelines.

3. What docUJ]')entation will have to be shown and what burden of proof
will have to be met to prove budgetary restraints?
Our initial thinking is that documentation would be needed to
reflect a good faith proposal to the legislative body and a dental
. of funding solely on the basis of a lack of funds.

4. Does the State Council have final authority to impose mtch requirements?
No. As to entitlerrent jurisdicitons.
and State agencies.

Yes.

As to "balance of State"

5. Do the entitlement jurisdictions have the authority jo override State
policy on mtch and assumption of cost?

Yes.

6. Mayall prior year (FY 77, 78 or 79) block Part B, C, or E unobligated
funds automtically be used on a mtch free basis?

,1
I

The statute allows prior year llnobligated funds to become match free.
However, each state has an existing approved grant (contract) with
LEAA under which they have agreed to provide match and buy-in at
the previous statutory levels. These prior year approved comprehensive
plans would require an amendment before any unobligated money may become
mtch free. LEAA's position is that the prior year approved applications
will generally remain in effect as they now exist unless changed
circumstances or some need exists to modify the prior year grants.
These will be handled on a case-by-casepasis by LEAA.

7.

-j

May a state establish assumption of cost rules, based on declining
Federal fqnd shares', f'or entitlement jurisdictions?
No.
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8.

Where a combination exercises an entitlement and redistributes
Bart D action funds among participating cities and counties, Who
1s the "recipient" for purposes of assumption-or-cost, Section 803
compliance proceedings, and Section 815 (c ) civil rights compliance?
Both parties must ~ce the required assurances. The entitlement
combination·must make them to the State and to LEAA. The individual
city or county recipient would be governed by "flow dmm'" conditions
and would make the assurances to the entitlement combination and
to the State. Enforcement would ordinarily proceed in a like manner.
However, LEAA retains either option on civil rights compliance proceedings.
Please clarify -- must entitlement assume the costs of funds used for
administration,evaluation, audit, J1X)ni to ring?
Evalua.tion and technical assistance funding l'vould not ordinarily
go to the same jurisdiction for the very same pruposes beyond the
cost assumption requirements of the Act. Cost assumption does apply
to those action-type activities, but would not ordinarily create a
problem. Strictly administrative activities are matched at a 50/50
ratio (above the base) and at this matching ratio state and lcoal
governments are, in fact, sharing the cost with the Federal government.
The congressional concern is thus satisfied through this mechanism.

.
I

13. Section 401(b)(1)(B) requires cost assumption unless the Administrator
determines that "State or local budgetary restraints" prevent the
reciPients from assuming costs:
(1) Define budgetary restraints?
(2) How long can the hardship apply to action funds of
entitlement jurisdictions?
(3) Can this status be applied to existing LEAA block or DF grants
from DF 80 and prior year's such as FY 78 and 79?
The evidence to show hardship will be set out in Section 31.203
of the new guidelines. Ordinarily the hardship exception would
apply on an annual basis. However, the guidelines would permit it
to apply on a multiple-year basis Where it can be shown that
the conditions apply in the present and in all probability will
apply in the future. As for prior years' funds, hardship could be
one factor LEAA could apply to grant waivers of match on prior
year grants. However, prior year funds are not limited to the
hardship status alone as a reason for waiver.

10. Can states or local goverPlnents continue to aggregate match? If so,
how can you justify this interpretation in light of the legislation
which specifies that the Federal formula grant may be up to 90
per centum of the cost of the program or project specified in the
application?
Yes. The previously used methods of aggregating match are permitted.
This interpretation is consistent with.the definition of program as
well as the concept embodied in a single application covering multiple
projects Whether such application is submitted by a state or entitlement
jurisdiciton, or a balance of state jurisdiciton.
11. Where a combination type entitlement is unable to assess or raise
contributions of match for the multi-jurisdictional action projects
it wishes to fund, will LEAA recognize a "local budgetary restraint"
for the purpose of allowing 100% grants under 401(b)(1)(B)?
No. rrhis is not a ''hardship'' as envisioned by the statute or the
guidelines.
12. Can a nonprofit organization be treated as the "recipient" for the
purpose of the hardship match waiver under 401(b)(1)(B)?
No.
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Reallocation of Funds
Juvenile Delinquency Maintenance of Effort

I.

1.

Section 405(d) of the bill provides that i f the Administration determines
that funds allocated to a State government, local government or combination of governments for a particular fiscal year will not be required or
that a :r;:a.rticular jurisdiction Will not qualify for f'unds under the Act;
then the funds may be reallocated to other jurisdictions in LEAA's discretion. All States must be considered equally for such reallocable funds.

Evaluation of Provision

Section 1002 of the bill provides for a continuation of the requirement
that 19.15 percent of the appropriations for eaCh fiscal year under the
bill shall be used for juvenile delinquency programs. There is new
language providing that primary emphasis be provided on programs for
juveniles convicted of criminal offenses or adjudicated delinquent on
the basis of an act which would be a criminal offense if committed by an
adult.

II.

II.

Current Practice

Section 520(b) of the Crime Control Act provides that 19.15 percent of
the total appropriations for the administration shall be used for juvenile
delinquency programs.
III.
1.

Current Practice

Section 306(b) of the Crime Control Act provides for a s~n1lar reallocation
except that funds nrust be reallocated to all other States on a population
basis.

The House Report provides:
"An amendment was adopted at full Committee markup to the
'maintenance 01' e1'fort' provision (Section 1002) requiring
that the 19.15 percent of LEAA appropriations ear.marked for
juvenile delinquency programs must be used primarily for
progr'ams for juveniles who commit criminal offenses. The
purpose 01' this amendment is to focus these funds on serious
juvenile offenders, rather than on so-called 'status offenders',
suCh as runaways and curfew violators."

Evaluation of Provision

Issues

III.
1.

!

j

II I
I

1

I

May LEAA use these funds as another discretionary fund?
Yes. However, other options within the particular state may be
used depending on the circumstances.

2.

Does the proviso that all states must be considered equally mean that
all states must receive a share or just that all states must be
given equal chance to apply for these funds?
All states must be given an equal Chance to apply for funds reallocated
under Section 405(d) i f the funds are not reallocated within the
state.

Issues
How will the 19.15% juvenile justice maintenance of ;ffort be
implemented?
LEAA will continue to require each state to allocate and expend a
minimum of 19.15% of the total Part D fonnula grant for Juvenile
programs in accord with the statute.

2.

Will each entitlement have to spend 19.15% of its IJl)ney on
juvenile justice or will LEAA look to see which level of government
incurs juvenile justice expenditures and make those that have
the responsibility pay more? And those that don't pay less?
Not necessar1ly.
system.

The state will detennine an equitable allocation
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Specifically, Section 404(a)(2) requires a determination by th~
Administration that the application or amendment was made publlC prior
to submission to the Administratin and an~opportunity to comment was
provided to citizen and neighborhood and community groups.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
1.

Evaluation of the Provision

Other Federal agencies with public participation in the planning process
have detailed requirerrents. For example, the CETA regulations, 20 C.F.R.
676.12 require publication at a minimum in one issue of a newspaper or
newspapers of §8neral circulation a staterrent indicating (1) .source of
funds, (2) amount requested (3) a brief summary of the purpose of the
proposed program and activities (4) the location and hours Where the
plan can be reviewed and the address, and phone number where questions and
comrrents may be directed. A copy of the newspaper article must be transmitted to the Federal agency.

Section 402(f) provides that to be.eligible for formula funds, all
eligible jurisdictions must assure participation of citizens and neighborhood
and community organizatins in the application process. The application
must provide satisfactory assurances to LEAA that citizen and neighborhood
and community organizations were provided adequate information concerning
(1) the amount of funds available (2) the range of activities that may be
undertaken (3) other important program reqUirements.
The jurisdiction is also required to provide such groups an opportunity
to consider and comment on priorities in the application or amendments.

There have been a number 01' cases dealing with citizen participation
and Federal funding. 1hese cases have held that Where legislation provides
for citizen participation in the grant process, citize~s adversely
affected by approval or continued funding may sue for lnjunctive and decla:atory
relief where there has not been compliance with the requirement for communlty
participation.

The Administrator of LEAA, in cooperation with the Office of Community
Anti-Crime Programs, is authorized to establish rules a~d procedures to
assure that citizens and neighborhood and community or§anizations have an
opportunity to participate in the application process.
Under Section 103(a)(1)(B) of the Act, the Office of Camnunity AntiCrime participates in the formula application process pursuant to Section
402(f) •

In North City Area-Wide Council vs. Romney, 456 F.2d 8l~ (1972)~ a
citizen group challenged the model cities program in Phlladelph~a becau~e
the model cities plan was modified without citizen group particlpation 1n
the decision process.

The Senate Report states that:

The Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act o~ 1966
requires II. • • to be eligible 1'or .b'ederal aia, a comprehenslve c~ty.
.
demonstration program must provide ••• widespread citizen particlpatl0n
in the program and the Secretary of Housing and Urban Developrrent must
emphasize local initiative in the planning ••• [of it]"

"In addition to continuing its establiohed program
functions, CXJACP would be given a formal role in the
formula grant application process. Under section
402(f) of the Law Enforcerrent Assistance Reform Act,
no jurisdiction would be eligible for a formula
grant unless i.t assures that neighborhood and community
organizations, as well as individual citizens, have
participated in the application process. 'Ihe bill
also gives OCACP the authority to review formula grant
applications to dete~nine that the community participation
. requirements have actually been met." S. Report 96-142 at 27.

The Court held that the HUD Violated the Act in accepting a propos~l
for major modification of the model cities program fr~m Philadel~h7a
~1ich made clear on its face that there had been no cltizen partlclpation
in its formulation. The Court stated:
II • • • L'Ihe issue is not citizen veto or even approval
but citizen partiCipation negotiation, and consultation
in the major deciSions Which are made for a particular
Model Cities Program. While not every decision regarding
a Program may require 1'ull citizen partiCipation certainly
decisions which change the basic strategy of the Program
do require such participation."

Section l03(a)(4) provides authority to (x;ACP to review formula
grant applications in order to assure that the requireme' ,';s for citizen,
neighborhood, and community participation in the applica~ion process have
been met.
Clearly, more is required than placing citizens on the planning
boards. Such representation is mandated by 402(b)(2)(D) and section 402(c)
• • • "Such board shall be broadly representative. • .and shall inclUde
among its membership representatives of neighborhood and community-based
organizations."

I
H
!

While the Justice System Improvement Act does not have ~he same
broad langua§8 as the Demonstration Cities and Metropolltan Developrrent
Act (widespread citizen participation), nevertheless it will be important
to assure that citizens have been given the opportunity to partiCipate and
that this is documented in the application submitted to LEAA.
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III.
II.

Issues
I

Current Practice

What rules i f any will be promulgated regarding citizen participation?

Under the Cr~e Control Act of 1976, State planning agencies had
to assure the participation ot' citizen and community organizations at all
levels of the planning process. In analyzing this amendment in 1976, LEAA
Reauthorization Papers stated:

These rules have now been drafted and are in the guidelines for
caTlIlEnt.

I

"One method of assuring such citizen participation
in the planning process is to include representa.tives
of citizen and community organizations on these other
planning boards. Another method that could be used
by the planning bodies is to provide for public hearings
on the local plans, the judicial plan and the final
State plan. A third method could be a process for
providing public review and written comments on the
plan."

2. Won't citizen participation on boards and open meetings be sufficient
to provide an opportunity for participation?
No. The new Act at Section 402(b) (2)(D) and (C) requires repre~enta
tion on the State Councils and local boards of the ~neral,publlC
and requires open meetings at Section 402(e)(2). ,In addi~lon, there
is the new requirement at Section 402(f) that citlzen, nelghborbood
and community organizations have an opportunity to review and comment
on programs. Open meetings will therefore not be sufficient.
Something more is required.

I

3. Will JCC plans require citizen participation?

The Guidelines at M 4100.1F, Section 1, paragraph 10.b(2) required
that the State planning a~ncy describe the proposed role in planning of
various agencies and organizations including citizens.

The Section 402(f) requirement does not,applY to J?C's. It applies
to eligible jurisdictions. ~il1e JCC's will be reqUlred to hold
open meetings and provide access to records. (Section 402(e)(2)).

A review of the ra~ of activities undertaken by the States to comply
with the 1976 provision showed that there is citizen membership on State
and local planni.ng boards and advisory groups with meetings open and
publicized. In addition, sixteen states reported special public meetings
and hearings, eight enga~ in special outreach programs to public interest
groups. Five states conduct special mail surveys for citizen opinions and
three utilize special citizen's task forces for public input. Other activities
reported were appearance by SPA staff, a special citizen's appeals committee
for a supervisory board, a special program ot' collaboration with a university
and a system of satellite planners charged with obtaining citizen input.

4.

What kind of TA will OCACP provide to enable citizens to partiCipate?
OCACP will provide informational packages and will put on seminars
to assist camnunity groups.
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ORGANIZATION
I.

II.

Evaluation of the Provision

The Justice System Improvement Act of 1979 establishes an Office of
Justice Assistance, Research, and Statistics (OJARS) moor the general
authority and policy control of the Attorney General. OJARS will provide
coordL~ation and staff support for the Law Ehforcement Assistance
Administration CLEM), the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), and
the Bureau !Jf, Justice Statistics (BJS).
Part A provides for the establishment of LEAA. Within LEAA it provides
for an Office of Camnunity Anti-Crirne Programs. ('Ihe Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention also remains as part of LEAA mder the
provisions of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974,
as amended.) LEAA is authorized to operate a State and local assistance
program tm.der Part D Fbrmula Grants; a 50/50 match program of National
Priorities under Part E; discretionary and training and personnel
development programs under Parts F and G; and camntm.i ty anti-criIre programs
and juvenile justice and delinquency prevention programs and Public
Safety Officer Benefits. LEAA will be headed by an Administrator appointed
by the President. The Administrator will have the final sign orf authority
in the award of grants and contracts for LEAA and OJJDP.

Under the Crime Control Act of 1976, which expired September 30, 1979,
Ll:!.:AA was composed 01' six program ot'i'ices - at'i'ice of Criminal Justice
Programs, Office of Community Anti-Crime Programs, Office of Criminal
Justice Education and Training, the National Institute of Law Enforcement
and Cr:llJlinal Justice the National Criminal Justice Information and
StatistiCS Service, ~nd the Oi'i'ice 01' Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention - and nine staff support offices. The program offices operate
State and local assistance programs through formula grants and various
discretionary and categorical grant programs, including statistics, research
and development, education and training, community anti-crime, and
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention.
III.
1.

i'

Part H provides for the establishment of OJARS. It will provide ~taff
support m the areas of congressional liaison, public information, accomting,
audit, equal employment opportunity, ciVil rights compliance, administrative
services, general counsel, canptroller functions" and personnel management.
It will coordinate the program planning and budgeting activities of LEAA,
NIJ, and BJS through the facilitation of interoffice canmunications and
intergovernmental liaison. ~Vhere there are disputes between LEAA, NIJ
and BJS, OJARS will resolve disagroeements. OJARS will be headed by a
Director appointed by the President.
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Issues
What type of relationship will exist between OJARS, LEAA, NIJ,
and BJS programmatically?
OJARS facilitates the program development process through
coordination and communications between all units.

Part B provides for the establishement of NIJ. NIJ will insure a balance
in basic and applied research; evaluate criminal justice programs, test
and demonstrate civil and criminal justice programs; disseminate information
and give prirrary emphasis to State and local justice systems. NIJ will
be headed by a Director appointed by the President. The Director will
have the fmal sigl off authority for the award of grants and contracts
for NIJ.
Part C provides for the establishment of B,TS. BJS will provide a variety of
statistical services for the criminal justice canmtm.ity; recanrn9nd standards
for the generation of statistical data; analyze and dissemmate statistics;
and, provide for the security and privacy of criminal justice statistics.
BJS will be headed by a Director appointed by the President. The
Director will have the final sigp off authority in the award of gr>ants and
contracts for BJS.

Current Practice

OJARS and LEAA jointly designate National Priority and Discretionary
Grant Programs.
OJARS sets policy standa~ds for intelligence systems funded through
Part D of the JSIA.

OJARS coordinatt::ls the develo.pment of interoffioe policies, e.g."
financial. management, grants administration, and data collection.
2.

Will there be a'single point of contact for SPA's or will SPA's have
to. deal I;leparately with OJARS, LEPLA, NIJ and BJS?
While there will be no single POlllt of contact as such, program
analysts in the State/local assistance divisions will to some extent
be able to provide information as to whom to contact re~rding
various problems. However, questlons dealing with specific programs
(NPP, DF, R&D, Stats., etc.) shoQLd be directed to the particular
un..i..t concerned.

LEAA, NIJ, BJS and OJARS will establish more specific information
on points of contact in the coming rronths.
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NATIONAL PRIORITY
I.

G~rS

Evaluation of the Provision

~art

E establishes a new National Priority Grant program. This program
provides grants to State and local goverr~nts to carry out programs that,
on the basis of research, demonstration or evaluation, have been shown
to be ef'fective or innovative and to have a likely beneficial impact on
criminal justice. Priorities may include programs to improve planning
and coordination activities.
Ten percent of the total Parts D, E, and F appropriation is reserved
for this program. Grants require a 50 percent rmtch. However, the
match may come from any source of funds, including Part. D formula grant
nonies.
The National Priority Grant program implements a recommendation of the Departrrent of Justice Study Group in its June 1977 Report to the Attorney General
that there should be a "national demonstration program designed to emphasize
the maximum utilization of research findings in program deSign, systermtic
program development, testing and evaluation and eventual replication on a
broad national basis." (Departrrent of Justice Study Group, Report to the
Attorney General, June 23, 1977, p.13) The Study Group concluded that
this program woUld be the most effective way of rapidly bri~ng the findings
of research to bear on the operational problems of the criminal justice
system. It also implerrents the Study Group's recommendation that the national
research and development program be linked with the formula grant program
through financial incentives that would serve to encourage the replication
of effective programs while preserving State and local discretion.
The Senate Committee on the Judiciary concluded that the National Priority
Grant program is an innovative response to a la-year debate over the proper
scope and rreaning of' the LEAA program. The Committee characterized the
program as a balance between the view that the Federal Government should
determine State and local spending priorities, baSed on its research efforts,
and the opposite view that States and localities should have maximum
discretion. As the Senate Committee Report notes: "Under this approach
the Federal Government suggests~-but does not mandate--certain LEAA priorities.
The State and local governrrents are encouraged but not forced to participate
in the program." (Sen.:::.te Repor·t No. 96-142, 96th Congress, 2nd SeSSion,
p.46)
In floor debate in the House, Representa'i~lve McClory (R-Ill.) reinforced this
position. He stated:
"So what the national priority program undertakes to do ••• is
to provide some noni toring, some 6va.luating and some direction
from the Federal Government to try to see that the funds are
utilized in a way Which has been round to be efficient and
effective at the local level. • • We are not trying to run the
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police departments, but what we are trying to do is give
sorne guidance, some direction, sorre coordinating influence
with respect to law enforcement, which is a national
responsibility." (Congressional Record H 9098, October 12,
1979)
National Priority Grant programs are identif'ied jointly by ccrARS and
LEAA based on nominations from NJJ, .I:iJ~, ~tate and local goverl1l1'Ents,
and other public and private organizations. Proposed programs will be
published in the Federal Register anj the public given at least bO days
to comment. Priorities for each fii3cal year must be published in the
Register prior to the start of each fiscal year, beginnlng in FY 1981.
The nomination process is clearly intended to be an open and participatory
one. 'Ihe Senate Committee states: II. • .it is a program Where the joint
participation of Federal, State and local governments and public and
private agencies in the determination of priorities is crucial." (p.47)
All Part E applications are to be submitted for review to the State Criminal
Justice Council. Councils will have ~O days to review the applications
and submit comments to LEAA.
'lhe Na tiona]. Priority Grant program is to be administered by the Law
Enf'orcerrent Assistance Administration. Section 505(a) directs the
Administrator of LEAA to establish reasonable requirements for the award
of Part E grants and to publish award procedures in the Fede~a~ Register.
No grant is to be made in a manner inconsistent with these pr'ocedures.
Section 505(a) further directs the Administration to take into account
in awarding grants the criminal justice needs and efforts of eligible
jurisdictions; the need for continuing programs Which would not otherwise
be continued due to inadequate Part D funds; and the degree to which an
eligible jurisdiction has expended or proposes to expend Part D or other
funds for pr·iority programs.
The Act assures that the problems and needs of all States be considered
in the distribution of Part E monies. It further provides that no
jurisdiction be excluded from participation solely due to its population.
It is clear that the intent is to assure that programs are developed Which
are responsive to the needs of less populous as well as urban areas.
National priority grants may be for up to three years, and may be extended
for an additional two years if' the program or project has been evaluated
and found to be effective. Recipients are expected to assume the costs
of' effective programs unless State or local budget constraints preclude
cost assumption.
Consistent with the transition provision of the statute, as well as the
specif'ic language that national priority programs need not be identif'ied
until prior to FY 81, bOY 80 is a transition year for the national priority
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III.
1.
gr~t

program. In FY ~O, programs to be supported with Part E National
Prlori ty funds shall be proposed by LEAA, published in the Federal
Register for review and comment, and published in the Register in
final form after comm::mts have been received and considered. Proposed
programs will appear in the Register by mid-December, 1979.

Who are eligible applicants for National Priority Programs?
State and local governments.

2.

What are the criteria and procedures for State and local nominations
of National Priority Grant Programs?
Programs nominated for National Priority Grant program status
must meet the standards set forth in Section 503(a) - that is,
they must have been shown, through research, demonstration, or
evaluation, to be effective or innovative and to have a likely
beneficial impact on criminal justice. It is expected that
programs nominated by State and local governments will have to
have had a fonnal evaluation that provides convincing evidence
of the effectiveness of the program. Detailed criteria designating
priority programs as well as procedures for obtaining State and
local nominations will be developed, in consultation with State
and local representatives, by January 1980.

FY ~O proposed programs shall be those Which most nearly meet the Part
E criteria of demonstrated effectiveness and will include those programs
previously establi~hed as "incentive programs." Matching rates will vary
according to indivld~~ programs. The 50/50 match requirement will not
apply across-the-board until FY 81.
II.

Issues

Current Practice

~ 19711 LEAA initiated an exper:lJnental "incentive" grants program which
In some respects serves as a forerunner of the national priority grant
program. Under the incentive grants program LEAA has supported the
replication of progr~ that have been found to be effective through
research ffi1d evaluatlon. Incentive grants have required a 50 percent
match and have been for programs of statewide impact.

3.

How does the National Priority Grant progr'am relate to the Fonnula
Grant program?
Fonnula grant monies may be used to provide the required 50 percent
match on National Priority grants. In preparing FY 81-83 applications,
States and localities should use as their guide the list of programs
selected in FY 80 for Part E funding and published in the Federal
Register. LEAA will give further considGration to the five problems
raised at the Kansas City meeting on February 27 and see that Part E
and Part F dollar allocations are specified; joint or separate
accountability is decided; matChing ratios clarified; relationships
to the Section 401 categories described; and separation of National
Priority competitive programs accomplished.

There are critica~ diff~rences between the natioP3l priority grant program
and the current "mcentlve" grants program. lliere is no requirement that
programs be of statewide impact. Additionally, there is a formal and
participatory nomination process, with emphasis on the recommendations
of State and local agencies~

4.

Since National 'Priority Grants may be a key element in application
development when will LEAA designate suCh priority programs for
FY 1981?
States and local governments should use as their guide in the development
of their three-year applications the list of FY 1980 National Priority
programs appearing in the Federal Register February 15, 1980,
as the statute allows priorities to remain in effect for up to
three years. Beginning in the Spring of 1980, LEAA and OJARS will
initate a formal process for obtaining recommendations for FY 1981
priorities. This process will solicit nominations from BJS and NIJ,
stftte and local governrnent, and other public and private agencies.
LEAA and OJARS shall jointly publish proposed national priority programs
in the Register,based on these nominations, and invite public comment
for a 60 day period. After considering the comments received, LEAA
and OJARS shall publish a final list of priority programs in the
Register prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. States and
entitlements may amend their applications, i f necessary, to reflect
new priority programs to be supported in part with fonnula monies.
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Can a council, through its priot:Lty-setting process, require
entitlement applicants to direct some min~ portion or their Part
D funds to Part E National Priority Programs?
\\

No.
6.

DISCRETIONARY GRANT PROGRAMS

How will Part E funds se~ve as an incentive for allocation of Part
D funds since combinations are not eligible for Part E awards?
,

'I

<,')

.

I.

.'

Evaluation of. tile Provision

Part F continues the discretionary grant prQgram of LEAA. As reauthorized
by the Justice System Impr'overent Act, the discretionary graYJ.t p:'ogram
provides assistance to Stat~s, local government, and private non-profit
orgpnizations for the following pur.poses: (1) programs to imp:'ove and
strengthen the criminal justice ,system; (2) programs to improve plann:1ng
and coordination; (3) programs.,to assure the equitable distribution of
funds among criminal justice components; (4) programs to prevent and
combat White collar crime and public corruption; (5) court and corrections
system improvements; (6) organized crime programs, and activites to
disrupt illicit C<lIlIIEl'ce in stolen goods and prop:;rty; and (7) camnmity
anq neighborhood anti-crime efforts.

Combinations are eligible tInder Section 502.
()

Section 602(a) emphasizes assistance to ppivate non-profit organizations
for programs which otherwise might not be uhdertalcen, including national
court impr'overrent, education and training programs; canmuni ty and
neighborhood anti-crime programs; victim-witness assistance programs;
and efforts to develop, implement, evaluate and revise cr:i.Ir.inal justice
standards. Irmovative programs are encouraged.
Thn p:;rcent or the total Parts D, E, and F approp:'iation is earmapked for
discretionary grants. Grants may be for up to 100 percent of program or
p:'oject costs.
OJARS and LEAA shall establish jointly priorities for discretionary grant
fmding based on recanrrendations fran BJS and NIJ, State and local governments
and other appropriate public and private agencies. Proposed priorities
shall be published in the Federal Register for 60 days review and public
comment. Final priorities shall be identified in the Register prior to
the beginning of FY 1981 and each subsequent fiscal year. Priorities shall
remain in effect for no longer than three years.
lfue discretionary grant p:'ogram is administered by LEAA, which shall
establish requirements and criteria for grant awards. Under Section 605,
LEAA 1s directed to consider in awarding grants whether certain segrrents
of the criminal justice system have received a disproportionate share of
financial .aid. LEAA is also directed to assure that the p:>oblenlS and
needs of all States, including less populous ones, are taken into account.
,
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Grants may be made for up to three years and extended for up to two additional
years i f the program or project has been evaluated and found to be effective
and i f the recipient agrees to pay one-half the project cost. However,
these provisions do not apply to funding for the management and administration of national non-profit or~~izations carrying out programs specified
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III.
1.

in Section 602(a).
Consistent with the transition provisions of the statute, as well as
the specific language that discretionary grant priorities need not be
identified until prior to FY 81, FY 80 is a transition year for the
discretionary grant program. In FY 80 priorities shall be proposed by
LEAA, published in the Federal Register for review and comment, and
pUblished in the Register in final form after comments have been received
and considered. Proposed DF priorities will appear in the Register
by mid-Lecember, 1979. Matching rates for FY 80 will vary according
to individual programs.
II.

What provisions exist for consultation with States and localities
prior to the award of discretionary grants?
The statute provides that private nonprofit or§anizations consult
with officials of State and local governments to be affected prior
to the award of any discretionary grant. Further, it is LEAA policy
to require all applicants for DF funds to forward a copy of their
application to the cognizant State Criminal Justice Council for
comment.

2.

Will LEAA establish a match requirement for certain classes of
DF programs?
The bill allows discretionary grants to pay for up to 100
percent of the costs of a project. IEAA may, however, require
a matching contribution for certain programs. Any proposed
mtch requirement would be included in the draft program
announcement published in the Federal Register for review and
comrnent.

Current Practice

Part F replaces the current LEAA Discretionary Grant program and is
substantially similar to that program. Major differences include the
provision for no-match, the formalized process for establishing and
making kL10wn priorities, and the emphasis on certain high priority
program areas.

Issues

3.

Will LEAA implement a progr'am to improve planning and coordination?
Yes. A small scale effort initiated in FY 79 will be continued
in FY 80 with both States and local governments eligible to
apply for grants to upgrade their planning and coordination
capabilities.

4. How will LEAA assure that the needs of less populous States
and localities are met?

By assuring that DF programs do not exclude less populous areas
arbitrarily and that programs are designed to be responsive
to rural needs. Substantial participation in the designation
of DF priorities by all States and local goverments should assure
balanced programming.

5. How will LEAA provide for the equitable distribution of funds

,.

among all components of the criminal justice system?
Adequate share provisions under Part D should assure equitable
funding for all criminal justice components. However, in the
event of any apparent imbalances, Part F funds can be used to
alleviate ineq1uties. LEAA management system provide reasonably
accurate data on the distribution of funds by component which can
be used to empirically assess the fairness of fund distribution
patterns and to guide any necessary adjustments.

"1
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APPENDIX

JUSTICE SYSTEI'-i IMPROVEMEN'I' ACT OF 1979
CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
April, 1977

~

Department of Justice Study Group created to review LEAA
program

Jme 23, 1977 - Study Group Issues Report on "Restructur:ing the Justice
Dep:lrtrren t's Program of Assistance to State and IDcal
Governments for Crime Control and Crlininal Justice
System Improverrent"

December 11, 1979 - Conference Report approved by Senate, s.241
December 13, 1979 - Conference ReJX)rt approved by House of Representatives
cleared for President
December 27, 1979 - "Justice System Improverrent Act of 1979" (Public Law
96-157) Signed :into law by President Carter

November 21, 1977 - Attorney General Bell submits a. proposal for the
Reorganization of LEAA to the President
~~y

12, 1978 - Attorney General Bell formally requests enactment of
legislation to extend activities of LEAA beyond FY 1979

OU.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING ·OFFICE.

July 10, 1978 - President Carter sends Message to Congress and proposes
the "Justice System Improverrent Act of 1978"
S.3270 and H.R.13397 introduced :in 95th Congress, Second
Session (Also introduced: S.3280 and H.R. 13445-ABA/NIJ
Act)
January 29, 1979 - s.241 and H.R. 2061, "Justice System Improvement Act
of 1979," and S.260, "National Institute of Justice
Act," introduced in the 96th Congress, First Session
.:enate Hearings:

August 16 and 23, (Crirn:inal Laws Subconmittee) February

9, 15, and 28 and f1arch 7 and 13, 1979 (Judiciary
Canmittee)
House Hear:ings:

August 1, October 3, 4, and 20, 1977, and ~rch 1, 1978
November 20 and 21, 1978
February 7, 13, and 27, ~ch 8 and ]\~rch 22, and April
3, 1979 (Judiciary Subcanmittee on Crime)

May 14, 1979 - S.241, amended, reported favorably from Senate Judiciary
Canmittee (.:enate ReJX)rt No. 96-142) .
rlI3..y 15,1979 - H. R. 2061 , amended, reported favorably from House Judiciary
Canmittee (House HeJX)r't 96-163)
May 21, 1979 - S.241, considered and passed Senate, amended
October 10 and 12, 1979 - S.241, amended to conta:in language of H.R.2061,
considered and passed House
November 8, 1979 - Conferees met and resolved differences in s.241
December 10, 1979 - Conference Report on s.241 filed (House Report
96-655)
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